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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS
1.1

INTRODUCTION

The Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency (PVWMA) was the lead agency in developing the
PVWMA Local Water Supply and Distribution Project Final Environmental Impact Report (FEIR)
(State Clearinghouse # 1997021006) (herein referred to as the 1999 EIR).

1.1.1 Local Water Supply and Distribution Project (1999 EIR)
The Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency (PVWMA) was the lead agency in developing the
PVWMA Local Water Supply and Distribution Project Final Environmental Impact Report (FEIR)
(State Clearinghouse # 1997021006) (herein referred to as the 1999 EIR). PVWMA published
the 1999 EIR on May 7, 1999, and the Board of Directors of the PVWMA subsequently certified
it as complete and adequate under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) on May 19,
1999. This document is an Addendum to the 1999 FEIR, which is incorporated by reference.
The Findings and Statement of Overriding Considerations for the project and the Mitigation
Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP), prepared in accordance with CEQA Guidelines
Sections 15091 (Findings), 15093 (Statement of Overriding Considerations), and 15097
(Mitigation Monitoring or Reporting), are also incorporated by reference. The Findings document
identifies impacts resulting from the project, and the MMRP outlines mitigation measures to
reduce significant impacts to less-than-significant levels. All potential project-related significant
impacts resulting from the Local Water Supply and Distribution Project will be mitigated to lessthan-significant levels, with the exception of the following significant and unavoidable impact:
the loss of prime farmland (related to the Harkins Slough, Murphy Crossing, and College Lake
components, which are not part of the proposed Project). As noted in the analysis below, the
proposed project modifications would not result in any permanent conversion of agricultural
lands.
The 1999 EIR evaluated the environmental impacts of the Local Water Supply and Distribution
Project under CEQA. The 1999 EIR describes a series of facility projects that would more fully
utilize local water supply sources and distribute these sources (in addition to imported water) to
service area users. These projects included the following: College Lake; Harkins Slough;
diversions from the Pajaro River at Murphy Crossing; Watsonville Wastewater Reclamation
Option; and, Distribution Systems including the Coastal Service Area (Coastal Distribution
System [CDS]), Murphy Crossing Service Area, and Inland Service Areas. Chapters 1 and 2 of
the 1999 EIR describe the purpose of and need for the project, project background, and the
construction and operating characteristics of these projects.
The Coastal Service Area identified in the 1999 EIR included approximately 8,200 irrigated
acres adjacent to and between Highway 1 and the Pacific Ocean. The existing (current) CDS
provides a supplemental supply of irrigation water to a 5,100-acre service area in Monterey and
Santa Cruz Counties. The pipe diameter for the CDS was assumed to range between 8 to 48
inches, with a majority of the pipes between 12 and 36 inches. The trench requirements were
estimated to be 4 feet wide and 6-8 feet deep, and the pipelines would be located within or
adjacent to road rights-of-way and parcel boundaries, and where necessary, would cross
through private land parcels. The 1999 EIR assumed that roadways would be maintained to
allow one-lane passage at all times, and a traffic control plan would be required.
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1.2

PROJECT PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES

The Draft Recycled Water Treatment, Storage, and Distribution System Pipeline Improvements
Facilities Planning Report (Carollo October 2014) presents minor modifications to the CDS
addressed in the 1999 EIR, including the addition of the K1 pipeline to the CDS.
The purpose and goals of the PVWMA CDS (including the addition of the K1 pipeline) and
associated water supply facilities (Recycled Water Facility, Managed Aquifer Recharge and
Recovery Facility, Blend Wells, and Connection to the City of Watsonville’s Potable Water
System) are to stop groundwater overdraft and halt seawater intrusion by increasing the use of
delivered, supplemental irrigation water and decreasing coastal groundwater production. The
Project will allow approximately 180 acres of irrigated agricultural lands along the coast to be
irrigated with supplemental irrigation supply water instead of groundwater, thereby reducing
seawater intrusion in the Pajaro Valley’s groundwater supply. Groundwater production for crop
irrigation has averaged about 320 acre-feet per year (afy) over the past decade.
The Project includes construction of new pipelines that will allow approximately 15 parcels to
irrigate with delivered water in lieu of groundwater. Section 2 of this document describes the
proposed modifications to the CDS. Section 3 of this document presents an evaluation of the
environmental impacts of these design modifications in comparison with impacts analyzed in the
1999 EIR. Overall conclusions are presented in Section 4 of this document.
The proposed Project will be partially funded through an Integrated Regional Water
Management Drought Emergency Grant from Proposition 84 Safe Drinking Water, Water
Quality and Supply, Flood Control, River and Coastal Protection Bond Act of 2006 issued
through the California Department of Water Resources. Proposition 84 was passed by California
voters in November 2006. Proposition 84 amended the Public Resources Code (PRC) to add
among other articles, Section 75026 et seq., authorizing the State Legislature to appropriate
$1,000,000,000 for IRWM projects that assist local public agencies to meet the long term water
needs of the State including the delivery of safe drinking water and the protection of water
quality and the environment. Just under $5,000,000 will be available to the Central Coast
Funding Area.

1.3

PURPOSE OF ADDENDUM

This document is an Addendum to the 1999 EIR to address modifications to the CDS. It has
been prepared to evaluate potential environmental impacts associated with the proposed
changes identified in the Draft Facilities Planning Report, including the addition of the K1
pipeline. Pursuant to Section 15164 of the State CEQA Guidelines, PVWMA as the lead agency
shall prepare an Addendum to the previously certified EIR if some changes or additions are
necessary, but none of the conditions described in Section 15162 calling for the preparation of a
subsequent EIR have occurred. The scope of this Addendum focuses on the environmental
effects associated with specific revisions to the CDS component of the Local Water Supply and
Distribution Project.
If some changes or additions are necessary, but none of the conditions calling for preparation of
a subsequent EIR have occurred, the lead agency shall prepare an addendum to the previously
certified EIR (CEQA Guidelines §15164(a)). The addendum must be considered by the decision
making body along with the previously certified EIR prior to making a decision on the project
(CEQA Guidelines 15164(d)). Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15164 (Addendum to an
EIR or Negative Declaration), the Addendum was not circulated for public review, but will be
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attached to the 1999 certified Final EIR. Following approval of the Addendum, a Notice of
Determination will be filed and posted at the Monterey County Clerk’s Office and the State
Clearinghouse.
Section 15162 of the State CEQA Guidelines provides the scenarios for preparing a subsequent
EIR after an EIR has been certified. Consistent with those requirements, the analysis in this
Addendum demonstrates that (1) the Project would not involve substantial changes that would
result in new significant environmental effects, or a substantial increase in the severity of
significant effects previously identified in the certified 1999 EIR; (2) that substantial changes
with respect to the circumstances under which the Project would be undertaken that would
result in new significant environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of
significant effects previously identified in the certified 1999 EIR have not occurred; and (3) that
new information of substantial importance, which was not known and could not have been
known with the exercise of reasonable diligence at the time the previous 1999 EIR was certified
as complete, and which shows that the project will have one or more significant effects not
discussed in the previous 1999 EIR or significant effects previously examined will be
substantially more severe than shown in the previous 1999 EIR and 2002 EIR, does not exist.
This Addendum to the 1999 EIR demonstrates that the environmental analysis, impacts, and
mitigation requirements identified in these EIRs are substantially unchanged by the proposed
modifications and improvements to the CDS. Therefore, the PVWMA has prepared an
Addendum pursuant to State CEQA Guidelines Section 15164 as required when some changes
or additions are necessary but none of the factors requiring a subsequent EIR have occurred.
This decision is based on substantial evidence, as set forth in the following discussion of the
proposed project modifications and the evaluated environmental impacts of those modifications.

1.4

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS

To reach the conclusions presented in this Addendum, the PVWMA conducted a
comprehensive review of the Local Water Supply and Distribution Project, and Draft Facilities
Planning Report, including all new design features and information regarding the K1 pipeline.
The conclusions of this review are discussed in detail in Section 3 of this document, which
evaluates potential impacts to each issue area. The analysis concluded that implementation of
the Project would not result in any new significant impacts or a substantial increase in the
severity of a previously identified impact above those disclosed in the certified 1999 EIR.
New information reviewed by the PVWMA and incorporated into this analysis does not show
that the Project would result in significant effects not discussed in the 1999 EIR, or result in a
substantial increase in the severity of significant effects discussed in these EIRs.
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SECTION 2
DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED CHANGES
2.1

PROJECT LOCATION

The Project is located just south of an unnamed tributary to the Pajaro River, approximately 0.7
mile west of Highway 1 in north Monterey County (refer to Figures 1 through 3). The proposed
K1 Pipeline would connect to the existing CDS located within Jensen Road, about 450 feet
northeast of where Jensen Road intersects with Bluff Road and will extend northwest to a point
approximately 760 feet northwest of Trafton Road and approximately 960 feet northeast of Bluff
Road. The Project site consists of 15 parcels, as shown in Table 1 below.
Table 1. Project Parcel Ownership
Assessor’s Parcel Number

Parcel Owner

117-031-003

Oceanview Investments, LLC

117-031-005

Ramirez, Victor and Gerardo

117-031-006

Ramirez, Victor

117-031-011

Thirup, Arne

117-031-013

Jeffrey & Hillary USA Corp

117-031-014

Jeffrey & Hillary USA Corp

117-031-015

Jeffrey & Hillary USA Corp

117-031-016

Jeffrey & Hillary USA Corp

117-041-017

Garrone, John & Toby

117-041-018

Switzer, Susan, Switzer, Thomas

117-042-002

Valle Del Sol Properties

117-042-005

Muzzi, Dominic & Martha

117-042-009

Jeffrey & Hillary, USA Corp

117-042-010

Kathleen & Steven Loveless

117-041-004

Richard & Inez Galvan
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The Project footprint (Project area) includes the proposed pipeline alignment, an approximate
15-foot-wide permanent easement, an adjacent 60-foot-wide temporary construction easement,
temporary access routes, and staging area. The Project would result in the disturbance of up to
approximately 14.0 acres along the approximately 1.3-mile-long alignment, including permanent
and temporary construction easements (11.8 acres), staging area (0.5 acre), and access routes
(up to 1 acre).
The Project is located on land designated as “Agricultural Preservation”. The western terminus
of the Project is within land designated as “Agricultural Conservation”. The Project area consists
of predominately agricultural and associated land uses including irrigated fields, agricultural
processing facilities, graded dirt roads, and water distribution infrastructure (e.g., existing wells,
pipelines, pumps, and similar appurtenances).

2.2

ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING

The Project is located within an unincorporated portion of northern Monterey County in the
Pajaro Valley (refer to Figures 1 and 2). The Pajaro Valley includes southern Santa Cruz County
and northern Monterey County, and encompasses an area of approximately 120 square miles.
The valley is bordered on the northeast by the coastal Santa Cruz Mountains and to the west by
the Pacific Ocean. The drainage divide between the Aptos Creek watershed and the Pajaro
River watershed is generally considered the valley’s defining northern boundary, and the
drainage divide between the Elkhorn and Morro Coho Sloughs sloughs is generally considered
to be the southern boundary of the valley (PVWMA 2013). The central surface water feature in
the Pajaro Valley is the Pajaro River. Primary land uses in the Pajaro Valley are open space
followed thereafter by agriculture and urban uses.
The Project area consists of predominately agricultural and associated land uses including
irrigated fields, graded dirt roads, agricultural facilities, a spinach processing plant, and water
distribution infrastructure (e.g., existing wells, pipelines, pumps, and similar appurtenances).
Historically the Project area has consisted of primarily agricultural uses dating at least as far
back as 1931 (University of California, Santa Cruz 2015). An existing PVWMA CDS pipeline is
located to the east of the proposed Project pipeline within Jensen Road.
The Project area is generally bound in all directions by agricultural land uses and additionally to
the north by a steep ravine consisting of costal scrub-mixed chaparral and mixed riparian forest
descending from the Bolsa de San Cayetano plateau to an unnamed tributary to the Pajaro
River, to the east by Jensen Road, to the west by the Pajaro River (at a distance ranging from
approximately 900-5,800 feet from the western end of the alignment, separated by a steep
ravine), and to the south by Bluff Road (approximately 400-1,000 feet to the south). Four manmade detention basins are located north of the eastern portion of the alignment within APN 117031-003 in the vicinity of a spinach processing plant. The northeastern basin was constructed
circa 1968; the remaining basins were excavated between 2012 and 2013. Hydrology of these
features appears to be substantially altered or modified and generally driven by runoff from
adjacent agricultural fields (e.g., irrigation tailwater). Additional water may actively be pumped
into the basins from nearby agricultural facilities (e.g., spinach processing plant).
The Pajaro Valley is in a Mediterranean climate typical of central coastal California. This climate
zone is characterized by cool, wet winters and warm, dry summers. Over 90% of the yearly
precipitation falls from November through April, and coastal fog is common in the summer and
fall months. The mean annual temperature is 57 degrees Fahrenheit (°F), the mean monthly
maximum temperature is 74°F in September, and the mean monthly minimum temperature is
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39°F in January. The long-term mean annual rainfall at Watsonville is 22.2 inches, averaged for
the period of record from water years 1880 to 2012 while the 30-year normal (1981-2010) is
23.5 inches (DDA 2013).
The Project area is generally flat with slightly undulating terrain. The Project area is located atop
the Bolsa de San Cayetano plateau with elevations ranging from approximately 80 feet (24
meters) to 150 feet (46 meters) above mean sea level. The BSA generally slopes from the
southeast to the northwest. A steep ravine is located along the northern border of the Project
area descending to an unnamed tributary to the Pajaro River. The Pajaro River is located at a
distance ranging from approximately 900-5,800 feet to the west of the Project area separated by
a steep ravine. The Pajaro River flows westward to Monterey Bay. Based on the United States
Department of Agriculture Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) Web Soil Survey,
four soil map units are located within the Project area: Elkhorn fine sandy loam 2 to 5 percent
slopes, Elkhorn fine sandy loam 5 to 9 percent slopes, Elkhorn fine sandy loam 9 to 15 percent
slopes, and Elkhorn fine sandy loam thin surface variant 15 to 30 percent slopes (NRCS 2014).
These soil map units are described as follows:


The Elkhorn fine sandy loam components (2 to 5, 5 to 9, and 9 to 15 percent slopes)
consist of mixed fine-loamy alluvium derived from sandstone occurring on marine
terraces. These well-drained soils are typically not flooded or ponded. There is no zone
of water saturation within a depth of 72 inches. These soils do not meet hydric criteria
and there are no saline horizons within 30 inches of the soil surface.



The Elkhorn fine sandy loam, thin surface variant component (15 to 30 percent slopes) is
similar to the Elkhorn fine sandy loam component with the exception of a restrictive layer
consisting of lithic bedrock at a depth of 25 inches.

Facilities constructed to date as part of the PVWMA’s Basin Management Plan (BMP)
implementation include the Recycled Water Facility with a capacity of 4,000 afy; the Harkins
Slough Aquifer Storage and Recovery Project with a capacity of 1,100 afy; two blend wells with
a combined capacity of 4,000 gallons per minute (gpm; 1,500 gpm and 2,500 gpm for Blend
Well No. 1 & Blend Well No. 2, respectively); a connection to the City of Watsonville’s potable
water system with a capacity not to exceed 2,000 afy by agreement; and 20 miles of
conveyance pipeline comprising the CDS.

2.3

SUMMARY OF ORIGINAL PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The CDS analyzed in the 1999 EIR would begin at Highway 1 and the Pajaro River at the end of
the Central Valley Project (CVP) Import Pipeline. Two main laterals were proposed to serve the
Coastal Service Area. The Springfield Lateral was proposed to be routed west from Highway 1,
and then south primarily along private property boundaries to the Springfield area. The San
Andreas Lateral was proposed to be routed north across the Pajaro River, serving the San
Andreas Road Area. This systems was proposed to include 12 sub-laterals (seven along the
San Andreas Lateral and five along the Springfield Lateral) to provide service to all parcels of
agricultural land. A total of 135 turnouts were planned. As shown in Figure 4 (Coastal
Distribution System), the CDS Springfield Lateral was proposed to follow Trafton Road, extend
southeast over private property to Bluff Road, follow Bluff Road for approximately 0.5 mile, then
continue south across Jensen Road. It continues across private property, Struve Road, crosses
McClusky Slough, and ends just north of the Struve Road/Giberson Road intersection. The
proposed Springfield Lateral is located in the general area of the proposed Project (K1).
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Figure 1. Vicinity Map
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Figure 2. Site Location Map
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Figure 3. Project Map
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Figure 4. Coastal Distribution System (1999 EIR)
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2.4

K1 PIPELINE

2.4.1 Overview of the Proposed Project
The existing CDS provides a supplemental supply of irrigation water to a 5,100-acre service
area in Monterey and Santa Cruz Counties. The proposed K1 pipeline will branch off the
existing CDS to provide reclaimed water for agricultural irrigation to an agricultural area along
Bluff Road that currently is on a groundwater supply severely impacted by seawater intrusion.
The K1 Pipeline is composed of approximately 1.3 miles of High Density Polyethylene (HDPE)
distribution piping ranging from 8 to 24 inches in diameter and nine agricultural turnouts
designed to provide approximately 320 acre-feet-per-year (afy) of supplemental irrigation water
to 180 irrigated acres within the existing 5,100-acre service area (Coastal Distribution System
[CDS]). The proposed K1 Pipeline would connect to the existing CDS located within Jensen
Road, about 450 feet northeast of where Jensen Road intersects with Bluff Road and will extend
northwest to a point approximately 760 feet northwest of Trafton Road and approximately 960
feet northeast of Bluff Road (refer to Figure 3).

2.4.2 Proposed Changes
The CDS is supplied by water from four sources including: 1) recycled water produced at the
Recycled Water Facility, 2) Recovered Harkins Slough water produced at the Harkins Slough
Managed Aquifer Storage and Recovery Facility, 3) Potable water from the City of Watsonville’s
distribution system, and 4) groundwater produced from two “Blend Wells” (one owned by
PVWMA, and the other leased by PVWMA). Demand in the K1 service area will be met by water
produced from the facilities described above. Additional storage tanks to be built at the
Recycled Water Facility (under a separate project) are projected to allow the PVWMA to
produce and distribute an additional 750 afy, which exceeds the average annual demand of
approximately 320 afy in the K1 service area. The PVWMA can pump as much water as needed
from its Blend Wells, however annual extractions from these two facilities averages a combined
370 afy over the past 10 years. The PVWMA has an agreement with the City of Watsonville to
not exceed 2,000 gallons per minute (gpm) or 2,000 afy; however, since the connection to the
City’s potable system was established in 2006, PVWMA has used an average of 590 afy and a
maximum of 813 afy, well under the 2,000 afy identified in the agreement. As currently
proposed, the Project includes the following modifications as compared to the originally
approved CDS:


An additional 1.3 miles of pipeline to be included in the CDS.



Trench excavations would be slightly wider (5 feet versus 4 feet wide)

Implementation of the Project would not result additional quantities of groundwater pumping.
The existing CDS provides a supplemental supply of irrigation water to a 5,100-acre service
area in Monterey and Santa Cruz Counties. The K1 Pipeline will branch off the existing CDS to
provide a supplemental supply for agricultural irrigation to an area that currently is on a
groundwater supply, supporting the objectives of the 1999 EIR and recent 2014 BMP Update.
Additional details regarding the proposed project are described below, and are shown in Figure
3, above.
Proposed Access, Staging, and Easements
Access to the Project site will be from Jensen Road, Bluff Road, Trafton Road, several existing
unnamed roads off of Bluff Road, and unpaved, 20-foot wide agricultural roads. These roads will
provide direct access to the Pipeline alignment, temporary construction easements, and staging
K1 Pipeline Project
Local Water Supply & Distribution Project EIR Addendum
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areas. Construction may require the temporary intermittent closure(s) of Jensen Road (paved)
and Bluff Road (paved), as well as a full road closure of Trafton Road for short periods of time.
A traffic control plan would be implemented by the contractor as part of the project to allow for
traffic to continue to flow around the project site.
Permanent and temporary construction easements will be required, totaling 1.3 miles in length
and 75 feet in width in most locations (totaling approximately 11.8 acres). An approximate 15foot-wide area along the length of the Project will consist of a permanent right-of-way easement
for the pipeline, consistent with the permanent easement for the CDS (approximately 2.4 acres).
Similarly, a 60-foot-wide temporary construction easement extending the length of the Project
will provide approximately 9.5 acres of construction access along the pipeline alignment. One
0.5-acre potential staging area is proposed to be located adjacent to the southeastern portion of
the Pipeline alignment northeast of Bluff Road; this area was identified based on easy
accessibility and available, currently, unfarmed open space. Storage and staging may also
occur along the entire length of the alignment within the identified easements. Additional storage
sites that may be required for disposal of excavated materials will be determined by the
contractor. Environmental analysis and securing landowner approval of such sites will be the
responsibility of the contractors, consistent with the 1999 EIR and recent 2014 BMP Update.
The contractor may make temporary surface improvements to the staging areas to
accommodate all-weather use during construction. Upon completion of the project, the staging
areas would be restored to pre-project conditions. The Pipeline alignment has relatively easy
access as it generally follows existing agricultural roads.
Construction Activities
The Pipeline will be constructed using traditional open-cut construction methods. The minimum
depth of pipeline cover is anticipated to be 5 feet for agricultural lands and 4 feet for all other
areas. The maximum depth of pipeline cover is not anticipated to exceed 10 feet. Trench
excavations for the Pipeline would be approximately 3 to 5 feet in width for the majority of the
trench segments. Above ground improvements would include agricultural turnouts, air release
valve enclosures, and blow-off structures. Agricultural turnouts consist of aboveground piping
and appurtenances. In addition, a concrete manhole riser (approximately 5 feet in diameter)
would be placed around the vertical riser of the turnout piping to protect it from vehicles and
farm equipment. Above ground piping would be supported by pipe supports anchored to an on
grade concrete equipment support pad; the pad would be approximately 3 square feet and 1.5
feet thick. Air release valve enclosures would either be located in a below grade structure (i.e.
manhole) or above grade in a steel enclosure (approximately 3 feet in diameter and 3 feet in
height). To avoid impacts on the on-farm operations, the air valve enclosure will be located
outside the edges of the farm fields. Typically, the air valve enclosure will be located on the
edges of adjacent farm access roads. Blow-off structures will be primarily below grade
structures comprised of a manhole with frame and cover at the surface for access. The top of
the manhole structures containing the blow-off riser section will be located 6 inches above
ground level, with backfilling around the structure to allow for drainage. Where possible, these
blow-off manholes will be located outside of the farm fields to avoid conflicts with farm
operations.
Bedding and pipe zone material are anticipated to be imported (approximately 1,900 cubic
yards). Re-use of native material for trench backfill (above the pipe zone) is anticipated to be
acceptable within unimproved areas. Trench backfill (native material) within improved areas
should meet the same requirements as for structural fill material and may include imported soil
and granular material, native soil material, and controlled low-strength material. Excess material
from trench excavation (approximately 2,500 cubic yards) would be disposed of offsite in
K1 Pipeline Project
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accordance with local, state, and federal laws and regulations. The contractor will be required to
stockpile, segregate, and cover the top 18 inches of topsoil from each individual parcel adjacent
to the trench and replace it after the trench has been backfilled.
Construction of the Project is anticipated to generate approximately 5-20 daily trips over 6
months. This includes transport of equipment and materials, trips generated by construction
managers and personnel, approximately 125 round trips to export 2,500 cubic yards of soil (20cubic yard haul trucks) and approximately 210 round trips to import 1,900 cubic yards of pipe
zone material (assume 9-cubic yard ready mix truck).
Anticipated trench excavations will be in County roads, agricultural fields, maintenance yards
and farm roads. There are no anticipated utility relocations. No trees are expected to be
disturbed. Although agricultural crops are not anticipated to be planted within the temporary
construction easements acquired for the Project, removal of vegetation and other organic matter
will be necessary if present. No additional lighting is proposed.
The construction period is anticipated to extend over a six-month period, with construction
anticipated to begin in September 2015 and be completed in February 2016. Construction would
generally occur Monday through Friday, from 7:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. There is a potential for
occasional work on Saturdays.
Table 2 below provides a general construction schedule, including the following phases: clear
vegetation, excavate soil, install pipe, and backfill trench. In the event trench dewatering is
required, the water would be managed in accordance with local, state, and federal laws and
regulations. Water trucks would also be used to control fugitive dust during site preparation, and
throughout the construction phases as necessary.
Table 2. Estimated Construction Schedule
Construction Phase

Start Date

Completion Date

Contract Bidding, Award, and Notice to
Proceed

May 2015

July 2015

Mobilization

August 2015

September 2015

Construction

September 2015

February 2016

Demobilization

March 2016

March 2016

Construction equipment, vehicles, personnel, and materials would be transported to required
work areas as necessary. Approximately 5 to 15 workers would be onsite at any time during
construction. Equipment use would be planned to optimize onsite staging and reduce offsite
traffic and travel. Table 3 below lists anticipated construction equipment and use.
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Table 3. Estimated Construction Fleet
Estimated Number
in Use

Estimated Maximum
Hours Per Day

Total Duration
(weeks)

Fusion Machine

1

6

5

Excavator

2

8

8

Concrete Truck

4

2

8

Backhoe

1

4

8

Loader

1

4

8

Compactor

2

8

8

Forklift

1

2

8

Onsite Haul Truck

2

4

8

Generator

3

2

8

Water Truck

1

2

8

Equipment Type

Stormwater Management
A Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) would be prepared as part of the Project by
the contractor, and the contractor would be responsible to implement best management
practices including installation and maintenance of erosion control features. Following the
completion of construction, disturbed areas would be stabilized, and top soil will be replaced in
the agricultural fields. Nonagricultural areas disturbed by construction will be revegetated by the
contractor in accordance with the approved SWPPP.
Operation and Maintenance
Operation of the Project would not require additional personnel, and would not generate
additional trips above existing conditions. Maintenance activities may require access to the
Pipeline and agricultural turnouts. All maintenance activities would occur within the identified
permanent easement, and may include excavation to view and repair underground facilities.

2.4.3 Project Approvals
The proposed Project will be considered for approval by the PVWMA. Additional approvals will
include approval of the proposed SWPPP by the State Water Resources Control Board, and the
traffic plan approved by the County of Monterey.
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2.5

MODIFICATIONS TO MITIGATION MEASURES

The following modifications to mitigation measures identified in the 1999 EIR are proposed for
the following reasons:
•

To clarify the intent and applicability of the mitigation measure relative to the proposed
Project and identified impact.

•

To update language that may be outdated due to changes in regulations or agencyadopted mitigation measures and standards.

All modifications to previously adopted mitigation measures are shown in strikethrough for
deleted text, and new text is underlined.
Land Use and Planning
Mitigation Measure 4.1.3-1: The PVWMA will provide advance notification of construction
activities should be provided to all property owners, residents, and businesses with property
contiguous to the planned in the vicinity of construction areas.
Geology and Soils
Mitigation Measure 8.2.3-1a: All grading and construction shall conform to requirements of the
Santa Cruz County Grading Ordinance and Monterey County Grading Ordinance.
Mitigation Measure 8.2.3-1b: Site grading and construction work areas shall expose as little new
ground surface as possible. Vegetation cover should be left intact to the extent practical outside
of areas supporting agriculture, roadways, and existing facilities.
Mitigation Measure 8.2.3-1c: To the extent possible, grading activities in non-cropped areas
shall be limited to the period between April 15 and October 31. If dry conditions persist after
October 31, one week extensions of grading activities will be obtained from the County Public
Works Department. In areas where the soil is tilled, grading activities will be coordinated with
the local farmers to ensure consistency between their erosion control and farming practices and
construction disturbance.
Mitigation Measure 8.2.3-1d: Implement best construction practices at all grading sites,
regardless of soil erodibility hazard.
Mitigation Measure 8.2.3-1e: Upon completion of construction within non-agricultural areas at all
sites, loose soils shall be removed or spread and all non-agricultural areas shall be re-soiled
and reseeded to ensure that a stable soil cover will remain. Re-seeding with an in-kind soil mix
shall occur in natural areas affected by the Project.
Mitigation Measure 8.2.3-1f: PVWMA Contractor will prepare and implement an inspection and
maintenance program during construction for the right-of-way and all facility sites per the
SWPPP. The plan will include routine inspection plans and reporting, and prescriptive methods
for correcting erosion or soil instability problems as outlined in the project SWPPP.
Mitigation Measure 8.2.3-4: Conduct soil engineering investigations of the proposed pipeline
alignment and pumping facilities prior to the final design and implement design
recommendations. The investigations will specify hazards related to corrosion, weak soils and
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settlement, including differential settlement. The recommendations of an engineering geologist
shall be incorporated into the design and specifications and shall be implemented by the
construction contractor. The construction manager shall conduct inspections and verify certify
that all applicable design criteria have been met. While these measures would not ensure that
some damage to the facilities would not occur, it would ensure that design standards have been
met and the hazards have been reduced to an acceptable level of risk. Therefore, the impact
would be reduced to a less than significant level.
Mitigation Measure 8.2.3-5: Conduct geologic investigations of the proposed pipeline alignment
and pumping facilities prior to the final design and implement design recommendations. The
investigations should specify hazards related to ground movements and co-seismic effects,
especially liquefaction. The recommendations of an engineering geologist shall be incorporated
into the design and specifications and shall be implemented by the construction contractor. The
construction manager shall conduct inspections and verify certify that all applicable design
criteria-have been met.
Mitigation Measure GEO-1 (New): Within agricultural areas, the contractor shall segregate and
stockpile the top 18 inches of topsoil from the trench and replace it after the trench has been
backfilled and work areas restored. Topsoil shall be stockpiled separate from subsoils, and
covered to prevent topsoil loss and erosion by wind or rain. Topsoil shall be replaced within the
top 18 inches of fill material to be replaced following pipe installation.
Hydrology and Water Quality
Mitigation Measure 4.3.3-1: Employ construction storm water quality management practices.
The agency shall prepare a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan as part of the construction
activities National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) storm water permit required
by the RWQCB. At a minimum, this plan shall include the following requirements:
1.

Plan excavation and grading activities for only the dry season (April 15 to October 31) to the
extent possible. This reduces the chance of severe erosion from intense rainfall and surface
runoff, as well as the potential for soil saturation in swale areas.

2.

If excavation occurs during the rainy season, storm runoff from the construction area shall
be regulated by temporary on-site silt traps and/or basins with multiple discharge points to
natural drainages and energy dissipaters. Stockpiles of loose material shall be covered and
runoff all be diverted away from exposed soil material. If work is stopped due to rains, a
positive grading away from slopes shall be provided to carry the surface runoff to areas
where flow can be controlled, such as the temporary silt basins. Sediment basin/traps shall
be located and operated to prevent off site sediment transport. Any trapped sediment shall
be removed from the basin or trap and placed at a suitable location on-site away from
concentrated flows, or removed to an approved disposal site.

3.

Temporary erosion control measures shall be provided until perennial revegetation or
landscaping is established and can prevent discharge of sediment into nearby waterways.
For construction within 500 feet of a water body, straw bales shall be placed upstream
adjacent to the water body.

4.

After completion of grading, erosion protection shall be provided on all cut and fill slopes.
Revegetation shall be facilitated by mulching, hydroseeding or other methods, and should
be initiated as soon as possible after completion of grading, and prior to the onset of the
rainy season (by November 1).
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5.

Permanent revegetation/landscaping shall emphasize drought-tolerant perennial ground
coverings, shrubs, and trees, to improve the probability of slope and soil stabilization
without adverse impacts to slope stability due to irrigation infiltration and long-term root
development.

6.

BMPs selected and implemented for the project shall be in place and operational prior to
the onset of major earthwork on the site. The construction phase facilities shall be
maintained regularly and cleared of accumulated sediment as necessary.

7.

Hazardous materials such as fuels and solvents used on the construction sites shall be
stored in covered containers and protected from vandalism. A stockpile of spill cleanup
materials shall be readily available at all construction sites. Employees shall be trained in
spill prevention and cleanup and individuals shall be designated as responsible for
prevention and cleanup activities.

8.

Other measures as described in Mitigation Measure 4.4.3-1 b--Implement Standard
Protective Measures to Maintain Water Quality and Control Erosion and Sedimentation.

Mitigation Measure 4.4.3-1b: Implement Standard Protective Measures to Maintain Water
Quality and Control Erosion and Sedimentation: Standard measures to maintain water quality
and to control erosion and sedimentation are recommended:
•
•

•

•

•

•

•
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Restrict trenching across all waterways to low-flow periods.
Exclude water from around the section of trench that is within the actively flowing
channels. This will further reduce the potential for sediment or other pollutants to enter
the waterways and impact downstream resources. The diversion will consist of water
pillows, rock, sandbags, or other structural methods deemed most effective by the
project Engineer.
Place sediment curtains downstream of the construction zone to prevent sediment
disturbed during trenching activities from being transported and deposited outside of the
construction zone.
Locate spoil sites so they do not drain directly into the waterways. If a spoil site drains
into a channel, catch basins will be constructed to intercept sediment before it reaches
the channels. Spoil sites will be graded to reduce the potential for erosion.
Prepare and implement a spill prevention plan for potentially hazardous materials. The
plan will include the proper handling and storage of all potentially hazardous materials,
as well as the proper procedures for cleaning up and reporting of any spills. If necessary,
containment berms will be constructed to prevent spilled materials from reaching the
creek channels.
Store equipment and materials away from the waterways, outside existing levees or at
least 50 feet from waterways, but within the pipeline right-of-way. No equipment or
materials shall be deposited within 100 feet of wetlands.
Provide proper and timely maintenance for vehicles and equipment used during
construction to reduce the potential for mechanical breakdowns leading to a spill of
materials into or around the creeks. Maintenance and fueling will be conducted in an
area that meets the criteria set forth in the spill prevention plan (i.e., away from the
creeks).
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Mitigation Measure 4.3.3-2: Obtain NPDES permit for construction dewatering if required by the
RWQCB and implement conditions of the permit. An NPDES permit will be required from the
RWQCB for all discharges to waters of the State for construction dewatering. Discharges must
meet water quality objectives specified by the RWQCB in the Basin Management Plan as
described in Section 3.3. The RWQCB may require certain conditions of the permit, such as
treatment of the flows prior to discharge.
Mitigation Measure 6.3.3-5: Avoid construction impacts to wells. The precise well locations shall
be identified on the design drawings, in preconstruction surveys and any well not clearly visible
in the field shall be marked in the field for avoidance. The pipeline construction trench, material
stockpile areas and soil excavation stockpiles shall be designated in the construction plans and
specifications to specifically avoid impacting the well and access to the well.
Mitigation Measure HYD-1 (New): Employ construction storm water quality best management
practices.
The PVWMA shall require contractors to develop a SWPPP in compliance with the 2009-0009
DWQ Construction General Permit requirements for construction of proposed pipeline facilities,
as required by the SWRCB. The objectives of the SWPPP are to identify pollutant sources that
may affect the quality of stormwater discharge and to identify, assign, and implement control
measures and management practices to reduce pollutants in stormwater discharges. The
SWPPP for this proposed action would include the implementation, at a minimum, of the
following elements:
Source Identification: The SWPPP shall provide a description of potential sources which may be
expected to add significant quantities of pollutants to storm water discharges, or which may
result in non-storm water discharges from the facility.
a.

A topographic map (or other acceptable map if a topographic map is unavailable),
extending one-quarter mile beyond the property boundaries of the facility showing: the
pipeline alignment, surface water bodies (including springs and wells), and the discharge
point(s) where storm water discharges to a municipal storm drain system or other water
body. The requirements of this paragraph may be included in the site map required
under the following paragraph if appropriate.

b.

A site map showing the following:
1) Storm water conveyance, drainage, and discharge structures;
2) An outline of the storm water drainage areas for each storm water discharge point;
3) Paved areas and buildings;
4) Areas of actual or potential pollutant contact with storm water or release to storm
water, including but not limited to outdoor storage and process areas; material
loading, unloading, and access areas; and waste treatment, storage, and disposal
areas;
5) Location of existing storm water structural control measures (i.e., berms, coverings,
etc.);
6) Surface water locations, including springs and wetlands; and
7) Vehicle service areas.

c.

A narrative description of the following:
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1)

Pipeline alignment

2) Materials, equipment, and vehicle management practices employed to minimize
contact of significant materials of concern with storm water discharges;
3) Material storage, loading, unloading, and access areas;
4) Existing structural and non-structural control measures (if any) to reduce pollutants in
storm water discharges; and
5) Methods of on-site storage and disposal of significant materials.
d.

A list of pollutants that have a reasonable potential to be present in storm water
discharges in significant quantities.

Vegetation and Wildlife
Mitigation Measure 8.4.3-1a Avoidance of Wetlands: The crossings of jurisdictional areas at the
Pajaro River, McClusky Slough, and Watsonville Slough shall be avoided to the extent feasible
by project construction, maintaining all facilities outside the jurisdictional area defined by riparian
or emergent vegetation. Bore and jack, tunneling and directional drill methods shall be used to
install the pipeline under creek channels, and culverts. Trenching shall be limited to existing
filled or developed areas, to the extent possible. This measure would also avoid impacts to
special status species potentially occurring in the waterways (see Impact 8.4.3-2). If complete
avoidance is infeasible, implement Measure 8.4.3-lb.All wetlands and waters will be avoided.
Mitigation Measure 8.4.3-1b - Implement Standard Protective Measures to Maintain Water
Quality and Control Erosion and Sedimentation: Standard measures to maintain water quality
and to control erosion and sedimentation are recommended shall be implemented as in
Mitigation Measure 4.4.3-1b. This These measures includes include developing a Stormwater
Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP), developing a spill prevention plan, storing equipment and
materials outside the potential water features, maintaining vehicles and equipment to avoid
spills, and restricting refueling of all equipment outside of active agricultural fields, agricultural
drainage ditches, and detention basins trenching across wetlands during low flow periods,
excluding water from construction by diversions as feasible, use of sediment curtains, placing
spoil sites outside waterways, preparing and implementing a spill prevention plan, storing
equipment and materials outside the wetlands, and revegetating impacted wetland vegetation
according to a detailed revegetation plan approved by the Corps and/or CDFG.
Mitigation Measure 8.4.3-1c: Restore Pajaro River riparian forest, McClusky Slough wetlands
and Watsonville Slough wetlands. The revegetation plan for the project shall include restoration
of riparian forest and wetlands that may have been impacted by construction (i.e. bore and jack
staging). Revegetation shall include installation of trees and shrubs in a ratio of 3:1 to replace
lost vegetation, specifications for after-installation care, weed control, and monitoring for a three
year period following installation. Wetland restoration shall include salvage of sod and soil,
maintenance during construction, reinstallation following the completion of construction, weed
control, and monitoring, performance criteria and replacement measures, as needed.
Revegetation materials shall consist of locally obtained, locally indigenous species.
Mitigation Measure 8.4.3-2a: Avoid Loss of Riparian and Wetland Habitat: Avoid removal or
damage to all riparian and wetland vegetation within the project corridor using bore and jack
and/or directional drilling techniques or remaining entirely within existing developed or filled
areas to avoid all impacts to McClusky Slough and to the lower crossing of Watsonville Slough,
resulting in a potential reduction of 0.8 acres of sensitive wildlife habitat.
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Mitigation Measure 8.4.3-2b: Protect Riparian and Wetland Habitat: Erect exclusion fencing
during construction along the edge of riparian and wetland vegetation where the construction
area is within 25 feet of the riparian zone. If complete avoidance is infeasible, implement
Measure 8.4.3-2b.
Mitigation Measure 8.4.3-2c: Survey, Consultation and Protection Measures for special status
wildlife species: As part of the habitat assessment, potential habitat for the California red-legged
frog was found to be present at Watsonville Slough. Potential habitat may also be present for
Santa Cruz long-toed salamander. Central Coast steelhead, and tidewater goby are present at
the Pajaro River, and potential habitat for California red-legged frog was identified here as well.
As a result, PVWMA will initiate formal consultation with USFWS and CDFG if these areas will
be impacted. Protective measures shall be carried out as in Mitigation Measure 4.4.3-2b and
7.4.3-2c, including all reasonable and prudent measures outlined in the Programmatic Biological
Opinion for the California red-legged frog (FWS, 1999). Potential habitat for the California redlegged frog, western pond turtle, and California tiger salamander was observed during the site
assessment. Thus, the following measures shall be implemented to avoid construction-related
impacts to this species:




Pre-construction surveys for California red-legged frog, western pond turtle, and
California tiger salamander within the construction zone shall be conducted no longer
than 14 days prior to work activities by a qualified PVWMA biologist. If no individuals of
these species are detected during these surveys, then construction-related activities
may proceed. If special-status wildlife species are found within the construction
disturbance zone at any time, construction will be halted and will not resume until the
species has moved off of the construction site on its own volition. The PVWMA biologist
will conduct a survey of the active work area to confirm the species has left the site
before construction can resume.
Silt fencing/exclusion fencing should be installed along all boundaries of the work area,
including any staging areas prior to the commencement of construction activities.
Fencing should be installed to cover the maximum distance practicable while not
impeding farm equipment movements within the project vicinity (e.g., gaps should be
permitted along existing active farm roads). Fencing should be of a suitable material that
would prevent California red-legged frog, western pond turtle, and California tiger
salamander movements, and should be keyed-in appropriately (at least 6 inches deep)
with 10-foot-long turnarounds facing away from the Project location at open ends (e.g.,
ends of the alignment and at gaps described above) to redirect these small animals
away from openings. In areas where fencing may impede existing non-jurisdictional
agricultural drainage ditches and potentially facilitate erosion (due to backflow) fencing
may be installed along the ground surface and weighted with sandbags to prevent these
small animal movements but allow for positive flow. Exclusion fencing should not include
poly mesh fencing or other similar fencing that could entrap or snag reptiles, amphibians,
or other small animals. The fencing should be maintained until all work has been
completed; damaged areas should be repaired immediately upon discovery. Fencing
should be inspected for damage regularly and following rain events greater than 0.5inches within any 24-hour period.
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Mitigation Measure 4.4.3-2b: Survey, Consultation, and Protection Measures for California RedLegged Frog: Since potential habitat for the California red-legged frog is present at Corralitos
and Salsipuedes creeks, informal consultation with USFWS was initiated and a site assessment
was carried out as part of the field surveys in 1999. Since red-legged frogs are presumed
present, reasonable and prudent protection measures outlined in the programmatic Biological
Opinion (FWS, 1999)(required by the Endangered Species Act) will be carried out for this
project. Protocol-defined surveys for California red-legged frog shall be required at Corralitos
Creek and Salsipuedes Creek if construction is carried out within the riparian zone. In addition,
preconstruction surveys for nesting raptors shall be carried out for an area within one mile of
College Lake, Corralitos Creek and Salsipuedes Creek. Consistent with the programmatic
Biological Opinion, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers may determine whether the California
red-legged frog is presumed present in all wetland habitat in the project area. If so, the
programmatic Biological Opinion requires and the following mitigations, summarized below:
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Pre-construction surveys within the construction zone will be conducted by a qualified,
FWS-approved biologist within two weeks of construction. Searching will be completed
for the red-legged frog in all its life cycle stages (e.g., egg masses, tadpole, juveniles,
adults). If no frogs are detected during these surveys then construction related activities
will proceed without further requirements for the protection of individuals, although
habitat protection measures will still be observed. If adult red-legged frogs or tadpoles
are found within the construction disturbance zone they will immediately be moved
passively, or captured and moved, to suitable upstream sites by the project biologist.
The aquatic structure (described below) of channel areas to be disturbed will be
documented before and after construction by qualified personnel. Such personnel will be
capable of assessing suitability for red-legged frog habitat. The stream flow, profile, and
percent vegetative cover will be measured no more than four weeks before construction
begins. For three years following construction the aquatic structure will be photodocumented and re-measured to ensure that the channel has been stabilized and
restored to a condition that is equal to or better than the pre-disturbance condition.
Any unleveed creekside construction will be fenced to prohibit the movement of frogs
into or out of the construction area and to control creek siltation and disturbance to
riparian habitat. Proper installation of fencing will be verified. The monitor will ensure that
at no time during construction is vegetation removed outside of the fenced area. If
variance in construction requires removal of vegetation outside the fence, the monitor
will determine if additional mitigation is warranted.
All construction adjacent to riparian vegetation will be regularly monitored to ensure that
riparian habitat is not disturbed. Work within 20 feet of creek low flow channels will be
monitored by qualified staff who will document pre-project and post-project conditions to
ensure adequate restoration of disturbed aquatic habitat.
During construction, a biological monitor will be on site at all times when construction
takes place in aquatic habitat. A biologist with the appropriate permits to relocate frogs
will be available for consultation as needed. The monitor and biologist will provide an
environmental education training for workers prior to construction activities.
A FWS-approved biologist shall conduct a training session for all construction personnel.
Trash shall be properly contained, removed from the work site and disposed of regularly.
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Fueling and maintenance of vehicles and equipment shall be carried out at least 20m
from any riparian habitat or water body. The Corps shall ensure that the permittee has
prepared a plan to allow a prompt and effective response to any accidental spills.
A FWS-approved biologist shall ensure that the spread or introduction of invasive exotic
plant species shall be avoided to the maximum extent possible. When practicable,
invasive exotic plants in the project areas shall be removed.
Stream contours shall be returned to their original condition at the end of the project
activities, unless consultation with the Service has determined that it is not beneficial to
the species or is not feasible.
The number of access routes, number and size of staging areas, and the total area of
the activity shall be limited to the minimum necessary to achieve the project goal. Routes
and boundaries shall be clearly demarcated, and these areas shall be outside of riparian
and wetland areas.
Work activities shall be completed between April 1 and November 1. Should the
proponent or applicant demonstrate a need to conduct activities outside this period. The
Corps may authorize such activities after obtaining the Service's approval.
To control erosion during and after project implementation, the applicant shall implement
best management practices, ad identified by the appropriate Regional Water Quality
Control Board.
If the work site is to be temporarily dewatered by pumping, intakes shall be completely
screened with wire mesh not larger than five millimeters (mm) to prevent the California
red-legged frogs from entering the pump system. Water shall be released or pumped
downstream at an appropriate rate to maintain downstream flows during construction.
Upon completion of construction activities, any barriers to flow shall be removed in a
manner that would allow flow to resume with the least disturbance to the substrate.
A Service-approved biologist shall permanently remove, from within the project area, any
individuals of exotic species, such as bullfrogs, crayfish, and centrarchid fishes, to the
maximum extent possible. The permittee shall have the responsibility to ensure that their
activities are in comliance with the California Department of Fish and Game.

The potential occurrence of California red-legged frogs must be evaluated and protective
measures put in place in all wetland venues in this project element: Corralitos Creek,
Salsipuedes Creek, and the headgate/weir area near College Lake.
Mitigation Measure 7.4.3-2c: Survey, Consultation, and Protection Measures for Special Status
Wildlife Species: Since the Central Coast steelhead and tidewater goby are known to be present
and potential habitat for the California red-legged frog was found as part of the site assessment,
reasonable and prudent measures for protection of the California red-legged frog contained in
the Programmatic Biological Opinion for this species shall be implemented if the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers finds that impact to this species is likely. If impacts to the Central Coast
steelhead or tidewater goby may occur as a part of this project, a formal consultation and
Biological Opinion must be prepared for FWS under the Endangered Species Act. Since the
status of the yellow warbler and western pond turtle are only species of special concern,
surveys for these species would not be required. However, protective measures for the redlegged frog will be considered adequate protection for these species as well. Since the Central
Coast steelhead is known to be present, and the tidewater goby and California red-legged frog
are presumed present at the Pajaro River crossing, the following mitigations are proposed:
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Pre-construction surveys for the red-legged frog and the tidewater goby within the
construction zone will be conducted by a qualified biologist. A search will be completed
for all life cycle stages of the red-legged frog (e.g., egg masses, tadpole, juveniles,
adults) and the tidewater goby that may occur within the project area. If no individuals of
these species are detected during these surveys then construction related activities will
proceed. If adult red-legged frogs or tadpoles or tidewater gobies are found within the
construction disturbance zone they will immediately be moved passively, or captured
and moved, to suitable sites by the project biologist.
The aquatic structure of channel areas to be disturbed shall be documented before and
after construction by qualified personnel. Such personnel will also be capable of
assessing relative suitability as red-legged frog and tidewater goby habitat. The stream
flow, profile and percent vegetative cover will be measured no more than four weeks
before construction begins. For three years after construction the aquatic structure will
be photo-documented and measured to ensure that the channel has been restored to its
original condition to the extent practicable.
The creekside construction boundary will be fenced to prohibit the movement of frogs
into or out of the construction area and control creek siltation and disturbance to riparian
habitat. Following installation of fencing, its proper location will be verified by a biologist.
The monitor will ensure that at no time during construction is vegetation removed outside
of the fenced area. If variance in construction requires removal of vegetation outside the
fence, the monitor will determine if additional mitigation is warranted.
In-channel construction will be conducted between two coffer dams, with stream flow
bypassed in a culvert installed at grade in the stream bed. To the extent possible,
construction will be conducted during periods when flow is very low.
During construction, a biological monitor will be on site at all times when construction
takes place within the levees of the Pajaro River. A biologist with the appropriate permits
will be available to relocate frogs and/or tidewater gobies and for consultation as
needed. The monitor and biologist will provide an environmental protection workshop for
workers prior to construction activities.
All construction adjacent to riparian vegetation will be regularly monitored to ensure that
impacts do not exceed the maximum of 70 feet width.

Mitigation Measure 8.4.3-2d: Protection of Nesting Special Status Birds: To avoid conflicts with
nesting raptors, yellow warblers and tricolored blackbirds, construction activities within 500 feet
of Valley Foothill Riparian or Fresh Emergent Wetland habitat shall begin prior to or after the
nesting season (March to July). See Mitigation Measure 4.4.3-2d for further details of mitigation.
Mitigation Measure 4.4.3-2d: Survey and Protection of Western Pond Turtles: Prior to
construction activities, a qualified biologist will perform pond turtle surveys of suitable habitat
within 300 feet of the waterway where construction activities would remove riparian habitat.
Surveys will include nests as well as individuals. The project biologist will be responsible for the
survey and for relocating adult turtles which move into the construction zone after construction
has begun. Construction will not proceed until the area is determined to be free of turtles or their
nests. If a nest is located within a work area, a biologist with the appropriate permits from CDFG
may move the eggs to a suitable facility for incubation, and release hatchlings into the creek
system in late fall. The potential occurrence of western pond turtles shall be evaluated and
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protective measures put in place in all areas of suitable habitat in the project area: Corralitos
Creek and Salsipuedes Creek.
Mitigation Measure 8.4.3-2e: Protection of Steelhead Migration Habitat: Impacts to steelhead
smolt passage shall be reduced by avoiding construction in the Pajaro River until after June 1,
when smolt are assumed to have completed their migration.
Mitigation Measure 4.4.3-3: Protection of Special Status Plants/Pre-construction Plant Surveys:
Prior to construction of the coastal distribution pipeline, preconstruction surveys for the robust
spineflower and Monterey spineflower shall be carried out during the appropriate flowering
period of these species. If any populations are found, they will be flagged and avoided during
construction. Occurrences of special-status plant species shall be avoided by Project
construction activities to the extent feasible. All facilities and construction activities will be
maintained outside habitats supporting special-status plant species where feasible. Prior to
construction, a qualified PVWMA biologist will conduct a survey during the appropriate blooming
season for plants determined to have the potential to occur in the Project area (June includes all
species) to ascertain the presence or absence of special-status plant species within suitable
habitats within the Project area (non-native grassland). The following measures will be
implemented upon completion of the survey:


If no species are encountered, no mitigation is required.



If a special-status species is found within the Project area, a setback of 50 feet will be
established between the occurrence and construction activities. Prior to construction,
PVWMA will install temporary construction fencing at the 50-foot setback line to prevent
inadvertent equipment access or construction staging within the special-status plant
habitat. This fencing will be signed in the field as “SENSITIVE HABITAT AREA — NO
CONSTRUCTION ACCESS.” A qualified PVWMA biologist will inspect the temporary
construction barrier fence and monitor the contractor’s compliance with this avoidance
measure. If complete avoidance of special-status plant species infeasible, impacts would
be minimized through implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-1.

Mitigation Measure BIO-1 (New): Plant Protocols: Prior to clearing and grubbing in areas where
impacts to special-status plant species cannot be avoided, PVWMA will consult with applicable
resource agencies (i.e., CDFW and/or USFWS) prior to impacts potentially including
implementing salvage and revegetation actions. All salvage and revegetation actions would be
made in coordination with the appropriate agency and would not occur until all necessary
approvals were in place but may include the following:





A PVWMA approved biologist will collect any available aboveground seed pods/seed
heads for their use in future revegetation efforts.
During construction, the upper 6 inches of topsoil from areas supporting the plant
species will be stripped from the construction area and stored for later use. The topsoil
will be used in future revegetation efforts which may be onsite (if feasible) or at an offsite
location approved by permitting agencies (i.e., USFWS or CDFW). At the designated
revegetation area, all stockpiled topsoil will be placed onsite and finish graded to blend
with surrounding topography. Under direction of a PVWMA approved biologist, the areas
will be revegetated with locally native herbaceous plant species compatible with natural
regeneration of the special-status plant species. The PVWMA approved biologist will
hand broadcast any seeds collected from the special-status plant species into the
appropriate habitat areas.
The revegetation will achieve success criteria determined in coordination with the
appropriate agency including mitigation ratios (e.g. a minimum of 2:1 plant replacement),
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monitoring requirements (e.g. monitoring of success criteria for a minimum of 2 years),
and annual reporting.
Mitigation Measure BIO-2 (New): Pre-Construction Worker Environmental Awareness Training:
Prior to any Project construction activities, environmental awareness training will be conducted
for onsite construction personnel by a PVWMA biologist. The training will explain measures to
prevent impacts on nesting birds and special-status species with potential to occur in the Project
area. The training will also include a description of these special-status species and their habitat
needs, and an explanation of the status of these species and their protection under the FESA,
CESA, MBTA and other statutes. A brochure will be provided with color photos of sensitive
species as well as a discussion of Project measures.
Mitigation Measure BIO-3 (New): Pre-Construction Nesting Bird Surveys. Prior to any Project
construction activities, the Project proponent will take the following steps to avoid direct losses
of active nests, eggs, and nestlings and indirect impacts to avian breeding success:



If construction activities occur only during the non-breeding season, between August 31
and February 1, no surveys will be required.
During the breeding bird season (February 1 through August 31), a qualified PVWMA
biologist will survey construction areas in the vicinity of the Project site for nesting raptors
and passerine birds not more than 14 days prior to any ground-disturbing activity or
vegetation removal. Surveys will include all potential habitats within 0.25 miles of
activities for white-tailed kite, 500 feet of activities for raptors, and 50 feet of activities for
all other species of activities. If results are positive for nesting birds, avoidance
procedures will be adopted, if necessary, on a case-by-case basis. These may include
implementation of buffer areas (minimum 50-foot buffer for passerines, 250-foot
minimum buffer for most raptors, and 0.25 miles for white-tailed kite) or seasonal
avoidance. Buffer areas around active nests may be reduced on a case-by-case basis
by an approved PVWMA biologist. The PVWMA biologist will consider factors such as
topography, land use, Project activities, visual screening or line-of-site to active nest, and
background noise levels when establishing a reduced nest buffer. A full-time biological
monitor will be present during all activities that occur within reduced nest buffers to
monitor the active nest(s) for signs of disturbance or “take”. The biologist will notify and
work through the Construction Manager or their designated representative to stop work if
the biologist determines that a disturbance is occurring.

Cultural Resources
Mitigation Measure 4.5.3-1a: Final pipeline and facility plans shall locate facilities and pipeline
alignments away from these identified cultural resource sites. A qualified cultural resource
specialist shall be retained to assist in identifying the areal extent of important cultural resource
sites to be avoided, which may include the preparation of detailed cultural resource evaluation
reports and consultation with local, state, and federal agencies as well as the local Native
American Community and the Native American Heritage Commission.
Mitigation Measure 4.5.3-1b: If important cultural resource sites cannot be avoided, the Pajaro
Water Management Agency will enter into a Programmatic Agreement with the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers, the California State Historic Preservation Officer, and the Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation to develop an appropriate mitigation plan for the cultural resource.
Possible mitigation measures for important cultural resources may include documentation and
recordation of the resource, recovery and relocation, or stabilization of the resource.
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Mitigation Measure 4.5.3-3: Should any as yet undiscovered cultural resources, such as
structural features, or unusual amounts of bone or shell, artifacts, human remains, or
architectural remains be encountered during any development activities, work will be suspended
and PVWMA staff will be contacted. A qualified cultural resource specialist will be retained and
will perform any necessary investigations to determine the significance of the find. PVWMA will
then implement any mitigation deemed necessary for the recordation and/or protection of the
cultural resources. In addition, pursuant to Sections 5097.107 and 5097.108 of the State Public
Resources Code and Section 7050.5 of the State Health and Safety Code, in the event of the
discovery of human remains, all work must be halted and the County Coroner shall be
immediately notified. If the remains are determined to be Native American, guidelines of the
Native American Heritage Commission shall be adhered to in the treatment and disposition of
the remains.
Mitigation Measure 4.5.3-4a: The resource boundaries shall be marked as exclusion zones both
on the ground and on construction maps.
Mitigation Measure 4.5.3-4b: Construction supervisory personnel shall be notified of the
existence of these resources and required to keep personnel and equipment away from these
areas. During construction and operations, personnel and equipment will be restricted to the
defined Project area surveyed corridor.
Mitigation Measure 4.5.3-4c: Monthly monitoring during the construction period of cultural
resources to be avoided shall be completed to insure that no inadvertent damage to the
resources occurs as a result of construction or construction-related activities. If damage is
detected, a guard will be posted to patrol the site and adjacent important resources (such as
gravestones and churches).
Mitigation Measure CULT-1: Archival research and subsurface testing have shown that the
western portion of the Project alignment is sensitive for archaeological resources. One
archaeological site (CA-MNT-002399H) is located within the western portion of the project
alignment. In addition, one prehistoric site (CA-MNT-1894) is located within 98 feet (30 meters)
of the western extent of the Project area. A Plan for Archaeological Presence or Absence
Testing (Extended Phase I) has been implemented and no evidence of CA-MNT-1894 was
identified within the project limits.
However, as a result of the Extended Phase I, disturbed and ephemeral deposits associated
with CA-MNT-002399H were identified within the Project area. The disturbed deposits contain
intrusive debris within visibly disrupted soil strata.
Given the proximity of CA-MNT-1894 and the discovery of newly identified archaeological site
(CA-MNT-002399H), a Monitoring Protocol shall be implemented for all ground disturbing
activities associated with the project within the westernmost 525 feet of the project alignment,
including within the site boundaries of CA-MNT-002399H. The Monitoring Protocol will also
provide a plan for worker training for all construction personnel which shall be conducted prior to
the start of construction activities by a PVWMA archaeologist. A qualified archaeological
monitor shall perform monitoring in locations that are determined sensitive in the Monitoring
Protocol. Monitoring will be conducted during all ground disturbing activities, including but not
limited to, excavation, trenching, boring, and grading in these areas deemed sensitive. Should
any as yet undiscovered cultural resources, such as structural features, or unusual amounts of
bone or shell, artifacts, human remains, or architectural remains be encountered during any
construction activities, work will be suspended within 25 feet [7.6 meters] of the find and
PVWMA staff will be contacted. A qualified cultural resource specialist (defined as someone
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who meets the Secretary of the Interior’s Professional Qualifications Standards in archaeology)
will be retained by PVWMA and will perform any necessary investigations to determine the
significance of the find. Construction activities may continue in other areas beyond the 25-foot
stop work area. PVWMA will then implement any mitigation deemed necessary for the
recordation and/or protection of the cultural resources.
Mitigation Measure CULT-2: The discovery of human remains is always a possibility during
ground disturbances; State of California Health and Safety Code Section 7050.5 states that no
further disturbance shall occur until the County Coroner has made a determination of origin and
disposition pursuant to California Public Resources Code Section 5097.98. The Monterey
County Coroner must be notified of the find immediately, and all work shall cease in the
immediate vicinity of the find. If the human remains are determined to be ancient or likely Native
American, the coroner will notify the Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC), which will
designate and notify a Native American Most Likely Descendant (MLD). The MLD shall
complete the inspection of the site within 48 hours of notification and may recommend scientific
removal and non-destructive analysis of human remains and items associated with Native
American burials.
Mitigation Measure CULT-3: It is anticipated that all staging areas would take place within the
Study Area boundaries; however, should staging areas, or other project related areas of impact
be designated outside of the Study Area, these areas will require additional survey prior to the
start of construction to determine that the location is absent of cultural resources.
Traffic and Circulation
Mitigation Measures 4.6.3-1a: Schedule truck trips outside of peak commute hours to the extent
possible.
Mitigation Measures 4.6.3-1b: Use haul routes that minimize truck traffic on local roadways to
the extent possible.
Mitigation Measure 4.6.3-2a: Limit construction hours to off-peak traffic periods on commute
streets to the extent possible.
Mitigation Measure 4.6.3-2b: The construction contractor shall prepare traffic safety and control
plans as required by the governing Public Works Department to show specific methods for
maintaining traffic flows. This shall include identifying roadway locations where special trenching
techniques would be used to minimize impacts to traffic flow and operations, and rail operations.
The traffic control plan shall be reviewed for appropriateness, and approved by Caltrans and the
governing Public Works Departments.
Mitigation Measure 4.6.3-3a: Construction trenches shall be covered by steel trench plates to
allow access to driveways.
Mitigation Measure 4.6.3-3b: To minimize disruption of emergency vehicle access, PVWMA
contractors will work with affected jurisdictions in (Santa Cruz or Monterey County or City of
Watsonville) to identify detours during construction as needed.
Mitigation Measure 4.6.3-3c: PVWMA will contact police, fire, and emergency services shall be
notified of regarding the timing, location, and duration of construction activities and the locations
of detours and lane closures.
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Mitigation Measure 4.6.3-4: Conduct a preconstruction survey of road conditions on key access
routes to the project site. The pavement conditions of local streets and designate roads judged
to be in good condition for use by heavy truck traffic shall be monitored. Roads damaged by
construction shall be repaired to a condition equal to, or better than, that which existed prior to
construction activity.
Mitigation Measure 4.6.3-5a: The traffic control plans prepared by the contractor (see Mitigation
Measure 4.6.3-2b) shall include detours for bicyclists.
Mitigation Measure 4.6.3-5b: PVWMA The contractor shall provide advanced public notification
of construction activity and roadway/access closures.
Air Quality
Mitigation Measure 4.7.3-1: The construction contractor shall implement a dust control program
that includes the following elements:
















Water all active construction sites as needed.at least twice daily. Frequency should be
based on the type of operation, soil, and wind exposure.
Prohibit all grading activities during periods of high wind (over 15 mph).
Cover all trucks hauling soil, sand, and other loose materials or require all trucks to
maintain at least two feet of freeboard.
Cover inactive soil piles.
Install wheel washers at the entrance to construction sites for all exiting trucks.
Pave, apply water three times daily, or apply (non-toxic) soil stabilizers on all unpaved
access roads, parking areas and staging areas at construction sites.
Sweep daily (with water sweepers) all paved access roads, paved parking areas and
paved staging areas at construction sites.
Sweep streets daily (with water sweepers) if visible soil material is carried out from the
construction site onto adjacent public streets.
Hydroseed or apply (non-toxic) soil binders to inactive construction areas. However, do
not apply these measures in operating agricultural fields under cultivation unless
requested by the grower.
Enclose, cover, water twice daily or apply (non-toxic) soil binders to exposed stockpiles
(dirt, sand, etc.).
Limit traffic on unpaved roads to 15 mph.
Install sandbags or other erosion control measures to prevent silt runoff to public
roadways.
Replant vegetation in disturbed areas as quickly as possible.
Post a publicly visible sign which specifies the telephone number and person to contact
at PVWMA regarding dust complaints. This person shall respond to complaints and take
corrective action within 48 hours.

Noise
Mitigation Measure N-1 (New): PVWMA shall incorporate into contract specifications the
following measure:


Comply with all local sound control and noise level rules, regulations, and ordinances.
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Socioeconomics and Public Services
Mitigation Measure 4.8.2-1: A detailed study identifying utilities along the proposed alignment
will be done during the pre-design stages of the project. The following mitigations are required
for segments identified in final design as having potential conflict with significant utilities.
a.

Utility excavation and encroachment permits would be required from the appropriate
agencies, including the Public Works Departments of Santa Cruz and Monterey County and
public and private utilities Counties, Pacific Bell, U.S. Sprint, and PG&E, City of Watsonville,
Cal trans, and UPRR. These permits include measures to minimize utility disruption.
PVWMA and its contractors would comply with permit conditions. Permit requirements
would be included in construction contract specifications.

b.

Utility locations would be verified through field survey (potholing) and use of an
underground locating service.

c.

A detailed engineering and construction plan would be prepared as part of the design plans
and specifications. ThisThe construction plans should include procedures for the
excavation, support, and fill of areas around utility cables and pipes. All affected utility
services would be notified of PVWMA's construction plans and schedule. Arrangements
would be made with these entities regarding protection, relocation, or temporary
disconnection of services.

d.

In areas where the pipeline would parallel wastewater mains, engineering and construction
plans will include trench wall support measures to guard against trench wall failure and
possible resulting loss of structural support for the wastewater main.

e.

Residents and businesses in the project area would be notified by the contractor in writing
of planned utility service disruption 2 to 4 days in advance in conformance with County and
State standards.

Visual/Aesthetic and Recreational Resources
Mitigation Measure 4.9.3-1b: The PVWMA shall revegetate disturbed natural areas to minimize
textural contrasts with the surrounding vegetation using grasses, shrubs and trees typical of the
immediately surrounding area.
Mitigation Measure 4.9.3-1c: The PVWMA will ensure that its contractors restore the topography
of disturbed areas along the pipeline alignment to their pre-project condition such that shortterm construction disturbance does not result in long-term visual impacts.
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IMPACT ANALYSIS
The 1999 EIRs evaluated the following environmental issues: land use and planning; geology,
soils, and seismicity; hydrology and water quality; vegetation, fish, and wildlife; cultural
resources; traffic and circulation; air quality; socioeconomics and public services; and
visual/aesthetic and recreational resources. These issues are re-evaluated in this Addendum for
the proposed changes to the CDS. This evaluation determines whether, with the changes to the
CDS, the Project would result in any new significant impacts or substantially more severe
impacts than identified in the 1999 EIR. The 1999 EIR (Section 8) and describe the criteria used
in determining the significance of environmental impacts. As described below, the impacts
associated with constructing, operating, and maintaining the proposed Project are generally the
same as those disclosed in the 1999 EIR.

3.1

LAND USE AND PLANNING

Section 8.1 of the 1999 EIR analyzed potential agricultural resource and land use impacts
associated with the CDS. The Project site is not located within an incorporated or
unincorporated community. The proposed pipeline would be located within Monterey County, on
land designated as “Agricultural Preservation”. The western terminus of the pipeline would
traverse land within the “Agricultural Conservation” land use category. Adjacent land is also
designated as “Agricultural Preservation” or “Agricultural Conservation” (County of Monterey
2007). The Project alignment would be located within Unique Farmland, Farmland of Statewide
Importance, and Prime Farmland (short segment, approximately 90 linear feet near Jensen
Road) (California Department of Conservation 2011).
The Project traverses the Coastal Agricultural Preservation, CAP (CZ), zoning district. The
purpose of the zoning district is to preserve and enhance the use of the prime, productive and
unique farmlands in the County of Monterey while also providing opportunity to establish
necessary support facilities for those agricultural uses. The list of principally allowed uses
includes water system facilities. Public utilities and infrastructure may require a Coastal
Development Permit, unless determined to be exempt by the County. An applicable exemption
may include: “The installation, testing, and placement in service or the replacement of any
necessary utility connection between an existing service facility and any development provided
that the County may, where necessary, require reasonable conditions to mitigate any adverse
impacts on coastal resources, including scenic resources” (County of Monterey Zoning
Ordinance). The Project is not located on any lands under a Williamson Act contract.

3.1.1 Loss/Conversion of Agricultural Lands
The 1999 EIR analyzed the potential impacts resulting from construction of the CDS within
prime agricultural land, and determined that pipelines would not result in a permanent
conversion of agricultural land because the pipelines would be located underground and
agricultural production could resume within the pipeline alignments following installation. The
1999 EIR determined that the CDS would not be inconsistent with Monterey County Local
Coastal Program (LCP)/North County Land Use Plan (LUP) policies that prohibit conversion of
agricultural lands. In addition, the use of supplemental irrigation water would support agriculture
in the Pajaro Valley, and would help augment natural groundwater recharge, help to halt
seawater intrusion, and support goals to provide a sustainable water supply for agricultural use.
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The proposed Project would not result in a loss or conversion of agricultural lands (similar to the
projects analyzed in the 1999 EIR) because above-ground structures are limited to piping
connections, agricultural turnouts, air release valve enclosures, blow-off structures, and a
manhole riser. The components would serve the agricultural irrigation system, and the
landowner would continue crop production over the pipeline following completion of the project.
In order to preserve fertile topsoil, the following construction practice would be implemented:
The contractor shall segregate and stockpile the top 18 inches of topsoil from the trench
and replace it after the trench has been backfilled and work areas restored. Topsoil shall
be stockpiled separate from subsoils, and covered to prevent topsoil loss and erosion by
wind or rain. Topsoil shall be replaced within the top 18 inches of fill material to be
replaced following pipe installation.
Construction of the proposed distribution pipeline facilities would result in the temporary loss of
the opportunity for growing crops on soils which are classified as having capability with few
restrictions. Following construction, the soils would be replaced. No loss of fertility or key
characteristics of the soil for agriculture would be expected to result. The loss of production
would be of short duration, removing the soils from agricultural production for part of the growing
season. In the long-term, the soils could be returned to agricultural production with only a few
restrictions. Such restrictions might include limitation on deep tilling or planting with orchards.
Because a wide variety of cropping choices are available for these soils, the impact is
considered to be less than significant. No mitigation is required.
Impact 8.2.3-3: The project would result in a less than significant loss of prime agricultural soils.

3.1.2 Conflict with Agricultural Zoning
The 1999 EIR determined that the CDS would not be incompatible with existing uses in the
vicinity, which include agricultural production, scattered residences and agricultural accessory
structures, and agricultural roads. The construction of pipelines could temporarily constrain
access to adjacent farmlands along roadways. Similar to the proposed Project, these
disruptions would be temporary and would not be expected to substantially impair agricultural
operations. Mitigation identified in the 1999 EIR required advance notification of affected
property owners and residents, which would be applicable to the proposed Project. Mitigation
Measure 4.1.3-1 was been clarified to identify affected property owners, residents, and
businesses proximate to the Project.
Impact 8.1.3-1: Construction of the proposed coastal distribution system could result in shortterm disturbance of adjacent land uses. Less than Significant.
Mitigation Measure 4.1.3-1: The PVWMA will provide advance notification of construction
activities should be provided to all property owners, residents, and businesses with property
contiguous to the planned in the vicinity of construction areas.

3.1.3 Forest Lands
There are no designated forest lands or lands zoned Timberland Preserve located within the
vicinity of the Project site. Therefore, no impact would occur.
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3.1.4 Other Changes That Could Lead to Conversion of Farmland
As proposed, and similar to the project components assessed in the 1999 EIR, any disturbance
of agricultural land and agricultural roads would be temporary, and the landowner would
continue to use the agricultural roads and implement crop production over the proposed
temporary and permanent easements. PVWMA will ensure that affected topsoil is set aside and
replaced, such that the soil remains productive. Refer to Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 above.

3.1.5 Division of Community
Similar to the CDS project assessed in the 1999 EIR, the proposed Project would not alter
surrounding land uses and would not disrupt or divide the community.

3.1.6 Consistency with Applicable Plans and Policies
The proposed Project would be consistent with applicable plans and policies, and noted in the
1999 EIR. The delivery of irrigation water through the CDS would help to stop groundwater
overdraft and halt seawater intrusion, and would support long-term agricultural operations by
helping to provide water for irrigation. The proposed pipelines would not result in a long-term
loss of agricultural land because they would be located underground, and farming as occurs at
present would resume within the construction corridor following pipeline installation. Therefore,
the Project is consistent with applicable policies of the Monterey County General Plan and the
North County LUP/LCP. The responsibility for making a conclusive determination of project
consistency with zoning rests with Monterey County.

3.1.7 Conclusion
Implementation of the proposed Project would not result in new significant impacts or an
increase in the severity of impacts disclosed in the 1999 EIR. Mitigation Measure 4.1.3-1 has
been clarified to identify affected property owners, residents, and businesses proximate to the
Project. No additional mitigation measures are necessary.

3.2

GEOLOGY, SOILS, AND SEISMICITY

Section 8.2 of the 1999 EIR analyzed potential geology, soils, and seismicity impacts associated
with the CDS. The area encompassing the Project site is generally flat with slightly undulating
terrain. The Project site is located atop the Bolsa de San Cayetano plateau and generally slopes
from the southeast to the northwest. A steep ravine is located along the northern border of the
Project site descending to an unnamed tributary to the Pajaro River. The Pajaro River is located
at a distance ranging from approximately 900-5,800 feet to the west of the Project area
separated by a steep ravine. The Pajaro River flows westward to Monterey Bay.
The area has deep alluvial soils comprised of younger (Holocene) flood plain deposits
consisting of unconsolidated, relatively fine-grained, heterogeneous deposits of sand and silt
and commonly including relatively thin, discontinuous layers of clay. Manresa Beach Aeolian
deposits are widely distributed south of the Pajaro River floodplain in the uplands of the Bolsa
de San Cayetano; these deposits are somewhat older Plesitocene deposits of dune origin.
Earthquake groundshaking is the primary seismic hazard affecting the component area.
Liquefaction is a hazard with a “low to moderate” potential within the Project alignment; the
hazard increases closer to the Pajaro River. The erosion hazard of underlying soils is primarily
slight to moderate; the erosion potential of Elkhorn fine sandy loam, thin surface variant soils
(15-30 percent slopes) is high. The Project site is not located within a tsunami hazard area. The
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Project site is not located within a designated zone of mineral, aggregate, oil and gas or
geothermal resources.

3.2.1 Exposure to Seismic Hazards
Groundshaking is an unavoidable hazard for facilities in the San Francisco Bay and Monterey
Bay region. The degree of hazard depends, in part, on the seismic hazards of the site and partly
on the type of structure, its materials, and construction quality. The effects of groundshaking on
specific soil types along the pipeline alignments would determine the behavior of the pipeline
during an earthquake. Similar to the projects assessed in the 1999 EIR, earthquake
groundshaking likely will occur at some time over the life of the Project and damage to some
systems, as well as service disruptions, should be expected. Potential impacts during a seismic
event include loosening of pipeline joints resulting in leaks and breaks, which may result in soil
wash-out and sinkholes. Groundshaking hazards are unavoidable but through adequate
mitigation, as discussed below, the risk of injury and loss of life due to an earthquake can be
reduced to a less-than-significant level. The purpose of the mitigation is to reduce the potential
for injury and the length of service interruptions during and after a seismic event. Mitigation
Measure 8.2.3-5 has been clarified to specify applicable codes and criteria.
Impact 8.2.3-5: Large earthquakes would be expected to damage the proposed facilities,
impairing and/or disrupting their intended operations. Significant. The impact can be reduced to
an acceptable level of risk through engineering design, and therefore, reduced to a less than
significant impact.
Mitigation Measure 8.2.3-5: Conduct geologic investigations of the proposed pipeline alignment
and pumping facilities prior to the final design and implement design recommendations. The
investigations should specify hazards related to ground movements and co-seismic effects,
especially liquefaction. The recommendations of an engineering geologist shall be incorporated
into the design and specifications and shall be implemented by the construction contractor. The
construction manager shall conduct inspections and verify certify that all applicable design
criteria-have been met. While these measures would not ensure that damage to the facilities
would not occur, it would ensure that the hazards have been reduced to an acceptable level of
risk and, therefore, the impact would be reduced to a less than significant level.

3.2.2 Damages from Soil Properties
The 1999 EIR considered potential damages to proposed facilities and pipelines due to soil
conditions including shrink-swell capability (expansive behavior) and corrosivity of the soil.
Shrink-swell behavior in soils could adversely impact subsurface pipelines by exerting additional
pressures on below-grade facilities, producing shrinkage cracks that allow water infiltration and
compromise the integrity of backfill material. Soil in expansion or contraction could lead to
undue lateral pipeline stress and stress of structural joints. Lateral stresses could, over time,
lead to pipeline rupture or leaks in the coupling joints. Shrinkage cracks could form in native
soils adjacent to the pipeline trench or in backfill material if expansive soils are used. If
shrinkage cracks extend to sufficient depths, groundwater can infiltrate into the trench, causing
piping (progressive erosion of soil particles along flow paths) or settlement failure of the backfill
materials. Settlement failure can also occur if expansive soils are used in backfill and undergo
continued expansion and contraction. Over time these soils could settle, resulting in
misalignment or damage to buried facilities.
The conductivity of soils may be high enough in the project area to corrode underground metal
pipes and electrical conduits. Over time, pipe corrosion could lead to pipeline failure, resulting in
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localized surface flooding of water or localized settlement of surface soils in the location of the
failure. Failed subsurface electrical conduits could result in electrical short-circuiting. This would
reduce power temporarily to the facility and possibly result in temporary shutdown of operations.
The soil hazards affecting the Project would remain the same as compared to the previously
approved projects because construction would occur in the same general area, and within the
same identified soils. Implementation of mitigation would reduce potential impacts to less-thansignificant levels, similar to the projects assessed in the 1999 EIR. Mitigation Measure 8.2.3-4
has been slightly modified to clarify implementation of the measures, and to provide updates of
codes applicable to the Project.
Impact 8.2.3-4: Proposed pipelines on the Pajaro floodplain pass through areas with Clear Lake
clay soils that are weak soils subject to settlement, expansive soils and potentially corrosive
soils that could damage the proposed facilities. Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR,
this impact would be reduced to a less than significant level.
Mitigation Measure 8.2.3-4: Conduct soil engineering investigations of the proposed pipeline
alignment and pumping facilities prior to the final design and implement design
recommendations. The investigations will specify hazards related to corrosion, weak soils and
settlement, including differential settlement. The recommendations of an engineering geologist
shall be incorporated into the design and specifications and shall be implemented by the
construction contractor. The construction manager shall conduct inspections and verify certify
that all applicable design criteria have been met. While these measures would not ensure that
some damage to the facilities would not occur, it would ensure that design standards have been
met and the hazards have been reduced to an acceptable level of risk. Therefore, the impact
would be reduced to a less than significant level.

3.2.3 Erosion/Loss of Soil Resources/Sediment Discharges in Water
Courses
Similar to the project assessed in the 1999 EIR, the Project would be located in flat areas with
soils having primarily low to moderate erosion hazard. However, the operation of construction
equipment and vehicles, trench excavation, and soil stockpiling would expose loose soils to
erosion if construction occurs in the rainy season or with high winds. Soil erosion can be
significant and result in project delays due to required soil restabilization, regrading, and soil
removal from drainage structures. In addition, the Project has the potential to disrupt erosion
control measures put in place by the landowners.
Construction activities would involve grading which would cover an approximate 14-acre work
area. Approximately 1,900 cubic yards of bedding and pipe zone material would be imported, in
addition to re-use of native material and replacement of the first top 18 inches of topsoil.
Approximately 2,500 cubic yards of excess material from trench excavation would be disposed
of off-site. The potential impacts would be similar due to the underlying soil type, site
topography, and mitigation requirements. With implementation of standard erosion control
measures and practices as set forth in identified mitigation measures, potential impacts would
remain less-than-significant. Mitigation Measures 8.2.3-1a referencing the Monterey and Santa
Cruz Grading Ordinances is not included because this specific project would not require a
grading permit issued by the county. Mitigation Measures 8.2.3-1b and 8.2.3-1e have been
modified to reflect Project site conditions, and new measure GEO-1 is identified to better protect
farmland soils. Mitigation Measure 8.2.3-1c has been modified to remove permitting
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requirements that are not applicable to the Project. Mitigation Measure 8.2.3-1f includes
additional clarification to reference the specific project and the project SWPPP.
Impact 8.2.3-1: Construction of the proposed pipelines would result in accelerated erosion and
attendant loss of soil resources and effects on sediment discharges in water courses. The
impact would be significant on slopes over 2 percent and in areas with soils having moderate or
greater erosion hazard, which includes the entire area of the coastal distribution system.
Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR, this impact would be reduced to a less than
significant level.
Mitigation Measure 8.2.3-1a: All grading and construction shall conform to requirements of the
Santa Cruz County Grading Ordinance and Monterey County Grading Ordinance.
Mitigation Measure 8.2.3-1b: Site grading and construction work areas shall expose as little new
ground surface as possible. Vegetation cover should be left intact to the extent practical outside
of areas supporting agriculture, roadways, and existing facilities.
Mitigation Measure 8.2.3-1c: To the extent possible, grading activities in non-cropped areas
shall be limited to the period between April 15 and October 31. If dry conditions persist after
October 31, one week extensions of grading activities will be obtained from the County Public
Works Department. In areas where the soil is tilled, grading activities will be coordinated with
the local farmers to ensure consistency between their erosion control and farming practices and
construction disturbance.
Mitigation Measure 8.2.3-1d: Implement best construction practices at all grading sites,
regardless of soil erodibility hazard.
Mitigation Measure 8.2.3-1e: Upon completion of construction within non-agricultural areas at all
sites, loose soils shall be removed or spread and all non-agricultural areas shall be re-soiled
and reseeded to ensure that a stable soil cover will remain. Re-seeding with an in-kind soil mix
shall occur in natural areas affected by the Project.
Mitigation Measure 8.2.3-1f: PVWMA Contractor will prepare and implement an inspection and
maintenance program during construction for the right-of-way and all facility sites per the
SWPPP. The plan will include routine inspection plans and reporting, and prescriptive methods
for correcting erosion or soil instability problems as outlined in the project SWPPP.
Mitigation Measure GEO-1 (New): Within agricultural areas, the contractor shall segregate and
stockpile the top 18 inches of topsoil from the trench and replace it after the trench has been
backfilled and work areas restored. Topsoil shall be stockpiled separate from subsoils, and
covered to prevent topsoil loss and erosion by wind or rain. Topsoil shall be replaced within the
top 18 inches of fill material to be replaced following pipe installation.

3.2.4 Conclusion
Implementation of the proposed Project would not result in new significant impacts or an
increase in the severity of impacts disclosed in the 1999 EIR. Mitigation Measures 8.2.3-1a
referencing the Monterey and Santa Cruz Grading Ordinances is not included because this
specific project would not require a grading permit issued by the county. Mitigation Measures
8.2.3-1b and 8.2.3-1e have been modified to reflect Project site conditions, and new measure
GEO-1 is identified to better protect farmland soils. Mitigation Measure 8.2.3-1c has been
modified to remove permitting requirements that are not applicable to the Project. Mitigation
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Measure 8.2.3-1f includes additional clarification to reference the specific project and the project
SWPPP. Mitigation Measure 8.2.3-4 has been slightly modified to clarify implementation of the
measures, and to provide updates of codes applicable to the Project. Mitigation Measure 8.2.3-5
has been clarified to specify applicable codes and criteria.

3.3

HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY

Section 8.3 of the 1999 EIR analyzed potential surface water, groundwater, and water quality
impacts associated with the proposed CDS.
Water Resources. PVWMA has implemented several projects to replace groundwater water
supplies for agricultural pumpers in coastal Santa Cruz and northern Monterey Counties,
including the existing RWF. The RWF commenced operation in 2009 and can produce up to
4,000 acre-feet per year of tertiary-treated, disinfected, Title 22 compliant recycled water for
distribution to coastal farms through the CDS during the irrigation season. Recycled water
currently constitutes the majority of the delivered water (72 percent during calendar year 2011)
and is blended with water from the following sources: (a) the City of Watsonville potable system
(about 90 percent of the City’s water supply is groundwater); (b) recovered Harkins Slough
water; and (c) groundwater from water wells operated by PVWMA for the purpose of blending.
Surface Waters. The Project area is generally bound in all directions by agricultural land uses
and additionally to the north by a steep ravine consisting of costal scrub-mixed chaparral and
mixed riparian forest descending from the Bolsa de San Cayetano plateau to an unnamed
tributary to the Pajaro River, to the east by Jensen Road, to the west by the Pajaro River (at a
distance ranging from approximately 900-5,800 feet to the west of the Project area, separated
by a steep ravine), and to the south by Bluff Road (approximately 400-1,000 feet to the south).
Four man-made detention basins are located north of the eastern portion of the alignment within
APN 117-031-003 in the vicinity of a spinach processing plant. The northeastern basin was
constructed circa 1968; the remaining basins were excavated between 2012 and 2013.
Hydrology of these features appears to be substantially altered or modified and generally driven
by runoff from adjacent agricultural fields (e.g., irrigation tailwater). Additional water may actively
be pumped into the basins from nearby agricultural facilities (e.g., spinach processing plant).
Flood Hazard. The proposed Project is not located within the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) 100-year flood hazard zone for the Pajaro River.

3.3.1 Construction-related Impacts to Water Quality
The proposed Project would require construction a minimum of approximately 900 feet east of
the Pajaro River corridor and proximate to a tributary to the Pajaro River and would involve
earthmoving activities such as excavation, trenching, and soil stockpiling. The Project would not
be located any closer to surface waters than what was assessed in the 1999 EIR for the CDS,
which included crossing the Pajaro River. The Project site is relatively flat, and drains to the
Pajaro River and eventually Monterey Bay.
Project construction activities that could result in erosion and subsequent impacts to water
quality include excavation, dewatering, and soil stockpiling. Excavation dewatering can produce
high volumes of water containing silts that when introduced to surface water bodies or storm
drain systems, can cause excessive sedimentation and high turbidity. Runoff from stockpiled
soils can increase sediment loads in stormwater discharges that increase sedimentation and
impact surface water quality. In addition to sediment, use of fuels, solvents, and other chemicals
used in construction activities would be spilled or leak, and ultimately seep into waterways.
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Similar to the projects assessed in the 1999 EIR, construction activities would include
implementation of best management practices for erosion control along the pipeline routes.
Excavation and construction of pipelines requiring open trenches may intercept shallow
groundwater requiring dewatering to locally lower groundwater levels to dry the area for
construction. The impact would be local and temporary and therefore is considered to be less
than significant. In the event trench dewatering is required, the water will be handled by a
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit if required by RWQCB.
Incorporation of standard BMPs, as required under the project SWPPP and identified in
mitigation measures presented below would reduce potential impacts to less-than-significant
levels. Mitigation Measures 4.3.3-1 and 4.3.3-1b have been replaced by new measure HYD-1,
and Mitigation Measure 4.3.3-2 has been modified to address current storm water management
requirements specific to the Project.
Impact 8.3.3-1: Construction activities would increase soil erosion and may transport other
contaminants to downstream receiving waters. Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR
the impact would be less than significant.
Impact 8.3.3-2: Construction activities at the proposed project site could result in dewatering of
shallow groundwater resources and contamination of surface water. Potentially significant. With
mitigation identified in this EIR the impact would be less than significant.
Mitigation Measure 4.3.3-1: Employ construction storm water quality management practices.
The agency shall prepare a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan as part of the construction
activities National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) storm water permit required
by the RWQCB. At a minimum, this plan shall include the following requirements:
1.

Plan excavation and grading activities for only the dry season (April 15 to October 31) to the
extent possible. This reduces the chance of severe erosion from intense rainfall and surface
runoff, as well as the potential for soil saturation in swale areas.

2.

If excavation occurs during the rainy season, storm runoff from the construction area shall
be regulated by temporary on-site silt traps and/or basins with multiple discharge points to
natural drainages and energy dissipaters. Stockpiles of loose material shall be covered and
runoff all be diverted away from exposed soil material. If work is stopped due to rains, a
positive grading away from slopes shall be provided to carry the surface runoff to areas
where flow can be controlled, such as the temporary silt basins. Sediment basin/traps shall
be located and operated to prevent off site sediment transport. Any trapped sediment shall
be removed from the basin or trap and placed at a suitable location on-site away from
concentrated flows, or removed to an approved disposal site.

3.

Temporary erosion control measures shall be provided until perennial revegetation or
landscaping is established and can prevent discharge of sediment into nearby waterways.
For construction within 500 feet of a water body, straw bales shall be placed upstream
adjacent to the water body.

4.

After completion of grading, erosion protection shall be provided on all cut and fill slopes.
Revegetation shall be facilitated by mulching, hydroseeding or other methods, and should
be initiated as soon as possible after completion of grading, and prior to the onset of the
rainy season (by November 1).

5.

Permanent revegetation/landscaping shall emphasize drought-tolerant perennial ground
coverings, shrubs, and trees, to improve the probability of slope and soil stabilization
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without adverse impacts to slope stability due to irrigation infiltration and long-term root
development.
6.

BMPs selected and implemented for the project shall be in place and operational prior to
the onset of major earthwork on the site. The construction phase facilities shall be
maintained regularly and cleared of accumulated sediment as necessary.

7.

Hazardous materials such as fuels and solvents used on the construction sites shall be
stored in covered containers and protected from vandalism. A stockpile of spill cleanup
materials shall be readily available at all construction sites. Employees shall be trained in
spill prevention and cleanup and individuals shall be designated as responsible for
prevention and cleanup activities.

8.

Other measures as described in Mitigation Measure 4.4.3-1 b--Implement Standard
Protective Measures to Maintain Water Quality and Control Erosion and Sedimentation.

Mitigation Measure 4.4.3-1b: Implement Standard Protective Measures to Maintain Water
Quality and Control Erosion and Sedimentation: Standard measures to maintain water quality
and to control erosion and sedimentation are recommended:
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

Restrict trenching across all waterways to low-flow periods.
Exclude water from around the section of trench that is within the actively flowing
channels. This will further reduce the potential for sediment or other pollutants to enter
the waterways and impact downstream resources. The diversion will consist of water
pillows, rock, sandbags, or other structural methods deemed most effective by the
project Engineer.
Place sediment curtains downstream of the construction zone to prevent sediment
disturbed during trenching activities from being transported and deposited outside of the
construction zone.
Locate spoil sites so they do not drain directly into the waterways. If a spoil site drains
into a channel, catch basins will be constructed to intercept sediment before it reaches
the channels. Spoil sites will be graded to reduce the potential for erosion.
Prepare and implement a spill prevention plan for potentially hazardous materials. The
plan will include the proper handling and storage of all potentially hazardous materials,
as well as the proper procedures for cleaning up and reporting of any spills. If necessary,
containment berms will be constructed to prevent spilled materials from reaching the
creek channels.
Store equipment and materials away from the waterways, outside existing levees or at
least 50 feet from waterways, but within the pipeline right-of-way. No equipment or
materials shall be deposited within 100 feet of wetlands.
Provide proper and timely maintenance for vehicles and equipment used during
construction to reduce the potential for mechanical breakdowns leading to a spill of
materials into or around the creeks. Maintenance and fueling will be conducted in an
area that meets the criteria set forth in the spill prevention plan (i.e., away from the
creeks).

Mitigation Measure 4.3.3-2: Obtain NPDES permit for construction dewatering if required by the
RWQCB and implement conditions of the permit. An NPDES permit will be required from the
RWQCB for all discharges to waters of the State for construction dewatering. Discharges must
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meet water quality objectives specified by the RWQCB in the Basin Management Plan as
described in Section 3.3. The RWQCB may require certain conditions of the permit, such as
treatment of the flows prior to discharge.
Mitigation Measure HYD-1 (New): Employ construction storm water quality best management
practices.
The PVWMA shall require contractors to develop a SWPPP in compliance with the 2009-0009
DWQ Construction General Permit requirements for construction of proposed pipeline facilities,
as required by the SWRCB. The objectives of the SWPPP are to identify pollutant sources that
may affect the quality of stormwater discharge and to identify, assign, and implement control
measures and management practices to reduce pollutants in stormwater discharges. The
SWPPP for this proposed action would include the implementation, at a minimum, of the
following elements:
Source Identification: The SWPPP shall provide a description of potential sources which may be
expected to add significant quantities of pollutants to storm water discharges, or which may
result in non-storm water discharges from the facility.
a.

A topographic map (or other acceptable map if a topographic map is unavailable),
extending one-quarter mile beyond the property boundaries of the facility showing: the
pipeline alignment, surface water bodies (including springs and wells), and the discharge
point(s) where storm water discharges to a municipal storm drain system or other water
body. The requirements of this paragraph may be included in the site map required
under the following paragraph if appropriate.

b.

A site map showing the following:
1) Storm water conveyance, drainage, and discharge structures;
2) An outline of the storm water drainage areas for each storm water discharge point;
3) Paved areas and buildings;
4) Areas of actual or potential pollutant contact with storm water or release to storm
water, including but not limited to outdoor storage and process areas; material
loading, unloading, and access areas; and waste treatment, storage, and disposal
areas;
5) Location of existing storm water structural control measures (i.e., berms, coverings,
etc.);
6) Surface water locations, including springs and wetlands; and
7) Vehicle service areas.

c.

A narrative description of the following:
1)

Pipeline alignment

2) Materials, equipment, and vehicle management practices employed to minimize
contact of significant materials of concern with storm water discharges;
3) Material storage, loading, unloading, and access areas;
4) Existing structural and non-structural control measures (if any) to reduce pollutants in
storm water discharges; and
5) Methods of on-site storage and disposal of significant materials.
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d.

A list of pollutants that have a reasonable potential to be present in storm water
discharges in significant quantities.

3.3.2 Operational Impacts to Water Quality due to Sedimentation and
Erosion
Similar to the project assessed in the 1999 EIR, the proposed Project would not result in
significant operational impacts to water quality due to sedimentation and erosion, because the
areas within the temporary and permanent easements would return to agricultural production
and agricultural road use following construction and maintenance activities. Non-agricultural
areas would be restored following Project construction and maintenance activities.

3.3.3 Operational Impacts to Water Quality Due to Increased CDS Delivery
Implementation of the recent 2014 BMP Update, and implementation of the Project, would
increase the alternative types of water available to blend with recycled water and therefore,
would have a beneficial impact on delivered water quality and crop yields, and a less than
significant impact on surface and groundwater quality. Continued compliance with Title 22
requirements, and CCRWQCB reclamation permits, and PVWMA and the City’s ongoing
monitoring and adaptive management of the CDS ensure that surface waters are protected, and
that potential impacts to surface or groundwater quality would remain less-than-significant.
Therefore, no mitigation measures are necessary specific to the proposed Project.

3.3.4 Localized Changes in Historical (or Baseline) Groundwater Levels
Portions of the irrigated acres in the CDS area are currently experiencing seawater intrusion.
The substitution of pumped groundwater with water delivered by the CDS for irrigation would in
part reduce the current overdraft of the basin and therefore is a beneficial impact on
groundwater quality and flow. As the Project would contribute a reduction in pumping in the
coastal area, it would contribute substantially to halting seawater intrusion.
Impact 8.3.3-5: The coastal distribution system project would convey water to agricultural lands
for irrigation, thereby decreasing the need to pump groundwater. Beneficial.

3.3.5 Increased Flood Hazards
Based on the proposed alignment of the Project, it would not be located within a flood hazard
zone, and would not result in increased flood hazard.

3.3.6 Damage to Existing Wells
The 1999 EIR identified a potentially significant impact resulting from damage to existing wells.
Excavation, soil stockpiling activities, or construction equipment associated with pipeline
construction may damage production, agricultural or domestic supply well structures, especially
sanitary seals of wells or disturb well mounts, pump equipment, piping systems or enclosures.
Certain damage that would expose the well casing could lead to the introduction of
contaminants such as sediments or chemicals into the groundwater. Damage to the well
system, pump equipment, piping or enclosures could temporarily stop proper well operation and
interrupt water delivery. Mitigation Measure 6.3.3-5 has been clarified to be more specific to the
Project area.
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Impact 8.3.3-4: The proposed pipeline would be constructed adjacent to a number of wells.
Construction activities could damage the wells or block access to the wells. Potentially
significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR the impact would be less than significant.
Mitigation Measure 6.3.3-5: Avoid construction impacts to wells. The precise well locations shall
be identified on the design drawings, in preconstruction surveys and any well not clearly visible
in the field shall be marked in the field for avoidance. The pipeline construction trench, material
stockpile areas and soil excavation stockpiles shall be designated in the construction plans and
specifications to specifically avoid impacting the well and access to the well.

3.3.7 Conclusion
Implementation of the Project would have potential significant surface water, ground water, and
water-quality impacts. However, all potential impacts would remain either less-than-significant or
reduced to a less-than-significant level with the incorporation of identified mitigation measures.
Implementation of the Project would contribute to improved groundwater conditions by halting
seawater intrusion and stopping groundwater basin overdraft. This represents a beneficial
impact and no mitigation is required or recommended. Implementation of the proposed Project
would not result in new significant impacts or an increase in the severity of impacts disclosed in
the 1999 EIR. Mitigation Measures 4.3.3-1 and 4.3.3-1b have been replaced by new measure
HYD-1, and Mitigation Measure 4.3.3-2 has been modified to address current storm water
management requirements specific to the Project. Mitigation Measure 6.3.3-5 has been clarified
to be more specific to the Project area.

3.4

VEGETATION, FISH, AND WILDLIFE

Section 8.4 of the 1999 EIR analyzed potential impacts to vegetation, fish, and wildlife
associated with the CDS. A Project-specific Biological Resources Survey Report (BRSR)
(SWCA 2015a) was prepared; the results of the survey are incorporated by reference into the
section below, and the report is included in Exhibit B of this Addendum. Surveys were
conducted within a defined biological study area (BSA), which includes the Project site and an
adjacent 250-foot buffer (refer to Exhibit B, BRSR Figure 3). Similar to the projects assessed in
the 1999 EIR, the proposed Project would be constructed within agricultural roads and
agricultural fields.
No United States Fish and Wildlife Service-designated critical habitat is located within the BSA.
No special-status plants or wildlife species were observed during field surveys. Similarly, no
jurisdictional wetlands or water features were observed within the Project area. Based on the
results of the literature review and field survey, the BSA contains:
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suitable habitat for nesting migratory birds covered under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act
(MBTA);



low quality upland and dispersal habitat for the federally threatened and state species of
special concern California red-legged frog (Rana draytonii);



marginal breeding habitat within a man-made detention basin for the California redlegged frog;



marginal upland, dispersal, and breeding habitat within and surrounding a man-made
detention basin for the state species of special concern western pond turtle (Emys
marmorata);
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marginal upland, dispersal, and breeding habitat within and surrounding a man-made
detention basin for the federally and state threatened and state species of special
concern California tiger salamander (Ambystoma californiense); and,



low quality habitat for eight special-status plant species: bent-flowered fiddleneck
(Amsinckia lunaris), bristly sedge (Carex comosa), deceiving sedge (Carex saliniformis),
Congdon’s tarplant (Centromadia parryi ssp. congdonii), Monterey spineflower
(Chorizanthe pungens var. pungens), San Francisco gumplant (Grindelia hirsutula var.
maritima), Santa Cruz tarplant (Holocarpha macradenia), and saline clover (Trifolium
hydrophilum).

Conditions within the Project area, however, are far less suitable to support habitat for these
species. The Project area provides only low quality habitat for nesting migratory birds covered
under the MBTA, very low quality upland or dispersal habitat for special-status wildlife, and very
low quality habitat for special status plant species. Project activities will occur predominantly
within previously disturbed agricultural areas lacking natural habitat conditions and the substrate
and microhabitat conditions necessary to support special-status wildlife. A small portion of the
Project will occur within an area of non-native grassland supporting limited native vegetation.
This area is regularly disturbed by agricultural operations in the region (e.g., tilling or other soil
cultivation). The Project area has a history of disturbance from agricultural land uses dating at
least as far back as 1931. Ongoing agricultural operations in the Project area may further
preclude or dissuade the presence of special-status wildlife to occur within the already low
quality habitats present by resulting in continued and repeated habitat disturbance as well as
noise generation and the attraction of predators. Additionally, infrastructure and other manmade facilities as well as rugged terrain features surrounding the Project area (e.g., paved
roads, agricultural operations, industrial agricultural facilities, and densely vegetated steep
ravines) may present potential significant barriers to dispersal of wildlife into the Project area. As
such, the Project is not anticipated to have direct or indirect impacts to special-status wildlife.
Similarly, although some small area of potential habitat may be present, special-status plants
are not expected to occur in the Project area due to repeated ground disturbance from
agricultural operations. With the implementation of mitigation measures including preconstruction wildlife/plant surveys and the avoidance of potential sensitive habitats, the Project
is anticipated to have less than significant impacts to special-status species, their habitats, and
other environmentally sensitive habitat areas.
The Project is not anticipated to require permitting pursuant to the Clean Water Act, Federal or
California Endangered Species acts, Section 1602 of the California Fish and Game Code, or
any other discretionary approvals. Furthermore, the project is exempt from requiring a Coastal
Development Permit (CDP) from the County of Monterey pursuant to County Zoning Ordinance
Title 20, §20.70.120.(P), which specifically exempts public works projects determined by the
Coastal Commission to be consistent with a Public Work Plan certified by the Coastal
Commission pursuant to Coastal Act Section 30605. The Project was included within the
adopted Pajaro Valley Basin Management Plan that received a consistency certification with the
California Coastal Management Program from the California Coastal Commission on February
18, 2005 (Certification No. CC-088-04). Confirmation that the Project qualifies for the above
referenced exemption was made based on communication between representatives from
PVWMA and the County of Monterey Planning Department (Bannister, pers. comm. 2015).
Vegetation and Habitats. Plant communities observed within the BSA included agriculture,
ruderal/developed, non-native grassland, eucalyptus forest, coastal and valley freshwater
marsh, and northern (Franciscan) coastal scrub. Communities within the Project area were
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limited to non-native grassland, agricultural, and ruderal/developed. No work will occur within
jurisdictional wetlands, waters of the United States, waters of the State, coastal wetlands, or
other environmentally sensitive habitat areas.
Jurisdictional Wetlands and Waters. SWCA biologists conducted visual investigations of the
Project area for the presence/absence of jurisdictional wetlands and waters of the United
States, waters of the State, and coastal wetlands. The investigation was limited to the Project
area and did not include the remainder of the BSA where no Project activities will occur. Results
of the survey concluded the absence of wetland and waters of the United States and waters of
State, as well as coastal wetlands (e.g., California Coastal Commission wetlands) within the
Project area. The Project area consists of uplands comprised of agricultural, other developed, or
grassland areas.
Four man-made retention basins are located within the northeastern portion of the BSA
approximately 120 feet from the Project area. These features may be considered to be waters of
the State pursuant to the Porter-Cologne Act (California Water Code, Division 7, Section 13000
et seq.) and/or subject to California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) jurisdiction
pursuant to Division 2, Chapter 6, Sections 1600–1602 of the California Fish and Game Code.
In addition, due to the presence of a dominance of hydrophytic vegetation, the northeastern and
southwestern basins would likely meet the definition of wetland used by the California Coastal
Commission and the County. No Project activities are proposed within or would result in
disturbance to the basins.
Special-Status Plants. None of the 46 special-status plant species identified during desktop
review (refer to Exhibit B, BRSR, Appendix C, Table C-1) were observed during field surveys.
No known population of rare plant occurrences have been identified within the BSA (California
Natural Diversity Database [CNDDB] 2015). Field surveys (by SWCA as well as Habitat
Restoration Group and Environmental Science Associates incorporated by reference [ESA
1999]) were conducted within the appropriate blooming period for 38 of the identified species
(surveys conducted in December, March-May, and September respectively). Of the remaining 7
species, 6 have no potential to be within the BSA due to lack of suitable habitat, soils, or
elevation requirements. The remaining species, deceiving sedge (Carex saliniformis), was
determined to have a low potential to occur within the BSA.
It must be noted that surveys performed by Habitat Restoration Group and ESA were conducted
between 1997 and 1999. Given the large time lag in survey performance and review of current
habitats present within the BSA, conservatively seven additional species, bent-flowered
fiddleneck (Amsinckia lunaris), bristly sedge (Carex comosa), Congdon’s tarplant (Centromadia
parryi ssp. congdonii), Monterey spineflower (Chorizanthe pungens var. pungens), San
Francisco gumplant (Grindelia hirsutula var. maritima), Santa Cruz tarplant (Holocarpha
macradenia), and saline clover (Trifolium hydrophilum) were determined to have a low potential
to occur within the BSA. Six of these species only have California Native Plant Society (CNPS)
rankings with no state or federal listing status under the Federal Endangered Species Act
(FESA) or California Endangered Species Act (CESA). Monterey spineflower is listed as
federally threatened and Santa Cruz tarplant is listed as federally endangered and state
threatened. Occurrence of these species is limited to the costal scrub, non-native grassland,
and coastal and valley freshwater marsh habitats. Habitat descriptions, flowering periods, listing
status, and rationale for potential to occur in the BSA for these species are provided in Table 4
below.
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Table 4. Special Status Plant Species with Low Potential to Occur in the BSA

Common Name

General Habitat Description

bent-flowered fiddleneck An annual herb found in coastal
bluff scrub, cismontane
woodland, and valley and foothill
grassland. From 3 to 500 m.
Flower season: March–June.

Legal
Status
Federal/
State/CNPS

Rationale for Occurrence

--/--/1B.2

Grasslands in the northeastern
portion of the Project area provide
low quality habitat for this species.
No CNDDB occurrences have been
recorded within 5 miles of the
Project area. Grassland areas are
regularly disturbed as part of
agricultural activities.

bristly sedge

A perennial rhizomatous herb
that occurs in coastal prairie; lake
margins of marshes and swamps;
and valley and foothill grassland.
From 0 to 625 m. Flower season:
May–September.

--/--/2B.1

Man-made detention basins that
persistently contain water in the
northeast portion of the BSA may
provide suitable habitat for this
species. No CNDDB occurrences
have been recorded within 5 miles of
the Project area. Impacts to this
species not expected to occur as a
result of project activities.

deceiving sedge

A perennial rhizomatous herb in
coastal prairie, coastal scrub,
meadows and seeps, and
marshes and swamps (coastal
salt) with mesic soils. From 3 to
230 m. Flower season: June
(July).

--/--/1B.2

Man-made detention basins that
persistently contain water in the
northeast portion of the BSA may
provide suitable habitat for this
species. No CNDDB occurrences
have been recorded within 5 miles of
the Project area. Impacts to this
species not expected to occur as a
result of project activities.

Congdon’s tarplant

An annual herb that occurs in
valley and foothill grassland
(alkaline). From 0 to 230 m.
Flower season: May–October
(November).

--/--/1B.1

Grasslands in the northeastern
portion of the Project area provide
low quality habitat for this species.
Soils in the area are not known to be
alkaline. The area is also regularly
disturbed as part of agricultural
activities with aerial imagery
showing sign of disturbance (tilling)
as recent as 2012. The nearest
known CNDDB records are located
~3.8 miles north (2008) and 3.5
miles south (2010) of the BSA.

Monterey spineflower

An annual herb that occurs in
chaparral (maritime); cismontane
woodland; coastal dunes; coastal
scrub; and valley and foothill
grassland with sandy soil. From 3
to 450 m. Flower season: April–
June(July, August).

FT/--/1B.2

Grasslands in the northeastern
portion of the Project area and
costal scrub along the northern
border of the BSA provide low
quality habitat for this species. A
total of 9 CNDDB records have been
recorded within 5 miles of the BSA,
with the nearest record 0.6 mile to
the southwest (1999).
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Table 4. Special Status Plant Species with Low Potential to Occur in the BSA

Common Name

General Habitat Description

San Francisco gumplant A perennial herb found in coastal
bluff scrub, coastal scrub, and
valley and foothill grassland with
sandy or serpentine soil. From 15
to 400 m. Flower season: June–
September.

Legal
Status
Federal/
State/CNPS

Rationale for Occurrence

--/--/3.2

Grasslands in the northeastern
portion of the Project area provide
low quality habitat for this species.
Soils in the area are sandy but not
known to be serpentine. The area is
also regularly disturbed as part of
agricultural activities with aerial
imagery showing sign of disturbance
(tilling) as recent as 2012. No
CNDDB occurrences have been
recorded within 5 miles of the
Project area.

Santa Cruz tarplant

An annual herb found in coastal
prairie, coastal scrub, and valley
and foothill grassland often clay,
sandy. From 10 to 220 m. Flower
season: June–October.

FT/SE/1B.1

Grasslands in the northeastern
portion of the Project area and
costal scrub along the northern
border of the BSA provide low
quality habitat for this species. The
grassland area is also regularly
disturbed as part of agricultural
activities with aerial imagery
showing sign of disturbance (tilling)
as recent as 2012. Seven CNDDB
records have been recorded within 5
miles of the BSA between 1896 and
2007, with the nearest record
located 2.75 miles northeast of the
BSA (1993).

saline clover

An annual herb found in marshes
and swamps; valley and foothill
grassland (mesic, alkaline); and
vernal pools. From 0 to 300 m.
Flower season: April–June.

--/--/1B.2

Man-made detention basins that
persistently contain water in the
northeast portion of the BSA may
provide suitable habitat for this
species. Three CNDDB occurrences
have been recorded more than 2.5
miles south of the BSA between
1995 and 2000.

Sources: Holland (1986) and CNDDB (2014)
Status Codes:
-- = No status
Federal:
FE = Federal Endangered
FT = Federal Threatened
MBTA = Protected by Migratory Bird Treaty Act

California Native Plant Society (CNPS):
List 1B = Rare, threatened, or endangered in California and elsewhere
List 2 = Rare, threatened, or endangered in California, but more common
elsewhere
List 3 = Plants about which more information is needed
List 4 = Watch list of plants of limited distribution

State:
SE = State Endangered
ST = State Threatened
SR = State Rare

CNPS Threat Code:
.1 = Seriously endangered in California (more than 80% of occurrences
threatened / high degree and immediacy of threat)
.2 = Fairly endangered in California (20–80% occurrences threatened)
.3 = Not very endangered I California (<20% of occurrences threatened or no
current threats known)
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Suitable habitat for special-status plant species within the Project area is limited to the nonnative grassland habitat in the northeastern portion of the BSA adjacent to the spinach
processing plant. Of the eight species that may have potential to occur within the BSA only five,
bent-flowered fiddleneck Congdon’s tarplant, Monterey spineflower, San Francisco gumplant,
and Santa Cruz tarplant have potential to occur within the grassland association in the Project
area. No documented occurrence of these species has been observed within the Project area.
The grassland area is regularly disturbed as part of agricultural activities. Based on a lack of
known occurrences in the area and the limited amount of suitable habitat within the BSA, there
is a low potential for special-status plant species to be found within the BSA and an even lower
potential to occur within the Project area and thus be impacted by Project activities.
Special-Status Wildlife. Four special-status wildlife species were determined to have a low to
moderate potential to occur in the BSA. California Tiger Salamander and California red-legged
frog are state and/or federally listed; western pond turtle and white tailed kite (Elanus leucurus)
are California Special Concern (CSC) species. White tailed kite is also a state fully protected
species pursuant to California Fish and Game Code Section 3511. Although these species may
have potential to occur within or adjacent to the BSA based on presence of suitable habitat, only
white tailed kite was observed during the field survey.
California Tiger Salamander
Several occurrences of California tiger salamander have been documented within the vicinity of
the BSA (CNDDB 2015). The nearest occurrence is located approximately 0.5 mile east of the
Project area associated with a man-made pond surrounded by active agricultural fields. Seven
adults were recorded in 2008 in the vicinity of the pond. The pond is separated from the Project
area by Jensen Road. The next closest records of California tiger salamander are located
approximately 1 mile south of the BSA (1973), 2.7 miles to the east of the BSA (2008), and 3.5
miles to the southeast of the BSA (1988). The record to the south is separated from the Project
area by Jensen Road, Bluff Road, and agricultural land uses. Roadways are known to impact
California tiger salamander through habitat fragmentation and direct mortality from vehicle
strikes (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service [USFWS] 2014). Agricultural land uses are also
associated with population declines through the conversion of suitable habitat to less favorable
conditions or habitat elimination altogether.
Interpretation of traffic count data for 2011-2013 obtained from Monterey County Public Works
(MCPW) for the portion of Bluff Road between Trafton Road and Jensen Road (e.g., the portion
immediately south of the BSA) and Jensen Road between Highway 1 and Bluff Road (e.g., the
portion immediately east of the BSA) infers the roadways to have average traffic volumes of
approximately 46 cars per hour and 67 cars per hour, respectively (MCPW 2013). Trafton Road,
located along the western boundary of the Project area, has an average traffic volume of
approximately 26 cars per hour. These numbers are based on Annual Average Daily Traffic
(AADT) bi-directional volumes, a measure of the 24-hour volume of traffic that passes a point on
an average weekday (Tuesday-Thursday), divided by 24 to get an approximate average hourly
volume. True hourly volumes may vary from this calculation due to differences between peak
and non-peak hours and are portrayed here for illustrative purposes. These volumes are
consistent with high rates of amphibian mortality usually occurring around 30 cars per hour and,
as such, may present a significant barrier to dispersal (USFWS 2002). Actual nightly traffic
volumes, unavailable due to data limitations, may be lower than the calculated averages.
Amphibian movements occurring at night may be less impacted by such lower nightly volumes.
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The nearest documented occurrence of California tiger salamander is located approximately 0.5
mile east of the Project area. This distance is generally beyond the average upland dispersal
distances observed for this species. Although the man-made detention basin and adjacent nonnative grassland and coastal scrub provide theoretically suitable upland, dispersal, and breeding
habitat it is extremely unlikely that this species would occur within the BSA. Bullfrogs were
observed within the detention basins. Bullfrogs and California tiger salamander typically do not
cohabitate within breeding locations (USFWS 2014). The detention basins and upland habitats
are also geographically isolated from potential California tiger salamander source populations
separated by interviewing roadways and agricultural or other developed lands. This built
infrastructure and disturbed land uses surrounding the Project area presents a potential
significant barrier to dispersal of wildlife into the Project area. Due to the low potential for
occurrence the Project is anticipated to have no potential direct or indirect impacts to this
species.
California Red-legged Frog
California red-legged frog are known to occur along the Pajaro River, McCluskey Slough
system, Elkhorn Slough system, and several smaller drainages within and in the vicinity of the
BSA. All observations along the Pajaro River have been limited to migrating adults and subadults. The closest documented California red-legged frog occurrences are located
approximately 800 feet to the north along an unnamed drainage ditch (DDA 2013). The
observations include three separate sightings of adults, sub-adults, and/or metamorphs as well
as one breeding area. The drainage is separated from the Project area by a steep densely
vegetated ravine as well as partially by a mining operation, residential development, Trafton
Road, and active agricultural fields. Two additional breeding ponds are located approximately
3,790 feet and 5,690 feet northeast of the Project area within man-made ponds surrounding a
commercial development. These ponds are separated from the Project area by active
agricultural fields. The McCluskey and Elkhorn Slough systems are several miles from the
Project area to the south and east separated by Highway 1, Jensen Road, and Bluff Road.
Volumes along these roadways are consistent with high rates of amphibian mortality usually
occurring around 30 cars per hour and as such may present a significant barrier to dispersal
(USFWS 2002). High-density urban or industrial developments also form barriers to California
red-legged frog dispersal (USFWS 2010).
Bullfrogs are known to prey on California red-legged frog as well as other amphibians and
aquatic reptiles and have been correlated with declines and even extirpation of California redlegged frog populations once established at a site (USFWS 1996). Bullfrogs are locally
abundant within the Pajaro River in the vicinity of the BSA (DDA 2013) and were observed
within the detention basins within the BSA. Field surveys of the BSA also observed the
presence of domestic dogs and cats and it is plausible that other urban species such as
raccoons and skunks may be present within the BSA. These species typical of urban or
developed areas are serious predators of California red-legged frog (USFWS 2002).
The nearest documented occurrence of California red-legged frog is located approximately 800
feet to the north of the Project area. This distance is generally beyond the average upland
dispersal distances observed for this species. The only suitable aquatic habitat in the BSA is the
man-made detention basin located north of the eastern portion of the alignment. This basin is
approximately 2,000 feet from any other suitable aquatic breeding habitat, although a high
gradient ephemeral drainage is located within the ravine to the north that provides connectivity
to the marsh area and drainages at the bottom of the ravine. Although the man-made detention
basin provides theoretically suitable breeding habitat it is extremely unlikely that this species
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would utilize this area. Bullfrogs were observed within the detention basins. The presence of
bullfrogs has been associated with localized extirpation of California red-legged frog and
significantly reduces the potential for presence (USFWS 2002). Grassland and agricultural
areas within the BSA may also provide theoretically suitable upland dispersal habitat for
California red-legged frog. However, due to the potential presence of predators, migratory
distances required to access the Project area, and general lack of substrate and microhabitat
conditions, there is a low potential for this species to occur within the Project area. In addition to
a lack of suitable habitat conditions, the built infrastructure or disturbed land uses surrounding
the Project area (high volume roads, agricultural operation, and industrial agricultural facilities)
present potential significant barriers to dispersal of wildlife into the Project area. Due to the low
potential for occurrence the Project is anticipated to have no potential direct or indirect impacts
to this species and implementation of the recommended mitigation measures will further
minimize the potential for impacts to this species during Project activities.
Western Pond Turtle
Western pond turtle populations are known to inhabit portions of the Pajaro River upstream of
the BSA. Potential and confirmed breeding habitat is present in the non-native grassland and
weedy, ruderal habitat near the river and within the channelized floodplain (DDA 2013). The
Pajaro River is separated from the project area by a steep densely vegetated ravine as well as
partially by a mining operation, residential development, Trafton Road, and active agricultural
fields. The nearest western pond turtle occurrence is located approximately 1.1 miles east of the
Project area within a man-made pond surrounding a commercial development. The pond is
separated from the Project area by the development as well as active agricultural fields.
The Pajaro River is located at a distance ranging from approximately 900-5,800 feet to the west
of the Project area separated by a steep ravine. These distances are generally near or beyond
the typical maximum upland dispersal distances observed for this species. With the exception of
the detention basins, no other suitable aquatic features are present within the BSA and interdrainage migration between the Pajaro River and the BSA is unlikely as such movements are
considered extremely rare. Additionally, the Project area generally lacks suitable substrate and
microhabitat conditions associated with western pond turtle terrestrial habitat use. Although the
man-made detention basin and adjacent non-native grassland and coastal scrub provide
theoretically suitable upland, dispersal, and breeding habitat it is extremely unlikely that this
species would occur within the BSA.
White-tailed Kite
The nearest recorded white-tailed kite nesting occurrence is located approximately 4.5 miles
southeast of the Project area near Elkhorn Slough. Eucalyptus forest observed in the
northwestern portion of the BSA as well as other isolated trees may provide suitable nesting
habitat for this species.
Nesting Migratory Passerine Birds and Raptors. Several habitats within and adjacent to the
BSA including eucalyptus forest, northern coastal scrub, central coast riparian scrub, mixed
chaparral, coastal and valley freshwater marsh, and isolated trees may provide suitable nesting
substrate for avian species. During field surveys a variety of avian activity was observed,
including long flights, short flights, foraging, calling, and singing. No active nests were observed
within the BSA; however, the survey was conducted outside of the typical nesting season for
most species. Given the presence of suitable habitats, there is potential for avian species to
nest near or within the Project area during the typical nesting season.
K1 Pipeline Project
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Riparian Habitat and Sensitive Natural Communities, including Wetlands. No construction
activities are proposed within any jurisdictional wetlands or waters, special-status natural
communities, or other environmentally sensitive habitat areas. The Project area generally
consists of highly disturbed agricultural areas lacking natural habitat conditions. Man-made
roadside drainage ditches are located along the north and south sides of West Beach Street
within the BSA and Project area and may be considered as waters of the State, coastal
wetlands, or under other jurisdictions. No Project activities will occur within these features.

3.4.1 Special Status Wildlife Species and Their Habitat
Environmentally Sensitive Habitats. No construction activities are proposed within any
jurisdictional wetlands or waters, special-status natural communities, or other environmentally
sensitive habitat areas. The Project area generally consists of highly disturbed agricultural areas
lacking natural habitat conditions. Several man-made detention basins area located in the
northeastern portion of the BSA and may be considered as waters of the State, coastal
wetlands, or under other jurisdictions. However, impacts could result if soil or sediment from
Project activities enters these features. With implementation of the identified Mitigation
Measures, including wetland avoidance and soil erosion control measures, impacts to
jurisdictional wetlands, waters, or environmentally sensitive habitats would be less than
significant. Based on the location of the Project, and habitat conditions present within the
Project area, only applicable measures from the 1999 EIR are identified below. With
implementation of the recommended mitigation, including wetland avoidance and soil erosion
control measures, impacts to jurisdictional wetlands, waters, or environmentally sensitive
habitats will be less than significant. Mitigation Measures 8.4.3-1a and 8.4.3-1b have been
modified as applicable, based on the Project location. Mitigation Measures 8.4.3-1c, 8.4.3-2a,
and 8.4.3-2b and not included, because the Project would not directly affect riparian or wetland
habitat, and would not be located within 25 feet of riparian or wetland habitat.
Special Status Wildlife. With the exception of a transient white-tailed kite, no special-status
wildlife species were observed during field surveys. The Project area consists of highly
disturbed agricultural areas generally lacking natural habitat conditions and the substrate and
microhabitat conditions typically necessary to support special-status wildlife. Several man-made
detention basins are located to the north of the eastern portion of the Project alignment that may
provide suitable breeding and/or refuge habitat for several special-status wildlife species.
Similarly, agricultural areas and non-native grasslands within the Project area may provide low
quality upland and dispersal habitat for special-status wildlife species.
Bullfrogs were observed within the detention basins. Bullfrogs are a primary predator of
California red-legged frog and California tiger salamander. The presence of bullfrogs has been
associated with localized extirpation and significantly reduces the potential for presence of these
species. The detention basins and adjacent upland habitats are also generally geographically
isolated from known wildlife source populations, separated by intervening roadways and
agricultural or other developed lands. Ongoing agricultural operations in the Project area may
further preclude or dissuade the presence of special-status wildlife to occur within the already
low quality habitats present by resulting in continued and repeated habitat disturbance as well
as noise generation and the attraction of predators. Additionally, infrastructure and other manmade facilities as well as rugged terrain features surrounding the Project area (e.g., paved
roads, agricultural operations, industrial agricultural facilities, and densely vegetated steep
ravines) may present potential significant barriers to dispersal of wildlife into the Project area.
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Given the distances to documented occurrences of special-status wildlife species and a review
of habitats present within the Project area, it is determined there is a low potential for specialstatus wildlife species to occur. If special-status wildlife species are found to be present within
the Project area, construction and operation of the Project could result in a substantial adverse
effect, either directly or through habitat modifications, or substantially reduce the number or
restrict the range of any wildlife species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special-status
species in local or regional plans, policies, or regulations, or by the CDFW or USFWS. With
implementation of recommended mitigation measures, including pre-construction wildlife
surveys, wildlife exclusions fencing, and worker environmental awareness training, impacts to
special-status wildlife will be less than significant. Mitigation Measures 8.4.3-2c has been
modified based on the location of the Project, habitat conditions, and current requirements for
the protection of special-status species. Mitigation Measures 4.4.3-2b, 7.4.3-2c, 4.4.3-2d, and
8.4.3-2e are not included based on the location of the Project and current requirements for the
protection of special-status species. New measure BIO-2 is identified to further protect special
status species by providing worker training prior to construction.
Nesting Migratory Passerine Birds and Raptors. Project activities may be conducted within
the nesting season for many passerine and raptor species. Potential impacts to nesting birds
from Project activities include direct take of active nests from vegetation removal activities or
indirect impacts via noise disturbance (e.g., activity causing alteration of breeding behavior).
This represents a potential significant impact that can be reduced to a less than significant level
with mitigation identified in this report. With implementation of recommended mitigation
measures, including pre-activity nesting bird surveys and avoidance of active nests, impacts to
nesting birds will be less than significant. Mitigation Measure 8.4.3-2d is not included, and has
been replaced by new and equally effective Mitigation Measure BIO-3 to require perconstruction nesting bird surveys consistent with current requirements.
Impact 8.4.3-1 – Wetlands. Construction of the proposed project could result in temporary
impacts of up to 1.4 acres of potential jurisdictional wetlands/waters of the U.S. and streambeds
and banks. Potential impacts could occur due to sedimentation of the channels outside of the
construction area during trenching activities, loss of riparian vegetation and stream function as
wildlife and fishery habitat, and loss of special status natural communities. Significant. With
mitigation identified in this EIR the impact would be reduced to less than significant levels.
Impact 8.4.3-2: Construction of facilities in and near wetlands could result in temporary loss of
up to 1.4 acres of habitat for special status animal species. Impacts could occur due to
increased sedimentation in streams, dewatering of pools, habitat loss through vegetation
removal, destruction of nests and burrows and construction disturbance. Significant. With
mitigation identified in this EIR the impact would be reduced to less than significant levels.
Mitigation Measure 8.4.3-1a Avoidance of Wetlands: The crossings of jurisdictional areas at the
Pajaro River, McClusky Slough, and Watsonville Slough shall be avoided to the extent feasible
by project construction, maintaining all facilities outside the jurisdictional area defined by riparian
or emergent vegetation. Bore and jack, tunneling and directional drill methods shall be used to
install the pipeline under creek channels, and culverts. Trenching shall be limited to existing
filled or developed areas, to the extent possible. This measure would also avoid impacts to
special status species potentially occurring in the waterways (see Impact 8.4.3-2). If complete
avoidance is infeasible, implement Measure 8.4.3-lb.All wetlands and waters will be avoided.
Mitigation Measure 8.4.3-1b - Implement Standard Protective Measures to Maintain Water
Quality and Control Erosion and Sedimentation: Standard measures to maintain water quality
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and to control erosion and sedimentation are recommended shall be implemented as in
Mitigation Measure 4.4.3-1b. This These measures includes include developing a Stormwater
Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP), developing a spill prevention plan, storing equipment and
materials outside the potential water features, maintaining vehicles and equipment to avoid
spills, and restricting refueling of all equipment outside of active agricultural fields, agricultural
drainage ditches, and detention basins trenching across wetlands during low flow periods,
excluding water from construction by diversions as feasible, use of sediment curtains, placing
spoil sites outside waterways, preparing and implementing a spill prevention plan, storing
equipment and materials outside the wetlands, and revegetating impacted wetland vegetation
according to a detailed revegetation plan approved by the Corps and/or CDFG.
Mitigation Measure 8.4.3-2c: Survey, Consultation and Protection Measures for special status
wildlife species: As part of the habitat assessment, potential habitat for the California red-legged
frog was found to be present at Watsonville Slough. Potential habitat may also be present for
Santa Cruz long-toed salamander. Central Coast steelhead, and tidewater goby are present at
the Pajaro River, and potential habitat for California red-legged frog was identified here as well.
As a result, PVWMA will initiate formal consultation with USFWS and CDFG if these areas will
be impacted. Protective measures shall be carried out as in Mitigation Measure 4.4.3-2b and
7.4.3-2c, including all reasonable and prudent measures outlined in the Programmatic Biological
Opinion for the California red-legged frog (FWS, 1999). Potential habitat for the California redlegged frog, western pond turtle, and California tiger salamander was observed during the site
assessment. Thus, the following measures shall be implemented to avoid construction-related
impacts to this species:
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Pre-construction surveys for California red-legged frog, western pond turtle, and
California tiger salamander within the construction zone shall be conducted no longer
than 14 days prior to work activities by a qualified PVWMA biologist. If no individuals of
these species are detected during these surveys, then construction-related activities
may proceed. If special-status wildlife species are found within the construction
disturbance zone at any time, construction will be halted and will not resume until the
species has moved off of the construction site on its own volition. The PVWMA biologist
will conduct a survey of the active work area to confirm the species has left the site
before construction can resume.
Silt fencing/exclusion fencing should be installed along all boundaries of the work area,
including any staging areas prior to the commencement of construction activities.
Fencing should be installed to cover the maximum distance practicable while not
impeding farm equipment movements within the project vicinity (e.g., gaps should be
permitted along existing active farm roads). Fencing should be of a suitable material that
would prevent California red-legged frog, western pond turtle, and California tiger
salamander movements, and should be keyed-in appropriately (at least 6 inches deep)
with 10-foot-long turnarounds facing away from the Project location at open ends (e.g.,
ends of the alignment and at gaps described above) to redirect these small animals
away from openings. In areas where fencing may impede existing non-jurisdictional
agricultural drainage ditches and potentially facilitate erosion (due to backflow) fencing
may be installed along the ground surface and weighted with sandbags to prevent these
small animal movements but allow for positive flow. Exclusion fencing should not include
poly mesh fencing or other similar fencing that could entrap or snag reptiles, amphibians,
or other small animals. The fencing should be maintained until all work has been
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completed; damaged areas should be repaired immediately upon discovery. Fencing
should be inspected for damage regularly and following rain events greater than 0.5inches within any 24-hour period.
Mitigation Measure BIO-2 (New): Pre-Construction Worker Environmental Awareness Training:
Prior to any Project construction activities, environmental awareness training will be conducted
for onsite construction personnel by a PVWMA biologist. The training will explain measures to
prevent impacts on nesting birds and special-status species with potential to occur in the Project
area. The training will also include a description of these special-status species and their habitat
needs, and an explanation of the status of these species and their protection under the FESA,
CESA, MBTA and other statutes. A brochure will be provided with color photos of sensitive
species as well as a discussion of Project measures.
Mitigation Measure BIO-3 (New): Pre-Construction Nesting Bird Surveys. Prior to any Project
construction activities, the Project proponent will take the following steps to avoid direct losses
of active nests, eggs, and nestlings and indirect impacts to avian breeding success:



If construction activities occur only during the non-breeding season, between August 31
and February 1, no surveys will be required.
During the breeding bird season (February 1 through August 31), a qualified PVWMA
biologist will survey construction areas in the vicinity of the Project site for nesting raptors
and passerine birds not more than 14 days prior to any ground-disturbing activity or
vegetation removal. Surveys will include all potential habitats within 0.25 miles of
activities for white-tailed kite, 500 feet of activities for raptors, and 50 feet of activities for
all other species of activities. If results are positive for nesting birds, avoidance
procedures will be adopted, if necessary, on a case-by-case basis. These may include
implementation of buffer areas (minimum 50-foot buffer for passerines, 250-foot
minimum buffer for most raptors, and 0.25 miles for white-tailed kite) or seasonal
avoidance. Buffer areas around active nests may be reduced on a case-by-case basis
by an approved PVWMA biologist. The PVWMA biologist will consider factors such as
topography, land use, Project activities, visual screening or line-of-site to active nest, and
background noise levels when establishing a reduced nest buffer. A full-time biological
monitor will be present during all activities that occur within reduced nest buffers to
monitor the active nest(s) for signs of disturbance or “take”. The biologist will notify and
work through the Construction Manager or their designated representative to stop work if
the biologist determines that a disturbance is occurring.

3.4.2 Special-status Plant Species
No special-status plants were observed during field surveys. Project activities will occur entirely
within highly disturbed agricultural areas and potential direct or indirect impacts to special-status
plants are not anticipated. Although not observed within the Project area, surveys were
conducted outside of the blooming period for five special-status plant species that have a low
potential to occur within the Project area. If special-status plant species are found to be present
within the Project area, construction of the Project could adversely affect these species, either
directly or through habitat modifications, or substantially reduce the number or restrict the range
of any plant species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special-status species in local or
regional plans, policies, or regulations, or by the CDFW or USFWS. With the implementation of
recommended mitigation measures, including preconstruction surveys and plant avoidance or
replacement, there will be less than significant impacts to special-status plants. Mitigation
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Measure 4.4.3-3 has been modified to better reflect current conditions, and new Mitigation
Measure BIO-1 is included to further mitigate potential impacts to special-status plant species.
Impact 8.4.3-3: Construction of facilities in coastal scrub habitat above the Trafton Road could
result in loss of special status plant species. Significant. With Mitigation Measures in this EIR,
impacts will be less than significant.
Mitigation Measure 4.4.3-3: Protection of Special Status Plants/Pre-construction Plant Surveys:
Prior to construction of the coastal distribution pipeline, preconstruction surveys for the robust
spineflower and Monterey spineflower shall be carried out during the appropriate flowering
period of these species. If any populations are found, they will be flagged and avoided during
construction. Occurrences of special-status plant species shall be avoided by Project
construction activities to the extent feasible. All facilities and construction activities will be
maintained outside habitats supporting special-status plant species where feasible. Prior to
construction, a qualified PVWMA biologist will conduct a survey during the appropriate blooming
season for plants determined to have the potential to occur in the Project area (June includes all
species) to ascertain the presence or absence of special-status plant species within suitable
habitats within the Project area (non-native grassland). The following measures will be
implemented upon completion of the survey:


If no species are encountered, no mitigation is required.



If a special-status species is found within the Project area, a setback of 50 feet will be
established between the occurrence and construction activities. Prior to construction,
PVWMA will install temporary construction fencing at the 50-foot setback line to prevent
inadvertent equipment access or construction staging within the special-status plant
habitat. This fencing will be signed in the field as “SENSITIVE HABITAT AREA — NO
CONSTRUCTION ACCESS.” A qualified PVWMA biologist will inspect the temporary
construction barrier fence and monitor the contractor’s compliance with this avoidance
measure. If complete avoidance of special-status plant species infeasible, impacts would
be minimized through implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-1.

Mitigation Measure BIO-1 (New): Plant Protocols: Prior to clearing and grubbing in areas where
impacts to special-status plant species cannot be avoided, PVWMA will consult with applicable
resource agencies (i.e., CDFW and/or USFWS) prior to impacts potentially including
implementing salvage and revegetation actions. All salvage and revegetation actions would be
made in coordination with the appropriate agency and would not occur until all necessary
approvals were in place but may include the following:
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A PVWMA approved biologist will collect any available aboveground seed pods/seed
heads for their use in future revegetation efforts.
During construction, the upper 6 inches of topsoil from areas supporting the plant
species will be stripped from the construction area and stored for later use. The topsoil
will be used in future revegetation efforts which may be onsite (if feasible) or at an offsite
location approved by permitting agencies (i.e., USFWS or CDFW). At the designated
revegetation area, all stockpiled topsoil will be placed onsite and finish graded to blend
with surrounding topography. Under direction of a PVWMA approved biologist, the areas
will be revegetated with locally native herbaceous plant species compatible with natural
regeneration of the special-status plant species. The PVWMA approved biologist will
hand broadcast any seeds collected from the special-status plant species into the
appropriate habitat areas.
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The revegetation will achieve success criteria determined in coordination with the
appropriate agency including mitigation ratios (e.g. a minimum of 2:1 plant replacement),
monitoring requirements (e.g. monitoring of success criteria for a minimum of 2 years),
and annual reporting.

3.4.3 Fish Migration Analysis
Based on the location of the proposed Project, it would have no significant impacts to steelhead,
rainbow trout, or other migrating species.

3.4.4 Conclusion
Implementation of the proposed Project would not result in new significant impacts or an
increase in the severity of impacts disclosed in the 1999 EIR. Based on the location of the
Project, and habitat conditions present within the Project area, only applicable measures from
the 1999 EIR are identified. Mitigation Measures 4.4.3-3, 8.4.3-1a, 8.4.3-1b, 8.4.3-2c have been
modified to apply more specifically to the proposed Project, based on a Project-specific analysis
of biological resources (refer to SWCA 2015a). Three additional measures, BIO-1, BIO-2, and
BIO-3 are included to further mitigate potential impacts during construction.

3.5

CULTURAL RESOURCES

Section 8.5 of the 1999 EIR analyzed potential cultural resources impacts associated with the
CDS. This section summarizes the information from a cultural resources survey and literature
review for prehistoric and historic resources conducted by Pacific Legacy, Inc. (1997) and
Project-specific assessment conducted by SWCA (2015b). Because of the sensitivity of cultural
resources, specific details regarding the location and nature of identified cultural resources are
kept confidential at PVWMA.
SWCA requested a California Historical Resources Information System records search on
December 15, 2014 and a supplemental search on January 28, 2015. The searches were
conducted by staff at the Northwest Information Center (NWIC) located at Sonoma State
University, Rohnert Park, California. The records search found that three previously recorded
cultural resources are located within 0.5-mile of the Project area (CA-MNT-1894, CA-MNT-500,
and CA-MNT-225). None of these three are located within the Project area.
On December 23, 2014, SWCA requested a search of the Sacred Lands Files from the Native
American Heritage Commission (NAHC). SWCA received a response letter via fax from the
NAHC on January 9, 2015, stating that the results of the Sacred Lands File search failed to
indicate the presence of Native American cultural resources in the immediate Project area. The
NAHC also provided a list of 10 Native American groups and individuals who may have
knowledge of cultural resources in the Project area. On February 2, 2015, SWCA emailed each
of the contacts identifying the Project location and requesting input. As of April 24, 2015, five
contacts have responded to SWCA: Ramona Garibay of the Trina Marine Ruano Family,
Valentin Lopez of the Amah Mutsun Tribal Band, Michelle Zimmer of the Amah Mutsun Tribal
Band, Ann Marie Sayers of the Indian Canyon Mutsun Band of Costanoan, and Patrick Orozco
of the Costanoan Ohlone Rumsen-Mutsen Tribe. These communications are documented and
incorporated in the Cultural Resources Survey report (SWCA 2015b) on file at PVWMA.
An SWCA archaeologist performed an intensive pedestrian survey of the Project area on
December 10, 2014 and of additional portions of access roads and revised portions of the
eastern and western alignment on February 2, 2015. An SWCA architectural historian
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performed a buildings and structures survey on February 17, 2015 and conducted local archival
research on February 17 and 18, 2015. Between March 27 and April 4, 2015, SWCA
Archaeologists conducted subsurface testing of the portion of the project area closest to a
previously recorded site to determine presence or absence of subsurface material. As a result of
presence or absence testing, one new historic-period archaeological site was identified: CAMNT-002399H. An historic-period archaeological site, CA-MNT-002399H, was identified as a
result of the subsurface testing (SWCA 2015b). CA-MNT-002399H is a mixed redeposit of
refuse from numerous periods which shows evidence of disturbance and appears to lack
stratigraphic integrity. The historic refuse present includes clam and oyster shell fragments,
faunal bone, aqua glass fragments, colorless glass bottle fragments, amber glass fragments,
nails, other unidentifiable metal, one pull tab can, one pull tab ring, and whiteware ceramic
tableware shards. There is a moderate amount of modern refuse also present, which is most
likely associated with agricultural activities in the area. CA-MNT-002399H does not appear to
meet the minimum criteria to be considered eligible for the California Register of Historical
Resources (CRHR) under Criteria 1 through 4 and it does not represent a unique archaeological
resource.
Three built environment resources over 50 years old were identified but are recommended not
eligible for the CRHR. Thus, this Project does not have the potential to effect historic properties.
Based on the background research, survey results, and analysis of the geologic and soils data,
there is potential for buried archaeological deposits within the western extent of the Project
area, but a low potential within the eastern extent.
A review of geological maps indicates that the Project area is underlain by Quaternary alluvium
and marine deposits. The Quaternary alluvium and marine complex consists of unconsolidated
and semi-consolidated alluvium, lake, playa, and terrace deposits (SWCA 2015b). There are no
observed unique paleontological or geologic resources or features present in the area. Thus,
based on the depth and area of disturbance, implementation of the proposed Project is not
expected to result in direct or indirect impacts to any paleontological features.

3.5.1 Potential Disturbance to Archaeological Resources
The 1999 EIR identified five cultural resources along the proposed Springfield Lateral. One of
these resources, CA-MNT-1894, is located proximate to the Project area. In order to determine
if the previously recorded prehistoric site CA-MNT-1894 is present within the boundary of the
Project area, additional pedestrian survey and subsurface presence or absence testing was
conducted by (SWCA 2015b). The subsurface testing units were negative for cultural material
related to CA-MNT-1894, no material associated with CA-MNT-1894 was identified within the
Project area, and no update to the site record is needed.
Given the proximity of CA-MNT-1894, archaeological construction monitoring is recommended
for all ground disturbing activities associated with the project within the westernmost 525 feet of
the project alignment. In addition, the discovery of human remains is always a possibility during
ground disturbances, and standard regulations would apply. Mitigation Measures 4.5.3-1a,
4.5.3-1b, 4.5.3-3, 4.5.3-4a and 4.5.3-4c have been replaced with equally effective measures
(CULT-1, CULT-2, and CULT-3) that include updated language and standards to mitigation
potential impacts to archaeological resources based on updated field surveys and analysis
(SWCA 2015b). Mitigation Measure 4.5.3-4b has been amended to clarify implementation
during construction.
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Impact 8.5.3-1: Construction activities associated with the proposed coastal distribution system
may result in the alteration or destruction of identified cultural resources. Significant. With
mitigation identified in this EIR the impact would be reduced to a less than significant level.
Impact 8.5.3-2: Ground-disturbing activities associated with the proposed coastal distribution
system could reveal previously unknown buried or otherwise obscured significant prehistoric
and historic cultural resources. Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR the impact would
be reduced to a less than significant level.
Impact 8.5.3-3: Potential indirect impacts to cultural resources, primarily vandalism, could result
from the increased access to and use of the general area during construction. Such disturbance
could result in the loss of integrity of important cultural resources. Significant. With mitigation
identified in this EIR the impact would be reduced to a less than significant level.
Mitigation Measure 4.5.3-4b: Construction supervisory personnel shall be notified of the
existence of these resources and required to keep personnel and equipment away from these
areas. During construction and operations, personnel and equipment will be restricted to the
defined Project area surveyed corridor.
Mitigation Measure CULT-1: Archival research and subsurface testing have shown that the
western portion of the Project alignment is sensitive for archaeological resources. One
archaeological site (CA-MNT-002399H) is located within the western portion of the project
alignment. In addition, one prehistoric site (CA-MNT-1894) is located within 98 feet (30 meters)
of the western extent of the Project area. A Plan for Archaeological Presence or Absence
Testing (Extended Phase I) has been implemented and no evidence of CA-MNT-1894 was
identified within the project limits.
However, as a result of the Extended Phase I, disturbed and ephemeral deposits associated
with CA-MNT-002399H were identified within the Project area. The disturbed deposits contain
intrusive debris within visibly disrupted soil strata.
Given the proximity of CA-MNT-1894 and the discovery of newly identified archaeological site
(CA-MNT-002399H), a Monitoring Protocol shall be implemented for all ground disturbing
activities associated with the project within the westernmost 525 feet of the project alignment,
including within the site boundaries of CA-MNT-002399H. The Monitoring Protocol will also
provide a plan for worker training for all construction personnel which shall be conducted prior to
the start of construction activities by a PVWMA archaeologist. A qualified archaeological
monitor shall perform monitoring in locations that are determined sensitive in the Monitoring
Protocol. Monitoring will be conducted during all ground disturbing activities, including but not
limited to, excavation, trenching, boring, and grading in these areas deemed sensitive. Should
any as yet undiscovered cultural resources, such as structural features, or unusual amounts of
bone or shell, artifacts, human remains, or architectural remains be encountered during any
construction activities, work will be suspended within 25 feet [7.6 meters] of the find and
PVWMA staff will be contacted. A qualified cultural resource specialist (defined as someone
who meets the Secretary of the Interior’s Professional Qualifications Standards in archaeology)
will be retained by PVWMA and will perform any necessary investigations to determine the
significance of the find. Construction activities may continue in other areas beyond the 25-foot
stop work area. PVWMA will then implement any mitigation deemed necessary for the
recordation and/or protection of the cultural resources.
Mitigation Measure CULT-2: The discovery of human remains is always a possibility during
ground disturbances; State of California Health and Safety Code Section 7050.5 states that no
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further disturbance shall occur until the County Coroner has made a determination of origin and
disposition pursuant to California Public Resources Code Section 5097.98. The Monterey
County Coroner must be notified of the find immediately, and all work shall cease in the
immediate vicinity of the find. If the human remains are determined to be ancient or likely Native
American, the coroner will notify the Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC), which will
designate and notify a Native American Most Likely Descendant (MLD). The MLD shall
complete the inspection of the site within 48 hours of notification and may recommend scientific
removal and non-destructive analysis of human remains and items associated with Native
American burials.
Mitigation Measure CULT-3: It is anticipated that all staging areas would take place within the
Study Area boundaries; however, should staging areas, or other project related areas of impact
be designated outside of the Study Area, these areas will require additional survey prior to the
start of construction to determine that the location is absent of cultural resources.

3.5.2 Historic Resources
A historical resource is a resource listed in, or determined to be eligible for listing in the
California Register of Historical Resources (CRHR) (Section 21084.1), a resource included in a
local register of historical resources (California Code of Regulations [CCR] Section
15064.5(a)(2)), or any object, building, structure, site, area, place, record, or manuscript that a
lead agency determines to be historically significant (CCR Section 15064.5(a)(3)).
Public Resources Code (PRC) Section 5024.1 requires an evaluation of historical resources to
determine their eligibility for listing on the CRHR. The purpose of the CRHR is to maintain
listings of the state’s historical resources and to indicate which properties are to be protected
from substantial adverse change. The criteria for listing resources in the CRHR were expressly
developed to be in accordance with previously established criteria developed for listing in the
National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) and are enumerated below.
According to PRC Section 5024.1(c)(1–4), a resource is considered historically significant if it (i)
retains “substantial integrity,” and (ii) meets at least one of the following criteria:
A.

is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad
patterns of California’s history and cultural heritage;

B.

is associated with the lives of persons important in our past;

C.

embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region or method of
installation, or represents the work of an important creative individual, or
possesses high artistic values; or

D.

has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or
history.

CA-MNT-002399H is a mixed redeposit of refuse from numerous periods which shows evidence
of disturbance and appears to lack stratigraphic integrity. The site has little potential to yield
meaningful information on past human activities. Cultural materials within the site most likely
represent the accumulation of refuse in the mid- to late-twentieth century during agricultural use
of the area. The site does not have known association with any events that have made
significant contributions to the broad patterns of California’s history and cultural heritage
(Criterion 1), and it is not associated with the lives of persons important in our past (Criterion 2).
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The site does not appear to embody distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region or
method of installation, nor does it represent the work of an important individual or possesses
high artistic value (Criterion 3). The research potential of this site has been exhausted by the
present recordation, and few meaningful conclusions can be drawn from further study (Criterion
4). As such, CA-MNT-002399H does not appear to meet the minimum criteria to be considered
eligible for the CRHR under Criteria 1 through 4 and it does not represent a unique
archaeological resource. Given the discovery of newly identified historical archaeological site
(CA-MNT-002399H), archaeological construction monitoring is recommended for all ground
disturbing activities associated with the project within the westernmost 525 feet of the project
alignment, including within the site boundaries of CA-MNT-002399H (refer to discussion above,
Section 3.5.1 Potential Disturbance to Archaeological Resources).
Three properties containing resources over fifty years old were identified within the Project area:
the Malphurs House, Masasuke Shikuma Farm, and the Winsatt Farm.
Malphurs House, 178 Jensen Road
This property contains two houses, a collapsed shed, a truck trailer and two shipping containers.
Historic aerial photographs from 1931 and 1949 indicate that the collapsed shed is the only
remnant of a number of smaller outbuildings that were previously located on the property but
that have since been demolished. Current ancillary buildings and structures that were added to
the property after ca.1995 include a shed and water tank, a truck trailer, and two shipping
containers are located near the head of the driveway east of the original house.
This property has lost its integrity of design, setting, materials, workmanship and feeling due to
alterations to the original house, including the addition of stucco cladding and extensive window
replacements as well as the collapse of the shed, loss of other outbuildings and the addition of
the second house and shipping containers. Although this property is associated with the early
history of farming in the Pajaro Valley, it does not retain sufficient integrity to convey this
association and as a result the property does not appear eligible for listing in the California
Register of Historic Resources under Criteria 1. Further, research does not indicate the property
has any known association with significant individuals and it is recommended ineligible under
Criteria 2. The house is also recommended ineligible under Criteria 3 because it does not
represent the work of a master; possess high artistic value; not embody distinctive
characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction; and does not contribute to a
potential historic district. Research does not suggest the property is significant under Criteria 4
for its potential to yield information.
This property does not meet minimum criteria for listing as a Monterey County historic resource
under Criterion A (Historical and Cultural Significance), Criterion B (Historic, Architectural and
Engineering Significance), or Criterion C (Community and Geographic Setting).
Masasuke Shikuma Farm, 38 Bluff Road
Initially developed circa 1965-1968, the agricultural property contains three small buildings
located at the south end of the property, a centrally-placed processing plant, and several small
sheds and outbuildings and shipping containers scattered throughout the property. These
buildings and structures are surrounded by agricultural fields to the west, east, and north. The
majority of the property is comprised of the processing plant, associated outbuildings, storage
areas, parking lots and staging areas, all of which were constructed within the last thirty years.
Extant original buildings include three small buildings. A wastewater lagoon is located to the
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west of the processing plant with the remaining portion of the property used for parking and
staging.
This property has lost its integrity of design, materials and workmanship due to alterations to the
two extant historic-period buildings, including the addition of stucco cladding and extensive
window replacements. The property has also lost its integrity of design, setting, materials,
workmanship, and feeling due to the removal of the greenhouses, construction of and additions
to the processing facility. Although these buildings are associated with the agricultural
development of the Pajaro Valley, they are not associated with this history in a significant way,
and are therefore recommended ineligible under Criterion 1. Extant resources on this property
have no known association with significant individuals and the property is therefore
recommended ineligible under Criterion 2. The houses are also recommended ineligible under
Criterion 3 because they do not represent the work of a master; possess high artistic value;
embody distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region or method of construction; and they
do not contribute to a potential historic district. Additionally, the houses lack significance under
Criterion 4 for information potential. This property is therefore recommended ineligible for the
CRHR.
Research indicates that this property does not meet minimum criteria for listing as a Monterey
County historic resource under Criterion A (Historical and Cultural Significance), Criterion B
(Historic, Architectural and Engineering Significance), or Criterion C (Community and
Geographic Setting).
Winsatt Farm, 92 Bluff Road
Initially developed circa 1920, this agricultural property contains several buildings, including a
house, an office, several sheds and an unidentified building. The buildings are situated in close
proximity to one another along the northern side of Bluff Road and appear to be associated with
agricultural fields immediately to the north. Due to a large wood fence that lines Bluff Road and
partially encloses the property, visual observations of the individual buildings were limited during
the intensive-level survey.
The property was originally a small farm, but it is currently divided into a residential rental unit
with a separate area used for commercial farming. This property has lost its integrity of design,
materials, workmanship and association due to substantial additions to the original buildings
and the removal of farm outbuildings. As a result, the property has lost its ability to convey any
potential significance. This property is recommended ineligible for the CRHR and local
designation in Monterey County both individually and as a contributor to any potential district.
Further, archival research did not identify any significant associations with any significant event
or pattern of events, nor with any important persons; therefore the property is recommended not
eligible under Criteria 1 and 2 The subject property does do not represent the work of a master;
possess high artistic value; embody distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region or
method of construction; and is recommended ineligible for Criterion 3. Archival research does
not suggest the property is significant under Criterion 4 for information potential.
Research indicates that this property does not meet minimum criteria for listing as a Monterey
County historic resource under Criterion A (Historical and Cultural Significance), Criterion B
(Historic, Architectural and Engineering Significance), or Criterion C (Community and
Geographic Setting).
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Three built environment resource over 50 years old were identified, evaluated, and
recommended ineligible for listing on the CRHR and were also recommended ineligible for
listing as Monterey County historic resources. Two buildings on property P-27-003401 were not
accessible during field survey; however, the work that will take place on this property (use of an
existing parking and staging area as a laydown site) is unlikely to impact these buildings,
regardless of their historical status. As a result of this recommendation, the Project does not
have the potential to impact historical resources.

3.5.3 Conclusion
Implementation of the proposed Project would not result in new significant impacts or an
increase in the severity of impacts disclosed in the 1999 EIR. Mitigation Measures 4.5.3-1a,
4.5.3-1b, 4.5.3-3, 4.5.3-4a and 4.5.3-4c have been replaced with equally effective measures
(CULT-1, CULT-2, and CULT-3) that include updated language and standards to mitigation
potential impacts to archaeological resources based on updated field surveys and analysis
(SWCA 2015b). Mitigation Measure 4.5.3-4b has been amended to clarify implementation
during construction.

3.6

TRAFFIC AND CIRCULATION

Section 8.6 of the 1999 EIR analyzed potential transportation and circulation impacts associated
with the CDS. The Project site is located west of Highway 1 in unincorporated Monterey County.
Public roadways that may be affected by construction of the Project include Highway 1, Jensen
Road, Bluff Road, and Trafton Road. Access to the Project site will be from Jensen Road, Bluff
Road, Trafton Road, several existing unnamed roads off of Bluff Road, and unpaved, 20-foot
wide agricultural roads. These roads will provide direct access to the Pipeline alignment,
temporary construction easements, and staging areas. Construction may require the temporary
intermittent closure(s) of Jensen Road (paved) and Bluff Road (paved), as well as a full road
closure of Trafton Road for short periods of time. A traffic control plan would be implemented by
the contractor as part of the project to allow for traffic to continue to flow around the project site.
No new temporary or permanent access roads are proposed to access the pipeline.
Construction worker parking and storage of materials would be located within identified staging
areas.

3.6.1 Impacts Associated with Construction Traffic
Similar to the project assessed in the 1999 EIR, construction activities for the proposed Project
would generate short-term traffic increases associated with the following activities: trucks
hauling equipment and materials to the site; trucks hauling excavated materials from the site;
trucks importing new fill to the site; and the daily arrival/departure of construction workers to the
site.
Construction of the Project is anticipated to generate approximately 5-20 daily trips over six
months. This includes transport of equipment and materials, trips generated by construction
managers and personnel, approximately 125 round trips to export 2,500 cubic yards of soil (20cubic yard haul trucks) and approximately 210 round trips to import 1,900 cubic yards of pipe
zone material (assume 9-cubic yard ready mix truck). This estimate is similar to the construction
trip generation estimates presented in the 1999 EIR. Based on the existing roadway network in
the project area, truck and construction worker vehicle traffic are assumed to use a combination
of public facilities to travel to/from the site, including Highway 1, Highway 129, Jensen Road,
Bluff Road, and Trafton Road in the immediate proximity. Construction may require the
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temporary intermittent closure(s) of Jensen Road (paved) and Bluff Road (paved), as well as a
full road closure of Trafton Road for short periods of time. A traffic control plan would be
implemented by the contractor as part of the project to allow for traffic to continue to flow around
the project site.
Construction of the proposed improvements would be temporary, and therefore, would not result
in any long-term degradation in operating conditions or level of service for roadways. The
primary off-site impacts from the movement of construction trucks would include short-term and
intermittent reduction of roadway capacities due to slower movements and larger turning radii of
the trucks compared to passenger vehicles. The temporary increase in daily vehicular trips from
the movement of equipment and materials to and from the site, as well as construction workers,
would account for small increases in daily traffic volumes on the nearby highways, including
Highways 1 and 129, and would fall within the daily fluctuations of traffic and, therefore, would
not significantly disrupt daily traffic flow on freeways and arterials. The effect of project traffic on
roadways with lower traffic volumes, including Jensen Road, would be greater. The temporary
increase in construction-generated trucks on project area roadways would interact with other
vehicles, including other large trucks, slow moving agricultural vehicles, and recreational traffic
(e.g., from nearby beaches). This area receives substantial summer tourist traffic. Potential
conflicts also could occur between construction traffic and bicyclists and pedestrians. However,
given the anticipated pace of construction, the duration that project haul trucks would be
required to use any given local roadway would be relatively brief.
Most project-related hauling and deliveries would be dispersed throughout the day, thus
lessening the effect on peak-hour traffic. Project truck traffic occurring during the hours of 7:00
a.m. to 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. would coincide with peak-hour traffic, and
therefore, have the greatest potential to impede traffic flow during these time periods.
Minimizing truck traffic during the morning and afternoon peak periods would further lessen
disruption of traffic flow on affected roadways. PVWMA will include this as part of the
Construction Traffic Management Practices that will be incorporated into plans and contract
specifications to minimize traffic and the associated effects on nearby roadways during
construction.
Construction of the Project would temporarily increase traffic on area roadways from projectgenerated vehicle trips by construction workers and construction vehicular activities. This impact
would remain less-than-significant because the effects would be temporary, and the number of
daily construction trips would be similar to what was assessed in the 1999 EIR.
Mitigation Measures 4.6.3-1a, 4.6.3-2a, 4.6.3-2b, 4.6.3-3b, 4.6.3-3c, and 4.6.3-5b have been
clarified to better identify the location of the Project and traffic conditions that would be affected
during Project construction.
Impact 8.6.3-1: Traffic on area roadways would increase as a result of project-generated vehicle
trips by construction workers and construction vehicular activities. This impact would be less
than significant.
Mitigation Measures 4.6.3-1a: Schedule truck trips outside of peak commute hours to the extent
possible.
Mitigation Measures 4.6.3-1b: Use haul routes that minimize truck traffic on local roadways to
the extent possible.
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Mitigation Measure 4.6.3-2a: Limit construction hours to off-peak traffic periods on commute
streets to the extent possible.
Mitigation Measure 4.6.3-2b: The construction contractor shall prepare traffic safety and control
plans as required by the governing Public Works Department to show specific methods for
maintaining traffic flows. This shall include identifying roadway locations where special trenching
techniques would be used to minimize impacts to traffic flow and operations, and rail operations.
The traffic control plan shall be reviewed for appropriateness, and approved by Caltrans and the
governing Public Works Departments.
Mitigation Measure 4.6.3-3a: Construction trenches shall be covered by steel trench plates to
allow access to driveways.
Mitigation Measure 4.6.3-3b: To minimize disruption of emergency vehicle access, PVWMA
contractors will work with affected jurisdictions in (Santa Cruz or Monterey County or City of
Watsonville) to identify detours during construction as needed.
Mitigation Measure 4.6.3-3c: PVWMA will contact police, fire, and emergency services shall be
notified of regarding the timing, location, and duration of construction activities and the locations
of detours and lane closures.
Mitigation Measure 4.6.3-5b: PVWMA The contractor shall provide advanced public notification
of construction activity and roadway/access closures.

3.6.2 Impacts to Traffic/Access During Construction
Vehicle and Emergency Access. Improvements associated with the proposed Project do not
include construction within public roadway right-of-way and, therefore, would not affect general
vehicle or emergency access on public roadways. Similar to the project assessed in the 1999
EIR, minimal impacts to access to properties along the construction route due to trenching, and
materials and equipment storage would be expected. However, potential temporary blockage or
reduction in private agricultural access road accessibility could result in delays to emergency
services. In addition, a temporary inconvenience to local agricultural businesses and residences
could result.
Impact 8.6.3-2: Project construction would increase traffic delays for vehicles travelling past the
construction zone. Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR the impact would be reduced
to less than significant levels.
Impact 8.6.3-3: Project construction would affect access to adjacent land uses for both general
and emergency access. Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR the impact would be
reduced to less than significant levels.
Refer to Mitigation Measures 4.6.3-3b, 4.6.3-3c, and 4.6.3-5b above, and Mitigation Measure
4.6.3-4 below.
Degradation of Roadways from Construction Traffic. Local-serving roads that would be
used, such as Bluff Road and Jensen Road, may not be built with a pavement thickness that
would withstand large heavy truck volumes. The use of heavy trucks to transport equipment and
material to and from the Project site could affect road conditions by increasing the rate of road
wear or cause direct damage to roads and bridges. Although they would be used, the Project
would have minimal impact on major arterials and highways that are designed to accommodate
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a mix of vehicle types, including heavy trucks, similar to the projects assessed in the 1999 EIR.
Identified mitigation would ensure potential effects are reduced to less-than-significant levels.
Impact 8.6.3-4: Project construction would increase wear-and-tear on area roadways used by
construction vehicles. Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR the impact would be
reduced to less than significant levels.
Mitigation Measure 4.6.3-4: Conduct a preconstruction survey of road conditions on key access
routes to the project site. The pavement conditions of local streets and designate roads judged
to be in good condition for use by heavy truck traffic shall be monitored. Roads damaged by
construction shall be repaired to a condition equal to, or better than, that which existed prior to
construction activity.

3.6.3 Cumulative Traffic Impacts
Construction associated with the proposed Project could occur at the same time as construction
of other components identified under the 2014 BMP Update, in addition to other potential
cumulative construction projects in the project area. The projects would share some of the same
construction access routes and may contribute to lane closures or other delays in similar
locations. Consequently, cumulative traffic and roadway disruptions would be less than
significant, and would be further reduced by implementation of measures encouraging
limitations on construction traffic to and from the Project site. Implementation of Mitigation
Measures identified above would address cumulative impacts.

3.6.4 Conclusion
Implementation of the proposed Project would not result in new significant impacts or an
increase in the severity of impacts disclosed in the 1999 EIR. Mitigation Measures 4.6.3-1a,
4.6.3-2a, 4.6.3-2b, 4.6.3-3b, 4.6.3-3c, and 4.6.3-5b have been clarified to better identify the
location of the Project and traffic conditions that would be affected during Project construction.
No additional mitigation measures are necessary.

3.7

AIR QUALITY AND GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS

Section 8.7 of the 1999 EIR analyzed potential air quality impacts associated with the CDS. At
the time, a greenhouse gas emissions analysis was not required. Therefore, this section of the
Addendum includes an assessment of greenhouse gas emissions. As noted below, the impacts
would not be significant.
The Project site is located within the North Central Coast Air Basin (NCCAB). The NCCAB is
comprised of Monterey, Santa Cruz, and San Benito counties. The PVWMA is within the
northern portion of the NCCAB. The PVWMA service area is bounded by the Santa Cruz range
to the north and northeast, the Pacific Ocean to the west, and the Salinas Valley to the south.
Criteria Pollutants and Human Health. For the protection of public health and welfare, the
Federal Clean Air Act (FCAA) requires the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to establish
National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for various pollutants. These pollutants are
referred to as "criteria" pollutants because the EPA publishes criteria documents to justify the
choice of standards. These standards define the maximum amount of an air pollutant that can
be present in ambient air without harm to the public’s health. Within the NCCAB, the air
pollutants of primary concern, with regard to human health, include ozone and particulate matter
(PM).
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Ambient Air Quality. Existing air quality concerns within the NCCAB are primarily related to
increases of regional criteria air pollutants (i.e., ozone and particulate matter); and exposure of
sensitive receptors to toxic air contaminants and odors. The Monterey Bay Unified Air Pollution
Control District (MBUAPCD) is the regional agency empowered to regulate air pollution
emissions from stationary sources in the NCCAB. MBUAPCD regulates air quality through its
permit authority over most types of stationary emission sources and through its planning and
review activities. MBUAPCD operates air quality monitoring stations that provide information on
ambient concentrations of criteria air pollutants. The Salinas station is located at East Laurel
Drive in Salinas and the Santa Cruz station is located at 2544 Soquel Avenue in Santa Cruz. No
exceedance of state or federal ambient air quality standards (AAQS) for any pollutants have
been measured at the Soquel and Salinas monitoring stations over the past three years. Ozone
concentrations within the basin are generally decreasing (DDA 2013).
Attainment Status for Criteria Air Pollutants. The NCCAB is in nonattainment of ozone (O3)
and particulate matter (PM10) state standards. The NCCAB is in attainment or unclassified for
national standards (MBUAPCD 2015).
Global Climate Change & Greenhouse Gases. The natural process through which heat is
retained in the atmosphere is called the greenhouse effect. The greenhouse effect traps heat in
the atmosphere through a threefold process as follows: short wave radiation emitted by the sun
is absorbed by the earth; the earth emits a portion of this energy in the form of long wave
radiation; greenhouse gases (GHGs) in the upper atmosphere absorb this long wave radiation
and emit this long wave radiation into space and toward the earth. This trapping of the long
wave (thermal) radiation emitted back toward the earth is the underlying process of the
greenhouse effect.
The most abundant GHGs are water vapor and carbon dioxide (CO2). Many other trace gases
have greater ability to absorb and re-radiate long wave radiation; however, these gases are not
as plentiful. For this reason, and to gauge the potency of GHGs, scientists have established a
Global Warming Potential (GWP) for each GHG based on its ability to absorb and re-radiate
long wave radiation. The GWP of a gas is determined using CO2 as the reference gas. CARB
recommends use of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s (IPCC) Third
Assessment Report (IPCC 2001) as the source for the GWP due to the use of those GWPs for
their regulatory programs.
Sensitive Receptors. Scattered residences are located adjacent to the proposed Project on
Jensen Road, Bluff Road, and unnamed agricultural road off Trafton Road. These residences
are located adjacent to existing agricultural fields, and proximate to large agricultural processing
facilities. These residences are considered sensitive receptors; however, they are currently
subjected to dust, odors, and other conditions present within agriculturally-dominant areas.

3.7.1 Construction Impacts – Criteria Air Pollutants
Site-specific air quality impacts relate primarily to combustion emissions from use of
construction equipment and fugitive dust emissions from earth movement and vehicle travel
over unpaved surfaces during construction of the components. Due to the short-term nature of
the Project, significant health risk impacts are not anticipated due to exposing sensitive
receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations (i.e., dust or toxic air contaminant emissions,
such as diesel exhaust or acrolein).
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Project construction, including site grading and excavation activities, would generate fugitive
dust, and would potentially expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations. In
addition, adjacent agricultural crops could be adversely affected by fugitive dust coating, which
could be injurious to plants, particularly seedlings and plants in their early growth stages.
Estimated construction-generated emissions of PM10 were calculated using CaleeMod 2013.2.2.
For informational purposes, emissions of ROG, NOx, and PM2.5 were also quantified.
Construction schedules used in the modeling were based on the proposed project schedule for
the Project. Grading was based on estimated excavation information provided by PVWMA. All
other construction-related information, including the equipment usage requirements,
construction-related vehicle trips, usage rates, and emission factors were based on the default
parameters contained in the CaleeMod computer model for the MBUAPCD. Construction
emissions resulting from the proposed Project are shown in Table 4 below.
The 1999 EIR identified a potentially significant construction-related impact resulting from PM10
emissions. This impact was mitigated to less-than-significant by standard fugitive dust control
measures. The proposed Project would result in 2.65 pounds per day of PM10. Similar to the
project analyzed in the 1999 EIR, mitigation measures are recommended to minimize the
potential for fugitive dust. The potential impact would be less-than-significant.
Table 5. Construction Criteria Air Pollution Levels – Proposed Project
Project
Component
Proposed
Project

Mitigation
Status

Estimated Emissions (pounds/day)
ROG

NOx

PM10

PM2.5

Unmitigated

4.25

44.45

2.65

2.14

Mitigated

4.25

44.45

2.58

2.13

MBUAPCD Threshold

None

None

82

None

Exceeds Significance Threshold with
Mitigation

No

No

No

No

The effectiveness of the above dust control measures in reducing PM10 emissions is
approximately 34 percent (for watering active construction areas) to 90 percent (for covering
haul trucks and inactive storage piles) (MBUAPCD 2008). Implementation of these measures
would be expected to further reduce PM10 emissions to below the threshold of 82 pounds per
day. With implementation of the above mitigation measures, construction-generated emissions
would remain less than significant. Mitigation Measure 4.7.3-1 has been modified to address the
specific conditions of the Project site (agricultural crops) while minimizing dust generation during
trenching and construction activities.
In addition to PM10, the 1999 EIR identified a less than significant impact due to increase
vehicle emissions during road closures or detours. Similar to the CDS analyzed in the 1999 EIR,
the Project would involve crossing roadways. Roadways will be maintained to allow one-lane
passage at all times. For one-lane or narrow roadways, construction would be completed by
closing the road for the shortest period of time, and traffic control plans submitted by the
contractor will ensure minimal lane closures and detours. Vehicular emissions due to
construction of the entire CDS would be temporarily increased from autos taking detours or
queuing on narrow roadways. However, increased emissions directly caused by lane closures
would not be likely to exceed MBUAPCD significance criteria of 150 pounds 7 per day of ozone
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precursors (ROG or NOx) or 550 pounds per day of CO. The Project would result in a similar
less than significant impact.
Impact 4.7.3-1: Construction of the College Lake project components would temporarily
generate criteria air pollutants, particularly PM10, over the duration of the construction period.
Significant. Mitigation Measures identified in this EIR would be reduce the impact to less than
significant.
Impact 4.7.3-2: Lane closures and detours necessitated by construction of the project could
temporarily increase vehicular emissions. This impact would be less than significant.
Mitigation Measure 4.7.3-1: The construction contractor shall implement a dust control program
that includes the following elements:
















Water all active construction sites as needed.at least twice daily. Frequency should be
based on the type of operation, soil, and wind exposure.
Prohibit all grading activities during periods of high wind (over 15 mph).
Cover all trucks hauling soil, sand, and other loose materials or require all trucks to
maintain at least two feet of freeboard.
Cover inactive soil piles.
Install wheel washers at the entrance to construction sites for all exiting trucks.
Pave, apply water three times daily, or apply (non-toxic) soil stabilizers on all unpaved
access roads, parking areas and staging areas at construction sites.
Sweep daily (with water sweepers) all paved access roads, paved parking areas and
paved staging areas at construction sites.
Sweep streets daily (with water sweepers) if visible soil material is carried out from the
construction site onto adjacent public streets.
Hydroseed or apply (non-toxic) soil binders to inactive construction areas. However, do
not apply these measures in operating agricultural fields under cultivation unless
requested by the grower.
Enclose, cover, water twice daily or apply (non-toxic) soil binders to exposed stockpiles
(dirt, sand, etc.).
Limit traffic on unpaved roads to 15 mph.
Install sandbags or other erosion control measures to prevent silt runoff to public
roadways.
Replant vegetation in disturbed areas as quickly as possible.
Post a publicly visible sign which specifies the telephone number and person to contact
at PVWMA regarding dust complaints. This person shall respond to complaints and take
corrective action within 48 hours.

3.7.2 Construction Impacts – Toxic Air Contaminants
Implementation of the proposed Project would temporarily generate toxic air contaminants, such
as diesel particulate matter and acrolein, and may expose sensitive receptors to substantial
pollutant emissions during construction. Construction equipment would be required to comply
with CARB’s airborne toxic control measures and off-road equipment rules, which would reduce
emissions of both diesel particulate and acrolein. The construction phase is expected to last
approximately six months, and cancer risk is typically calculated based on a 70-year exposure;
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thus, the low TAC emissions—along with the short exposure duration would minimize the health
risk. Therefore, sensitive receptors in proximity to the Project construction site would have
limited exposure to TAC emissions during construction, and the impact would be less than
significant.

3.7.3 Operational Impacts
Similar to the project addressed in the 1999 EIR, operation of the pipeline would require periodic
maintenance and inspection by PVWMA employees. Emissions generated by employee vehicle
trips would be negligible and would not exceed MBUAPCD significance thresholds. Pumps
would be powered by electricity, rather than diesel, and would not generate added criteria air
pollutants. Based on the above information, this component would not result in operational
emissions that would exceed thresholds set by MBUAPCD. This would be a less-thansignificant impact.
Impact 4.7.3-3: Vehicle trips resulting from operation and maintenance of the various
components of the project would generate emissions of criteria air pollutants. This impact would
be less than significant.

3.7.4 Generation of Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Development of the Project would contribute to increases of GHG emissions that are associated
with global climate change; however, not at a cumulatively considerable level. This is a lessthan-significant cumulative impact. The Project would not generate GHG emissions during
operation; any quantifiable emissions would occur during construction. Construction GHG
emissions were quantified using CaleeMod 2013.2.2 with the assumptions above and a
correction factor for non-CO2e GHG emissions. The results of the GHG calculations for the air
quality analysis for the proposed Project are presented in Table 5.
Table 6. Construction-Related and Total CO2 and CO2e Emissions – Proposed Project
Project
Component

Pipeline

Construction
CO2 (metric
tons/year)

203.60

Operational
CO2 (metric
tons/year)

2.50

Life of
project
(years)

50

Construction
Amortized CO2
(metric
tons/year)

Amortized
Construction +
Operational
CO2 (metric
tons/year)

4.07

6.57

As presented in Table 5, the operation of the proposed Project with amortized construction
emissions would produce a total of 6.57 metric tons of CO2e per year. This is below projectspecific threshold of significance of 1,150 metric tons of CO2e per year and represents a lessthan-significant cumulative impact.

3.7.5 Cumulative Impacts of Climate Change on the Project
This section considers the impacts of climate change on the proposed Project and takes into
consideration changes in temperature, precipitation, sea-level rise, and ecosystem effects.
Water resources in California and across the US are already being impacted by climate change.
The impacts will affect water supplies, water quality, flood management, hydropower production,
water demands, ecosystems, and coastal areas, often in unexpected ways. For example,
increased temperatures can exacerbate dissolved oxygen deficiencies in water bodies.
Temperature increases are already causing more precipitation to fall as rain than as snow,
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which has impacts on snowpack storage for water supplies. As droughts become more
common, water demands for irrigation uses will increase. Climate change also introduces an
added level of uncertainty to water resources. Future climate projections are far from certain,
and variables like precipitation show large disagreement among various climate models.
Due to the susceptibility of the Pajaro Valley water supplies to the above climate change
impacts, climate change may have adverse effects on the water supply and ecosystem
conditions in the Pajaro Valley. The Project, in addition the recent components addressed in the
2014 BMP Update would not result in a cumulatively considerable change that would
exacerbate these impacts; however, the effectiveness of the components at meeting BMP
objectives may be expected to be compromised at some time in the future. The adaptive
management method of responding to actual groundwater conditions by implementing
additional projects/programs as needed in the BMP and subsequent 2014 BMP Update area
would reduce the adverse conditions that may affect people or the environment due to climate
change. There are no known, feasible measures that PVWMA can implement to eliminate the
risk of climate change affecting the water supply conditions of the region; however,
implementation of the 2014 BMP Update, including the proposed Project, will in and of itself
help minimize some of these impacts by providing new, more diverse and resilient water
supplies for the region.

3.7.6 Conclusion
Implementation of the proposed Project would not result in new significant impacts or an
increase in the severity of impacts disclosed in the 1999 EIR. Mitigation Measure 4.7.3-1 has
been modified to address the specific conditions of the Project site (agricultural crops) while
minimizing dust generation during trenching and construction activities. No additional mitigation
measures are necessary.

3.8

NOISE

The Project would be constructed within agricultural lands and fields. Existing noise sources in
the area consist of agricultural operations and traffic along Jensen Road, Bluff Road, and
Trafton Road. The Project site is located in a sparsely populated agricultural area. Single family
residences and agricultural accessory structures are located in the vicinity of the Project
alignment; several residences are located adjacent to the Project area along Jensen Road, Bluff
Road, and unnamed agricultural road off Trafton Road. These residences are located adjacent
to existing agricultural fields, and proximate to large agricultural processing facilities. These
residences are considered sensitive receptors; however, they are currently subjected to dust,
odors, and other conditions present within agriculturally-dominant areas.
In general, operation of the proposed Project would not result in the development of significant
permanent new noise or vibration-generating sources. Project-related noise and vibration
effects would be limited to construction equipment noise and construction-related traffic.
Proposed facilities would be non-habitable; therefore, a review of the project in comparison to
noise-land use compatibility standards is not required.

3.8.1 Construction Noise and Vibration Impacts
Construction of the proposed Project would intermittently and temporarily generate noise levels
above existing ambient noise levels and potentially result in vibration in the vicinity of each
component. This impact would be less-than-significant, similar to project impacts resulting from
pipeline construction, as assessed in the recent 2014 BMP Update EIR. Implementation of
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proposed Construction Noise Minimization Practices identified below, would further reduce this
less-than-significant impact.
Construction Noise. Construction activities are expected to last approximately six months.
Construction techniques that generate high vibration levels, such as impact or vibratory pile
driving, are not proposed; therefore, no excessive vibration would be generated. Based on the
location of sensitive receptors near the pipeline alignment, persons may be affected by noise
generated during construction. These effects would be reduced through compliance with
existing regulations. Trenching activities would require use of equipment similar to what is
currently used within the existing agricultural fields, and construction activities near sensitive
receptors would be brief.
Mitigation Measure N-1 (New): PVWMA shall incorporate into contract specifications the
following measures:


Comply with all local sound control and noise level rules, regulations, and ordinances.

Construction Vibration. For purposes of this analysis, excessive groundborne vibration that
might result in a significant impact would be 0.2 inches per second, which is the level at which
vibration would cause damage to masonry and wood timber buildings and which is
recommended as the “architectural damage risk level for continuous vibration” by Caltrans and
the U.S. Department of Transportation (“Transportation Related Earthborne Vibrations”
(California Department of Transportation 2002) and “Transit Noise and Vibration Impact
Assessment” (U.S. Department of Transportation 2006). Construction of the proposed Project
would generate groundborne vibration. Vibratory compactors or rollers can generate perceptible
vibration. Heavy trucks can also generate groundborne vibration, which varies depending on
vehicle type, weight, and pavement conditions. The Federal Transit Authority has published
standard vibration levels and peak particle velocities for construction equipment operations.
Vibration levels from construction equipment attenuate as they radiate from the source.
Construction would include construction activities such as loaded trucks, which experiences the
greatest peak particle velocity values from construction equipment. At a reference distance of
25 feet from the source, a loaded truck produces peak particle velocities of approximately 0.076
inches per second and a large bulldozer produces peak particle velocities of approximately
0.089 inches per second. This vibration level would attenuate to approximately 0.01 inches per
second, which would be barely perceptible and would be well under the threshold of 0.2 inches
per second. Vibration levels due to construction activities would be below levels that could
cause damage to structures, would not result in prolonged interference for sensitive receptors,
and would be barely perceptible. For these reasons, construction vibration impacts would
remain less-than-significant.

3.8.2 Operational Noise and Vibration Impacts
Operation of proposed pipeline would not result in an additional or incremental increase in
ambient noise levels in the vicinity. The Project would not result in additional vibration during
operation. Therefore, no impact would occur.

3.8.3 Conclusion
Implementation of the proposed Project would not result in new significant impacts or an
increase in the severity of impacts disclosed in the 1999 EIR. Trenching activities would require
use of equipment similar to what is currently used within the existing agricultural fields, and
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construction activities near sensitive receptors would be brief. Mitigation Measure N-1 is
identified to address and mitigate short-term construction noise impacts to a less than significant
level.

3.9

SOCIOECONOMICS AND PUBLIC SERVICES

Section 8.8 of the 1999 EIR analyzed potential public services impacts associated with the CDS
and associated pipelines. The analysis below focuses on the proposed increase in demands on
energy consumption associated with implementation of the proposed Project. In addition, the
following analysis identifies the temporary construction phase effects of the Project on solid
waste disposal and existing (underground) utilities. Construction activities could result in
damage to, or interference with, existing water, sanitary sewer, storm drain, natural gas, electric,
and/or communication lines. Similar to the 1999 EIR, demand during construction for public
services such as water (for dust control), and schools will not be large enough to cause
significant impacts

3.9.1 Disruptions to Utility Service
Based on the location of the proposed Project alignment, and review of information provided by
PVWMA, construction activities may encounter or disrupt existing underground utilities, similar
to the projects assessed in the 1999 EIR. Any service disruptions would be temporary. The
potentially significant impact associated with potential damage to or interference with utilities
would be reduced to a less-than-significant level with the implementation of identified mitigation.
Mitigation Measure 4.8.2-1 has been modified to reflect actual conditions within the Project
area.
Impact 4.8.2-1: Pipeline and/or facility construction could result in temporary, planned or
accidental disruption to utility services provided by underground lines. Significant. Mitigation
measures in this EIR would reduce this impact to a less than significant level.
Mitigation Measure 4.8.2-1: A detailed study identifying utilities along the proposed alignment
will be done during the pre-design stages of the project. The following mitigations are required
for segments identified in final design as having potential conflict with significant utilities.
a.

Utility excavation and encroachment permits would be required from the appropriate
agencies, including the Public Works Departments of Santa Cruz and Monterey County and
public and private utilities Counties, Pacific Bell, U.S. Sprint, and PG&E, City of Watsonville,
Cal trans, and UPRR. These permits include measures to minimize utility disruption.
PVWMA and its contractors would comply with permit conditions. Permit requirements
would be included in construction contract specifications.

b.

Utility locations would be verified through field survey (potholing) and use of an
underground locating service.

c.

A detailed engineering and construction plan would be prepared as part of the design plans
and specifications. ThisThe construction plans should include procedures for the
excavation, support, and fill of areas around utility cables and pipes. All affected utility
services would be notified of PVWMA's construction plans and schedule. Arrangements
would be made with these entities regarding protection, relocation, or temporary
disconnection of services.

d.

In areas where the pipeline would parallel wastewater mains, engineering and construction
plans will include trench wall support measures to guard against trench wall failure and
possible resulting loss of structural support for the wastewater main.
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e.

Residents and businesses in the project area would be notified by the contractor in writing
of planned utility service disruption 2 to 4 days in advance in conformance with County and
State standards.

3.9.2 Impacts Emergency Service Providers
The proposed project has the potential to generate a short-term increase in demand for police
and fire services if an accident occurs as a result of public hazards associated with the project:
traffic congestion and rough road conditions, open trenches, and operation of heavy
construction equipment. In addition, public service may be requested related to non-emergency
situations, such as theft and vandalism and nuisance complaints. Such activities may require
response from fire units. Construction activities for all facilities could require short-term police
and fire protection services to assist in traffic management or respond to construction accidents
and other service requests. This impact is less-than-significant.
Impact 4.8.2-2: Pipeline construction could temporarily impede vehicle access to emergency
services as well as to collection and delivery services. This impact could affect Counties'
Sheriff's Departments, fire departments, emergency services (e.g. ambulance companies),
delivery and collection services. Significant. Mitigation measures in this EIR would reduce
impacts to a less than significant level.
Impact 4.8.2-3: Construction activities for all facilities could require short-term police and fire
protection services to assist in traffic management or respond to construction accidents and
other service requests. This impact is less than significant.
Implement Mitigation Measures 4.6.3-3a, 4.6.3-3b, and 4.6.3-3c, above.

3.9.3 Increases in Energy Consumption
Construction of the proposed Project would result in indirect energy consumption from
construction traffic and the use of construction materials. The primary energy demand during
construction would occur from use of gasoline and diesel-powered mobile construction
equipment and vehicles to transport workers and materials to and from the construction site.
Electricity would also be used for construction lighting, field services, and electrically driven
construction devices such as air compressors, pumps and other equipment. The project would
result in very little indirect energy consumption as a result of post-construction traffic (i.e.,
operational traffic). Although the project would result in increased indirect energy consumption,
the amount of transportation fuel and potential electricity use required for project operation is not
considered an inefficient or wasteful use of energy.
Implementation of the proposed Project would result in direct energy consumption associated
with operations from an incremental increase in the demand for electrical energy. While the
proposed project would somewhat increase electricity demands compared to existing
conditions, the increased demands do not represent a substantial increase in energy
consumption necessitating the construction of new or expanded facilities, nor would the
additional energy consumption result in the wasteful inefficient, and unnecessary consumption
of energy. Therefore, this impact would be less-than-significant.

3.9.4 Solid Waste Disposal Impacts
Santa Cruz Waste Management has a contract with Santa Cruz County to provide solid waste
collection and disposal in unincorporated areas of the county. Solid waste generated in the
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Pajaro Valley area would generally be disposed of at the Buena Vista Landfill. The City of
Watsonville has its own solid waste management company and landfill located on San Andreas
Road. The Buena Vista Landfill is a Class III landfill operating under State of California Solid
Waste Facilities Permit, and accepts an average of 350 tons of solid waste per day. According
to the County, the landfill has less than 16 years of remaining capacity. State law requires that
counties and cities with less than 15 years of landfill space must investigate garbage disposal
solutions. The County of Santa Cruz and the cities of Scotts Valley, Capitola, Santa Cruz, and
Watsonville have joined together to consider a variety of options for handling garbage disposal
and recycling needs in the future, including continued waste reduction, non-disposal
components such as large-scale composting or waste conversion technologies, and out-ofcounty disposal options (DDA 2013).
Construction of the proposed Project would require the disposal of up to 1,000 cubic yards at a
landfill. Clean materials could be deposited at various locations available to PVWMA; materials
may be reused onsite, used for fill at another location, or sold. If determined to be hazardous
(e.g., pesticide residuals, heavy metals), the material may require disposal at an approved
facility.
If construction and demolition waste is disposed at the Buena Vista Landfill rather than reused,
recycled, or deposited at an alternative facility, it could increase the disposal rate and possibly
exceed the landfill’s permitted daily tonnage, depending on the amount and timing of the
delivery to the landfill. Given the limited capacity at the landfill, PVWMA requires contractors to
provide plans for recovering, reusing, and recycling construction, demolition, and excavation
wastes and providing for composting of plant material, where feasible.

3.9.5 Socioeconomics
The proposed project would contribute to the continued development of local surface water
supplies and construct a distribution system to deliver the water. The local water supply projects
would have the potential to increase the costs associated with farm-level crop production and
net returns to the growers, and would potentially disrupt growing operations during construction.
These potential effects were addressed in the 1999 EIR and 2002 EIR for the Revised BMP,
and the economic effects were further addressed through the more recent 2014 BMP Update.
No additional analysis for the proposed Project is necessary.

3.9.6 Conclusion
Implementation of the proposed Project would not result in new significant impacts or an
increase in the severity of impacts disclosed in the 1999 EIR. Mitigation Measure 4.8.2-1 has
been modified to reflect actual conditions within the Project area. No additional mitigation
measures are necessary.

3.10 VISUAL/AESTHETIC RESOURCES AND RECREATIONAL RESOURCES
Section 8.9 of the 1999 EIR analyzed potential aesthetic impacts associated with the CDS. The
Project site is located within existing paved roads and agricultural fields and roads, proximate to
the agricultural processing facilities and scattered residences and agricultural accessory
structures. The Project site is visible from the following vantage points: Jensen Road (adjacent),
Bluff Road (adjacent), and Trafton Road (adjacent). Highway 1 is approximately 0.7 mile to the
east. This section of Highway 1 is a designated scenic road in the County of Monterey General
Plan and LCP, and is eligible for official State Scenic Highway designation by Caltrans. Views of
the Project area from Highway 1 are distant and intermittent due to intervening development
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and vegetation. The general area, which contains expansive croplands and little urban
development, exhibits a rural visual landscape. Existing agricultural operations in the area often
include heavy equipment, trucks and vehicles at agricultural sites.

3.10.1

Impacts to Scenic Vistas and Scenic Resources

Implementation of the proposed Project would result in the construction of an underground
pipeline, and would not result in any permanent visual effects. Similar to the pipeline projects
assessed in the 1999 EIR, pipeline construction would tear up agricultural roadways and
remove crops along the alignment. No native vegetation or trees would be removed. This would
be a temporary impact, since cropping would be allowed to occur on agricultural lands within the
alignment following installation of the pipeline. For this reason, the construction disturbance for
the pipeline is considered a less-than-significant impact. During construction, excavated
trenches and stockpiled soils, pipe, and other materials within the construction easement would
constitute negative aesthetic features along the pipeline alignment. This would be a temporary
adverse impact. Following construction, the proposed pipelines would be located entirely below
grade and would be unobtrusive. No long-term visual impacts would result from development of
the pipelines.
Impact 8.9.3-1: Installation of the coastal distribution system lateral lines would disturb
roadways and remove crops and vegetation, which would temporarily alter the visual landscape.
Less than Significant.
Mitigation Measure 4.9.3-1b: The PVWMA shall revegetate disturbed natural areas to minimize
textural contrasts with the surrounding vegetation using grasses, shrubs and trees typical of the
immediately surrounding area.
Mitigation Measure 4.9.3-1c: The PVWMA will ensure that its contractors restore the topography
of disturbed areas along the pipeline alignment to their pre-project condition such that shortterm construction disturbance does not result in long-term visual impacts.

3.10.2

Recreational Resources

There are no designated bicycle paths within the Project area; however, similar to the CDS
analyzed in the 1999 EIR, construction activities may affect recreational resources and bicyclists
in the area. Potential construction-related impacts due to the use of heavy equipment on local
roadways are addressed in Section 3.6 (Traffic and Circulation).
Impact 8.9.3-2: Development of the coastal distribution system component would temporarily
disrupt recreational uses along designated recreational bicycle trails in Santa Cruz and
Monterey County Counties. Less than significant.
Implement Mitigation Measures 4.6.3-2b, 4.6.3-4 and 4.6.3-5b.

3.10.3

Conclusion

Implementation of the proposed Project would not result in new significant impacts or an
increase in the severity of impacts disclosed in the 1999 EIR. No new or additional mitigation
measures are necessary.
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3.11 OTHER CEQA REQUIREMENTS
The 1999 EIR included an assessment of cumulative impacts, growth inducing impacts,
secondary and indirect impacts, and compliance/consistency with applicable plans and policies.
Based on the similarities between the project assessed in the 1999 and 2002 EIRs and the
proposed Project, no modifications or additions to the analysis are necessary.
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CONCLUSION
On the basis of the evaluation presented in Section 3 of this Addendum, the proposed changes
would not trigger any of the conditions, listed in Section 1 of this Addendum, requiring
preparation of a subsequent or supplemental EIR. This Addendum satisfies the requirements of
CEQA Guidelines Sections 15162 and 15164.
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Mitigation Monitoring/Reporting Program
Mitigation Measure

Monitoring and
Reporting Actions

Monitoring/Reporting
Responsibility

Monitoring/Reporting
Schedule

Land Use and Planning
Mitigation Measure 4.1.3-1: The PVWMA will provide
advance notification of construction activities should
be provided to all property owners, residents, and
businesses with property contiguous to the planned
in the vicinity of construction areas.

Send notices to all
property owners,
residents, and
businesses with
property contiguous to
the planned
construction areas.
Place large sign(s) at
the project site at
least one week in
advance of
construction. Submit
copies of public
notices to the project
file to document
compliance.

PVWMA

Prior to project
construction

1) PVWMA

1) Prior to project
construction

Geology and Soils
Mitigation Measure 8.2.3-1b: Site grading and 1) Review
construction work areas shall expose as little new
construction
ground surface as possible. Vegetation cover should
specifications to
be left intact to the extent practical outside of areas
ensure that design
supporting agriculture, roadways, and existing
recommendations
facilities.
for construction
and pipeline
installation were

Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

2) PVWMA’s consulting
engineering geologist

2) During and
immediately
following project
construction
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Mitigation Measure

Monitoring and
Reporting Actions

Monitoring/Reporting
Responsibility

Monitoring/Reporting
Schedule

included.
2) Monitor project
construction
activities to verify
compliance with
the construction
specifications. If
non-compliance is
noted, notify the
construction
contractor of
required actions
and the deadline
for compliance.
Mitigation Measure 8.2.3-1c: To the extent possible, 1) Conduct
inspections of the
grading activities in non-cropped areas shall be
limited to the period between April 15 and October
construction site to
verify compliance.
31. If dry conditions persist after October 31, one
week extensions of grading activities will be obtained
If non-compliance
is noted, notify the
from the County Public Works Department. In areas
where the soil is tilled, grading activities will be
construction
contractor of
coordinated with the local farmers to ensure
consistency between their erosion control and
required actions
and the deadline
farming practices and construction disturbance.
for compliance.

1) PVWMA
2) PVWMA’s consulting
engineering geologist

1) Prior to project
construction
2) During and
immediately
following project
construction

2) Prepare a report
that presents the
inspection and
maintenance
program that
includes routing
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Mitigation Measure

Monitoring and
Reporting Actions

Monitoring/Reporting
Responsibility

Monitoring/Reporting
Schedule

inspection plans
and reporting, and
recommendations
for correcting
erosion or soil
instability
problems. Submit
this report to the
project file.
Mitigation Measure 8.2.3-1d: Implement best 1) Conduct
construction practices at all grading sites, regardless
inspections of the
of soil erodibility hazard.
construction site to
verify compliance.
If non-compliance
is noted, notify the
construction
contractor of
required actions
and the deadline
for compliance.

1) PVWMA
2) PVWMA’s consulting
engineering geologist

1) Prior to project
construction
2) During and
immediately
following project
construction

2) Prepare a report
that presents the
inspection and
maintenance
program that
includes routing
inspection plans
and reporting, and
recommendations
for correcting
erosion or soil
instability
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Mitigation Measure

Monitoring and
Reporting Actions

Monitoring/Reporting
Responsibility

Monitoring/Reporting
Schedule

problems. Submit
this report to the
project file.
Mitigation Measure 8.2.3-1e: Upon completion of 1) Conduct
construction within non-agricultural areas at all sites,
inspections of the
loose soils shall be removed or spread and all nonconstruction site to
agricultural areas shall be re-soiled and reseeded to
verify compliance.
ensure that a stable soil cover will remain. ReIf non-compliance
seeding with an in-kind soil mix shall occur in natural
is noted, notify the
areas affected by the Project.
construction
contractor of
required actions
and the deadline
for compliance.

1) PVWMA
2) PVWMA’s consulting
engineering geologist

1) Prior to project
construction
2) During and
immediately
following project
construction

2) Prepare a report
that presents the
inspection and
maintenance
program that
includes routing
inspection plans
and reporting, and
recommendations
for correcting
erosion or soil
instability
problems. Submit
this report to the
project file.
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Mitigation Measure

Monitoring and
Reporting Actions

Mitigation Measure 8.2.3-1f: PVWMA Contractor will 1) Review
prepare and implement an inspection and
construction
maintenance program during construction for the
specifications to
right-of-way and all facility sites per the SWPPP. The
ensure that design
plan will include routine inspection plans and
recommendations
reporting, and prescriptive methods for correcting
for construction
erosion or soil instability problems as outlined in the
and pipeline
project SWPPP.
installation were
included.

Monitoring/Reporting
Responsibility
1) PVWMA
2) PVWMA’s consulting
engineering geologist

Monitoring/Reporting
Schedule
1) Prior to project
construction
2) During and
immediately
following project
construction

2) Monitor project
construction
activities to verify
compliance with
the construction
specifications. If
non-compliance is
noted, notify the
construction
contractor of
required actions
and the deadline
for compliance.
Mitigation Measure 8.2.3-4: Conduct soil engineering 1) Prepare a report
that presents the
investigations of the proposed pipeline alignment and
pumping facilities prior to the final design and
results of the
implement
design
recommendations.
The
geotechnical
investigations will specify hazards related to
investigation and
corrosion, weak soils and settlement, including
includes design
differential settlement. The recommendations of an
recommendations
for the project.
engineering geologist shall be incorporated into the
design and specifications and shall be implemented
Submit this report

Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

1) PVWMA’s consulting
engineering geologist
2) PVWMA’s consulting
engineering geologist

1) Prior to completion
of final engineering
design
2) Periodically during
project construction
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Mitigation Measure

Monitoring and
Reporting Actions

Monitoring/Reporting
Responsibility

Monitoring/Reporting
Schedule

by the construction contractor. The construction
to the project file.
manager shall conduct inspections and verify certify
2) Monitor project
that all applicable design criteria have been met.
construction
While these measures would not ensure that some
activities to verify
damage to the facilities would not occur, it would
compliance with
ensure that design standards have been met and the
the
hazards have been reduced to an acceptable level of
recommendations
risk. Therefore, the impact would be reduced to a
of the geotechnical
less than significant level.
report. If noncompliance is note,
notify the
construction
contractor of
required actions
and the deadline
for compliance.
Mitigation Measure 8.2.3-5: Conduct geologic 1) Prepare a report
investigations of the proposed pipeline alignment and
that presents the
pumping facilities prior to the final design and
results of the
implement
design
recommendations.
The
geotechnical
investigation and
investigations should specify hazards related to
ground movements and co-seismic effects,
includes design
especially liquefaction. The recommendations of an
recommendations
engineering geologist shall be incorporated into the
for the project.
Submit this report
design and specifications and shall be implemented
by the construction contractor. The construction
to the project file.
manager shall conduct inspections and verify certify
2) Monitor project
that all applicable design criteria-have been met.
construction
activities to verify
compliance with
the

Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

PVWMA’s consulting
engineering geologist.

1) Prior to completion
of final engineering
design
2) Monitor periodically
during project
construction
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Mitigation Measure

Monitoring and
Reporting Actions

Monitoring/Reporting
Responsibility

Monitoring/Reporting
Schedule

recommendations
of the geotechnical
report. If noncompliance is
noted, notify the
construction
contractor of
required actions
and the deadline
for compliance.
Mitigation Measure GEO-1 (New): Within agricultural 1) Conduct
inspections of the
areas, the contractor shall segregate and stockpile
the top 18 inches of topsoil from the trench and
construction site to
replace it after the trench has been backfilled and
verify compliance.
work areas restored. Topsoil shall be stockpiled
If non-compliance
separate from subsoils, and covered to prevent
is noted, notify the
topsoil loss and erosion by wind or rain. Topsoil shall
construction
be replaced within the top 18 inches of fill material to
contractor of
be replaced following pipe installation.
required actions
and the deadline
for compliance.

1) PVWMA
2) PVWMA’s consulting
engineering geologist

1) Prior to
construction
2) During and
immediately
following project
construction

2) Prepare a report
that presents the
inspection and
maintenance
program that
includes routing
inspection plans
and reporting, and
recommendations
for correcting
erosion or soil
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Mitigation Measure

Monitoring and
Reporting Actions

Monitoring/Reporting
Responsibility

Monitoring/Reporting
Schedule

instability
problems. Submit
this report to the
project file.
Hydrology and Water Quality
Mitigation Measure 4.3.3-2: Obtain NPDES permit for 1) If required, prepare
and submit an
construction dewatering if required by the RWQCB
application for a
and implement conditions of the permit. An NPDES
NPDES permit to
permit will be required from the RWQCB for all
the RWQCB.
discharges to waters of the State for construction
dewatering. Discharges must meet water quality
2) Monitor
objectives specified by the RWQCB in the Basin
construction
Management Plan as described in Section 3.3. The
activities to verify
RWQCB may require certain conditions of the permit,
compliance. If nonsuch as treatment of the flows prior to discharge.
compliance is
noted, notify the
construction
contractor of
required actions
and the deadline
for compliance.

1) PVWMA

Mitigation Measure HYD-1 (New): Employ
construction storm water quality best management
practices. The PVWMA shall require contractors to
develop a SWPPP in compliance with the 2009-0009 DWQ
Construction General Permit requirements for
construction of proposed pipeline facilities, as required by
the SWRCB. The objectives of the SWPPP are to identify
pollutant sources that may affect the quality of
stormwater discharge and to identify, assign, and

1) PVWMA’s construction
contractor

1) Prior to
construction

2) PVWMA

2) Periodically during
project construction

Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

1) Prepare contract
specifications for
the construction
contractor that
require
implementation of
a Storm Water
Pollution
Prevention Plan.

2) PVWMA

1) Prior to project
construction
2) Periodically during
project construction
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Mitigation Measure

Monitoring and
Reporting Actions

Monitoring/Reporting
Responsibility

Monitoring/Reporting
Schedule

2) Monitor project
implement control measures and management practices
construction
to reduce pollutants in stormwater discharges. The
activities to verify
SWPPP for this proposed action would include the
Storm Water
implementation, at a minimum, of the following elements:
Pollution
Source Identification: The SWPPP shall provide a
Prevention Plan
description of potential sources which may be
implementation. If
expected to add significant quantities of pollutants to
non-compliance is
storm water discharges, or which may result in nonnoted, notify the
storm water discharges from the facility.
construction
contractor of
a.
A topographic map (or other acceptable map
required actions
if a topographic map is unavailable),
and the deadline
extending one-quarter mile beyond the
for compliance
property boundaries of the facility showing:
the pipeline alignment, surface water bodies
(including springs and wells), and the
discharge point(s) where storm water
discharges to a municipal storm drain system
or other water body. The requirements of this
paragraph may be included in the site map
required under the following paragraph if
appropriate.
b.

A site map showing the following:
1) Storm water conveyance, drainage, and
discharge structures;
2) An outline of the storm water drainage
areas for each storm water discharge
point;
3) Paved areas and buildings;
4) Areas of actual or potential pollutant
contact with storm water or release to

Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program
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Mitigation Measure

Monitoring and
Reporting Actions

Monitoring/Reporting
Responsibility

Monitoring/Reporting
Schedule

storm water, including but not limited to
outdoor storage and process areas;
material loading, unloading, and access
areas; and waste treatment, storage, and
disposal areas;
5) Location of existing storm water structural
control measures (i.e., berms, coverings,
etc.);
6) Surface water locations, including springs
and wetlands; and
7) Vehicle service areas.
c.

A narrative description of the following:
1)

Pipeline alignment

2) Materials,
equipment,
and
vehicle
management practices employed to
minimize contact of significant materials of
concern with storm water discharges;
3) Material storage, loading, unloading, and
access areas;
4) Existing structural and non-structural
control measures (if any) to reduce
pollutants in storm water discharges; and
5) Methods of on-site storage and disposal
of significant materials.
d.

A list of pollutants that have a reasonable
potential to be present in storm water
discharges in significant quantities.

Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program
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Mitigation Measure

Monitoring and
Reporting Actions

Mitigation Measure 6.3.3-5: Avoid construction 1) Review
impacts to wells. The precise well locations shall be
construction plans
identified on the design drawings, in preconstruction
and maps to
surveys and any well not clearly visible in the field
ensure the wells
shall be marked in the field for avoidance. The
are identified.
pipeline construction trench, material stockpile areas
2) Monitor
and soil excavation stockpiles shall be designated in
construction
the construction plans and specifications to
activities to verify
specifically avoid impacting the well and access to
that wells in and
the well.
near the project
area are avoided.
If non-compliance
is noted, notify the
construction
contractor of
required actions
and the deadline
for compliance.

Monitoring/Reporting
Responsibility
1) PVWMA
2) PVWMA

Monitoring/Reporting
Schedule
1) Prior to project
construction
2) Periodically during
project construction

Vegetation, Fish, and Wildlife
Mitigation Measure 8.4.3-1a Avoidance of Wetlands:
The crossings of jurisdictional areas at the Pajaro
River, McClusky Slough, and Watsonville Slough
shall be avoided to the extent feasible by project
construction, maintaining all facilities outside the
jurisdictional area defined by riparian or emergent
vegetation. Bore and jack, tunneling and directional
drill methods shall be used to install the pipeline
under creek channels, and culverts. Trenching shall
be limited to existing filled or developed areas, to the
extent possible. This measure would also avoid
impacts to special status species potentially

Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

Monitor construction
activities to verify that
jurisdictional areas
are avoided and
appropriate
construction methods
are implemented. If
non-compliance is
noted, notify the
construction
contractor of required
actions and the

PVWMA

Periodically during
project construction
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Mitigation Measure

Monitoring and
Reporting Actions

Monitoring/Reporting
Responsibility

Monitoring/Reporting
Schedule

occurring in the waterways (see Impact 8.4.3-2). If deadline for
complete avoidance is infeasible, implement compliance.
Measure 8.4.3-lb.All wetlands and waters will be
avoided.
Mitigation Measure 8.4.3-1b - Implement Standard
Protective Measures to Maintain Water Quality and
Control Erosion and Sedimentation: Standard
measures to maintain water quality and to control
erosion and sedimentation are recommended shall
be implemented as in Mitigation Measure 4.4.3-1b.
This These measures includes include developing a
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP),
developing a spill prevention plan, storing equipment
and materials outside the potential water features,
maintaining vehicles and equipment to avoid spills,
and restricting refueling of all equipment outside of
active agricultural fields, agricultural drainage
ditches, and detention basins trenching across
wetlands during low flow periods, excluding water
from construction by diversions as feasible, use of
sediment curtains, placing spoil sites outside
waterways, preparing and implementing a spill
prevention plan, storing equipment and materials
outside the wetlands, and revegetating impacted
wetland vegetation according to a detailed
revegetation plan approved by the Corps and/or
CDFG.

Monitor project
construction activities
to ensure that the
standard protective
measures identified in
the SWPPP are
implemented to
maintain water quality
and control erosion
and sedimentation. If
non-compliance is
noted, notify the
contractor of required
actions and the
deadline for
compliance.

PVWMA

Periodically during
project construction

Mitigation Measure 8.4.3-2c: Survey, Consultation
and Protection Measures for special status wildlife
species: As part of the habitat assessment, potential
habitat for the California red-legged frog was found to

Conduct preconstruction surveys.
Install fencing. Submit
written documentation

PVWMA’s construction
contractor and consulting
biologist

Prior to construction

Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program
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Mitigation Measure

Monitoring and
Reporting Actions

be present at Watsonville Slough. Potential habitat
may also be present for Santa Cruz long-toed
salamander. Central Coast steelhead, and tidewater
goby are present at the Pajaro River, and potential
habitat for California red-legged frog was identified
here as well. As a result, PVWMA will initiate formal
consultation with USFWS and CDFG if these areas
will be impacted. Protective measures shall be
carried out as in Mitigation Measure 4.4.3-2b and
7.4.3-2c, including all reasonable and prudent
measures outlined in the Programmatic Biological
Opinion for the California red-legged frog (FWS,
1999). Potential habitat for the California red-legged
frog, western pond turtle, and California tiger
salamander was observed during the site
assessment. Thus, the following measures shall be
implemented to avoid construction-related impacts to
this species:

of survey, findings,
and related protection
actions for the project
file. If non-compliance
is noted, notify the
construction
contractor of required
actions and the
deadline for
compliance.

•

Monitoring/Reporting
Responsibility

Monitoring/Reporting
Schedule

Pre-construction surveys for California redlegged frog, western pond turtle, and
California tiger salamander within the
construction zone shall be conducted no
longer than 14 days prior to work activities by
a qualified PVWMA biologist. If no individuals
of these species are detected during these
surveys, then construction-related activities
may proceed. If special-status wildlife species
are found within the construction disturbance
zone at any time, construction will be halted
and will not resume until the species has
moved off of the construction site on its own

Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program
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Mitigation Measure

•

Monitoring and
Reporting Actions

Monitoring/Reporting
Responsibility

Monitoring/Reporting
Schedule

volition. The PVWMA biologist will conduct a
survey of the active work area to confirm the
species has left the site before construction
can resume.
Silt fencing/exclusion fencing should be
installed along all boundaries of the work
area, including any staging areas prior to the
commencement of construction activities.
Fencing should be installed to cover the
maximum distance practicable while not
impeding farm equipment movements within
the project vicinity (e.g., gaps should be
permitted along existing active farm roads).
Fencing should be of a suitable material that
would prevent California red-legged frog,
western pond turtle, and California tiger
salamander movements, and should be
keyed-in appropriately (at least 6 inches
deep) with 10-foot-long turnarounds facing
away from the Project location at open ends
(e.g., ends of the alignment and at gaps
described above) to redirect these small
animals away from openings. In areas where
fencing
may
impede
existing
nonjurisdictional agricultural drainage ditches and
potentially facilitate erosion (due to backflow)
fencing may be installed along the ground
surface and weighted with sandbags to
prevent these small animal movements but

Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program
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Mitigation Measure

Monitoring and
Reporting Actions

Monitoring/Reporting
Responsibility

Monitoring/Reporting
Schedule

allow for positive flow. Exclusion fencing
should not include poly mesh fencing or other
similar fencing that could entrap or snag
reptiles, amphibians, or other small animals.
The fencing should be maintained until all
work has been completed; damaged areas
should be repaired immediately upon
discovery. Fencing should be inspected for
damage regularly and following rain events
greater than 0.5-inches within any 24-hour
period.
Mitigation Measure 4.4.3-3: Protection of Special
Status Plants/Pre-construction Plant Surveys: Prior
to construction of the coastal distribution pipeline,
preconstruction surveys for the robust spineflower
and Monterey spineflower shall be carried out during
the appropriate flowering period of these species. If
any populations are found, they will be flagged and
avoided during construction. Occurrences of specialstatus plant species shall be avoided by Project
construction activities to the extent feasible. All
facilities and construction activities will be maintained
outside habitats supporting special-status plant
species where feasible. Prior to construction, a
qualified PVWMA biologist will conduct a survey
during the appropriate blooming season for plants
determined to have the potential to occur in the
Project area (June includes all species) to ascertain
the presence or absence of special-status plant
species within suitable habitats within the Project
area (non-native grassland). The following measures

Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

Conduct seasonal
surveys, document
results. Avoid
special-status plant
species and install
fencing. Document
compliance.

PVWMA’s consulting
biologist.

Prior to construction.
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Mitigation Measure

Monitoring and
Reporting Actions

Monitoring/Reporting
Responsibility

Monitoring/Reporting
Schedule

will be implemented upon completion of the survey:


If no species are encountered, no mitigation
is required.



If a special-status species is found within the
Project area, a setback of 50 feet will be
established between the occurrence and
construction activities. Prior to construction,
PVWMA will install temporary construction
fencing at the 50-foot setback line to prevent
inadvertent equipment access or construction
staging within the special-status plant habitat.
This fencing will be signed in the field as
“SENSITIVE HABITAT AREA — NO
CONSTRUCTION ACCESS.” A qualified
PVWMA biologist will inspect the temporary
construction barrier fence and monitor the
contractor’s compliance with this avoidance
measure. If complete avoidance of specialstatus plant species infeasible, impacts would
be minimized through implementation of
Mitigation Measure BIO-1.

Mitigation Measure BIO-1 (New): Plant Protocols:
Prior to clearing and grubbing in areas where
impacts to special-status plant species cannot be
avoided, PVWMA will consult with applicable
resource agencies (i.e., CDFW and/or USFWS) prior
to impacts potentially including implementing salvage
and revegetation actions. All salvage and
revegetation actions would be made in coordination
with the appropriate agency and would not occur until
all necessary approvals were in place but may

Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

As required, conduct
consultation, collect
seed and retain
topsoil, and
revegetate. Document
compliance.

PVWMA’s consulting
biologist.

Prior to construction.
Verify successful
revegetation on an
annual basis, for no
less than five years.
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Mitigation Measure

Monitoring and
Reporting Actions

Monitoring/Reporting
Responsibility

Monitoring/Reporting
Schedule

include the following:


A PVWMA approved biologist will collect any
available aboveground seed pods/seed heads
for their use in future revegetation efforts.



During construction, the upper 6 inches of
topsoil from areas supporting the plant
species will be stripped from the construction
area and stored for later use. The topsoil will
be used in future revegetation efforts which
may be onsite (if feasible) or at an offsite
location approved by permitting agencies (i.e.,
USFWS or CDFW). At the designated
revegetation area, all stockpiled topsoil will be
placed onsite and finish graded to blend with
surrounding topography. Under direction of a
PVWMA approved biologist, the areas will be
revegetated with locally native herbaceous
plant species compatible with natural
regeneration of the special-status plant
species. The PVWMA approved biologist will
hand broadcast any seeds collected from the
special-status plant species into the
appropriate habitat areas.



The revegetation will achieve success criteria
determined
in
coordination
with the
appropriate agency including mitigation ratios
(e.g. a minimum of 2:1 plant replacement),
monitoring requirements (e.g. monitoring of
success criteria for a minimum of 2 years),
and annual reporting.

Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program
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Mitigation Measure

Monitoring and
Reporting Actions

Monitoring/Reporting
Responsibility

Monitoring/Reporting
Schedule

Mitigation Measure BIO-2 (New): Pre-Construction
Worker Environmental Awareness Training: Prior to
any Project construction activities, environmental
awareness training will be conducted for onsite
construction personnel by a PVWMA biologist. The
training will explain measures to prevent impacts on
nesting birds and special-status species with
potential to occur in the Project area. The training will
also include a description of these special-status
species and their habitat needs, and an explanation
of the status of these species and their protection
under the FESA, CESA, MBTA and other statutes. A
brochure will be provided with color photos of
sensitive species as well as a discussion of Project
measures.

Conduct Construction PVWMA’s consulting
Worker
biologist
Environmental
Awareness Training.
Document attendance
and submit sign-in
sheet for the project
file.

Prior to and during
construction, as new
workers join the crew

Mitigation Measure BIO-3 (New): Pre-Construction
Nesting Bird Surveys. Prior to any Project
construction activities, the Project proponent will take
the following steps to avoid direct losses of active
nests, eggs, and nestlings and indirect impacts to
avian breeding success:

Conduct PreConstruction nesting
bird survey.
Document findings,
and file report in
project file. Comply
with buffer standards.

Prior to construction, if
occurring during
nesting bird season

•

If construction activities occur only during the
non-breeding season, between August 31
and February 1, no surveys will be required.

•

During the breeding bird season (February 1
through August 31), a qualified PVWMA
biologist will survey construction areas in the
vicinity of the Project site for nesting raptors
and passerine birds not more than 14 days
prior to any ground-disturbing activity or
vegetation removal. Surveys will include all

Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

PVWMA’s consulting
biologist
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Mitigation Measure

Monitoring and
Reporting Actions

Monitoring/Reporting
Responsibility

Monitoring/Reporting
Schedule

potential habitats within 0.25 miles of
activities for white-tailed kite, 500 feet of
activities for raptors, and 50 feet of activities
for all other species of activities. If results are
positive for nesting birds, avoidance
procedures will be adopted, if necessary, on a
case-by-case basis. These may include
implementation of buffer areas (minimum 50foot buffer for passerines, 250-foot minimum
buffer for most raptors, and 0.25 miles for
white-tailed kite) or seasonal avoidance.
Buffer areas around active nests may be
reduced on a case-by-case basis by an
approved PVWMA biologist. The PVWMA
biologist will consider factors such as
topography, land use, Project activities, visual
screening or line-of-site to active nest, and
background noise levels when establishing a
reduced nest buffer. A full-time biological
monitor will be present during all activities
that occur within reduced nest buffers to
monitor the active nest(s) for signs of
disturbance or “take”. The biologist will notify
and work through the Construction Manager
or their designated representative to stop
work if the biologist determines that a
disturbance is occurring.
Cultural Resources
Mitigation
Measure
4.5.3-4b:
Construction
supervisory personnel shall be notified of the
existence of these resources and required to keep
personnel and equipment away from these areas.

Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

Prepare contract
specifications for the
construction
contractor that require

PVWMA

Prior to project
construction
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Mitigation Measure

Monitoring and
Reporting Actions

Monitoring/Reporting
Responsibility

Monitoring/Reporting
Schedule

During construction and operations, personnel and all construction
equipment will be restricted to the defined Project personnel and
area surveyed corridor.
equipment to remain
within the Project
area.
Mitigation Measure CULT-1: Archival research and Prepare and
subsurface testing have shown that the western implement Monitoring
portion of the Project alignment is sensitive for Protocol.
archaeological resources. One archaeological site
(CA-MNT-002399H) is located within the western
portion of the project alignment. In addition, one
prehistoric site (CA-MNT-1894) is located within 98
feet (30 meters) of the western extent of the Project
area. A Plan for Archaeological Presence or Absence
Testing (Extended Phase I) has been implemented
and no evidence of CA-MNT-1894 was identified
within the project limits.

PVWMA and consulting
archaeologist

Prior to and during
project construction

However, as a result of the Extended Phase I,
disturbed and ephemeral deposits associated with
CA-MNT-002399H were identified within the Project
area. The disturbed deposits contain intrusive debris
within visibly disrupted soil strata.
Given the proximity of CA-MNT-1894 and the
discovery of newly identified archaeological site (CAMNT-002399H), a Monitoring Protocol shall be
implemented for all ground disturbing activities
associated with the project within the westernmost
525 feet of the project alignment, including within the
site boundaries of CA-MNT-002399H.
The
Monitoring Protocol will also provide a plan for
worker training for all construction personnel which
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Mitigation Measure

Monitoring and
Reporting Actions

Monitoring/Reporting
Responsibility

Monitoring/Reporting
Schedule

shall be conducted prior to the start of construction
activities by a PVWMA archaeologist. A qualified
archaeological monitor shall perform monitoring in
locations that are determined sensitive in the
Monitoring Protocol. Monitoring will be conducted
during all ground disturbing activities, including but
not limited to, excavation, trenching, boring, and
grading in these areas deemed sensitive. Should any
as yet undiscovered cultural resources, such as
structural features, or unusual amounts of bone or
shell, artifacts, human remains, or architectural
remains be encountered during any construction
activities, work will be suspended within 25 feet [7.6
meters] of the find and PVWMA staff will be
contacted. A qualified cultural resource specialist
(defined as someone who meets the Secretary of the
Interior’s Professional Qualifications Standards in
archaeology) will be retained by PVWMA and will
perform any necessary investigations to determine
the significance of the find. Construction activities
may continue in other areas beyond the 25-foot stop
work area. PVWMA will then implement any
mitigation deemed necessary for the recordation
and/or protection of the cultural resources.
Mitigation Measure CULT-2: The discovery of human Avoid the discovery
remains is always a possibility during ground and comply with State
disturbances; State of California Health and Safety regulations
Code Section 7050.5 states that no further
disturbance shall occur until the County Coroner has
made a determination of origin and disposition
pursuant to California Public Resources Code
Section 5097.98. The Monterey County Coroner

Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

PVWMA, contractor, and
consulting archaeologist

During project
construction
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Mitigation Measure

Monitoring and
Reporting Actions

Monitoring/Reporting
Responsibility

Monitoring/Reporting
Schedule

must be notified of the find immediately, and all work
shall cease in the immediate vicinity of the find. If the
human remains are determined to be ancient or likely
Native American, the coroner will notify the Native
American Heritage Commission (NAHC), which will
designate and notify a Native American Most Likely
Descendant (MLD). The MLD shall complete the
inspection of the site within 48 hours of notification
and may recommend scientific removal and nondestructive analysis of human remains and items
associated with Native American burials.
Mitigation Measure CULT-3: It is anticipated that all Conduct additional
staging areas would take place within the Study Area survey and analysis, if
boundaries; however, should staging areas, or other required
project related areas of impact be designated outside
of the Study Area, these areas will require additional
survey prior to the start of construction to determine
that the location is absent of cultural resources.

PVWMA and consulting
archaeologist

Prior to disturbance
and/or equipment
storage or staging
outside the Project
area

Mitigation Measures 4.6.3-1a: Schedule truck trips Prepare contract
outside of peak commute hours to the extent specifications for the
construction
possible.
contractor that require
construction truck
trips be scheduled
during off-peak hours
to the extent possible.

PVWMA

Prior to requesting
construction bids

Mitigation Measures 4.6.3-1b: Use haul routes that Prepare contract
minimize truck traffic on local roadways to the extent specifications for the
construction

PVWMA

Prior to requesting
construction bids

Traffic and Circulation

Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program
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Mitigation Measure
possible.

Monitoring and
Reporting Actions

Monitoring/Reporting
Responsibility

Monitoring/Reporting
Schedule

contractor that require
haul routes be
selected to minimize
truck traffic on local
roadways to the
extent possible.

Mitigation Measure 4.6.3-2a: Limit construction hours Prepare contract
to off-peak traffic periods on commute streets to the specifications for the
extent possible.
construction
contractor that limits
construction hours to
off-peak traffic periods
to the extent possible.

PVWMA

Prior to requesting
construction bids

Mitigation Measure 4.6.3-2b: The construction
contractor shall prepare traffic safety and control
plans as required by the governing Public Works
Department to show specific methods for maintaining
traffic flows. This shall include identifying roadway
locations where special trenching techniques would
be used to minimize impacts to traffic flow and
operations, and rail operations. The traffic control
plan shall be reviewed for appropriateness, and
approved by Caltrans and the governing Public
Works Departments.

If a detour is required,
place a large sign
along roadways in the
project vicinity at least
one week in advance
of construction.

PVWMA, construction
contractor

Prior to project
construction

Mitigation Measure 4.6.3-3a: Construction trenches Monitor construction
shall be covered by steel trench plates to allow activities to ensure
access to driveways.
that steel trench plats
are placed on
construction trenches
along driveways. If

PVWMA, construction
contractor

Periodically during
project construction
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Mitigation Measure

Monitoring and
Reporting Actions

Monitoring/Reporting
Responsibility

Monitoring/Reporting
Schedule

non-compliance is
noted, notify
construction
contractor of required
actions and the
deadline for
compliance.
Mitigation Measure 4.6.3-3b: To minimize disruption
of emergency vehicle access, PVWMA contractors
will work with affected jurisdictions in (Santa Cruz or
Monterey County or City of Watsonville) to identify
detours during construction as needed.

Prepare contract
specifications for the
construction
contractor that require
the contractor contact
the Monterey County
Public Works
Department to
determine detours as
needed.

PVWMA

Prior to project
construction

Mitigation Measure 4.6.3-3c: PVWMA will contact
police, fire, and emergency services shall be notified
of regarding the timing, location, and duration of
construction activities and the locations of detours
and lane closures.

Send notices to
police, fire, and
emergency service
providers at least one
week in advance of
construction. If a
detour is required,
publish notices in
local newspapers at
least one week in
advance of
construction. If a
detour is required,
place a large sign

PVWMA

Prior to project
construction
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Mitigation Measure

Monitoring and
Reporting Actions

Monitoring/Reporting
Responsibility

Monitoring/Reporting
Schedule

along the affected
roadway at least one
week in advance of
construction. Submit
copies of public
notices to the project
file to document
compliance.
Mitigation
Measure
4.6.3-4:
Conduct
a 1) Prepare contract
preconstruction survey of road conditions on key
specifications for
access routes to the project site. The pavement
the construction
conditions of local streets and designate roads
contractor that
judged to be in good condition for use by heavy truck
require that a
traffic shall be monitored. Roads damaged by
preconstruction
construction shall be repaired to a condition equal to,
survey of San
or better than, that which existed prior to construction
Andreas Road be
activity.
conducted if San
Andreas Road
would be utilized,
and that roads
damaged by
construction be
repaired.

1) PVWMA
2) PVWMA

1) Prior to project
construction
2) Prior to and
following project
construction

2) Inspect San
Andreas Road to
ensure that the
road is repaired
following project
construction, if
necessary. If
roads are not
repaired, notify the

Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program
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Mitigation Measure

Monitoring and
Reporting Actions

Monitoring/Reporting
Responsibility

Monitoring/Reporting
Schedule

construction
contractor of
required actions
and the deadline
for compliance.
Mitigation Measure 4.6.3-5b: PVWMA The contractor Send notices to all
shall provide advanced public notification of property owners,
construction activity and roadway/access closures.
residents, and
businesses with
property contiguous to
the planned
construction areas at
least one week in
advance of
construction. Submit
copies of public
notices to the project
file to document
compliance.

PVWMA

Prior to project
construction

1) PVWMA

1) Prior to requesting
construction bids

Air Quality and Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Mitigation Measure 4.7.3-1: The construction 1) Prepare contract
contractor shall implement a dust control program
specifications for
that includes the following elements:
the construction
PVWMA
• Water all active construction sites as
contractor that
needed.at least twice daily. Frequency should
requires
be based on the type of operation, soil, and
implementation of
wind exposure.
a dust control
program.
• Prohibit all grading activities during periods of
high wind (over 15 mph).
2) Monitor

Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

2) PVWMA

2) Periodically during
project
construction
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Mitigation Measure
•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Cover all trucks hauling soil, sand, and other
loose materials or require all trucks to
maintain at least two feet of freeboard.
Cover inactive soil piles.
Install wheel washers at the entrance to
construction sites for all exiting trucks.
Pave, apply water three times daily, or apply
(non-toxic) soil stabilizers on all unpaved
access roads, parking areas and staging
areas at construction sites.
Sweep daily (with water sweepers) all paved
access roads, paved parking areas and
paved staging areas at construction sites.
Sweep streets daily (with water sweepers) if
visible soil material is carried out from the
construction site onto adjacent public streets.
Hydroseed or apply (non-toxic) soil binders to
inactive construction areas. However, do not
apply
these
measures
in
operating
agricultural fields under cultivation unless
requested by the grower.
Enclose, cover, water twice daily or apply
(non-toxic) soil binders to exposed stockpiles
(dirt, sand, etc.).
Limit traffic on unpaved roads to 15 mph.
Install sandbags or other erosion control
measures to prevent silt runoff to public
roadways.

Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

Monitoring and
Reporting Actions

Monitoring/Reporting
Responsibility

Monitoring/Reporting
Schedule

construction
activities to verify
that the PVWMA
measures of the
dust control
program are
implemented. If
non-compliance is
noted, notify the
construction
contractor of
required actions
and the deadline
for compliance
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Mitigation Measure
•
•

Monitoring and
Reporting Actions

Monitoring/Reporting
Responsibility

Monitoring/Reporting
Schedule

Replant vegetation in disturbed areas as
quickly as possible.
Post a publicly visible sign which specifies the
telephone number and person to contact at
PVWMA regarding dust complaints. This
person shall respond to complaints and take
corrective action within 48 hours.

Noise
Mitigation Measure N-1 (New): PVWMA shall 1) Prepare contract
incorporate into contract specifications the following
specifications for
measure:
·the construction
contractor that
• Comply with all local sound control and noise
includes the
level rules, regulations, and ordinances.
identified
mitigation
measures.

1) PVWMA
2) PVWMA

1) Prior to final
engineering design
2) Prior to final
engineering design

2) Monitor
construction
activities to verify
that the measures
are implemented.
If non-compliance
is noted, notify the
construction
contractor of
required actions
and the deadline
for compliance.
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Mitigation Measure

Monitoring and
Reporting Actions

Monitoring/Reporting
Responsibility

Monitoring/Reporting
Schedule

Socioeconomics and Public Services
Mitigation Measure 4.8.2-1: A detailed study
identifying utilities along the proposed alignment will
be done during the pre-design stages of the project.
The following mitigations are required for segments
identified in final design as having potential conflict
with significant utilities.
a.

Utility excavation and encroachment permits
would be required from the appropriate
agencies,
including
the
Public
Works
Departments of Santa Cruz and Monterey
County and public and private utilities Counties,
Pacific Bell, U.S. Sprint, and PG&E, City of
Watsonville, Cal trans, and UPRR. These
permits include measures to minimize utility
disruption. PVWMA and its contractors would
comply
with
permit
conditions.
Permit
requirements would be included in construction
contract specifications.

b.

Utility locations would be verified through field
survey (potholing) and use of an underground
locating service.

c.

A detailed engineering and construction plan
would be prepared as part of the design plans
and specifications. ThisThe construction plans
should include procedures for the excavation,
support, and fill of areas around utility cables
and pipes. All affected utility services would be
notified of PVWMA's construction plans and
schedule. Arrangements would be made with
these entities regarding protection, relocation, or

Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

Conduct a detailed
study of utilities along
the project alignment
and submit a report
documenting the
results fo the study to
PVWMA.

PVWMA’s consulting
engineer

Prior to project
construction
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Mitigation Measure

Monitoring and
Reporting Actions

Monitoring/Reporting
Responsibility

Monitoring/Reporting
Schedule

temporary disconnection of services.
d.

In areas where the pipeline would parallel
wastewater mains, engineering and construction
plans will include trench wall support measures
to guard against trench wall failure and possible
resulting loss of structural support for the
wastewater main.

e.

Residents and businesses in the project area
would be notified by the contractor in writing of
planned utility service disruption 2 to 4 days in
advance in conformance with County and State
standards.

Visual/Aesthetic Resources and Recreational Resources
Mitigation Measure 4.9.3-1b: The PVWMA shall
revegetate disturbed natural areas to minimize
textural contrasts with the surrounding vegetation
using grasses, shrubs and trees typical of the
immediately surrounding area.

Inspect the project
area to verify that
disturbed areas
PVWMA are
revegetated, the
topography is
restored, and roads
are repaired, if
necessary. If noncompliance is noted,
notify the construction
contractor of required
actions and the
deadline for
compliance.

Mitigation Measure 4.9.3-1c: The PVWMA will Inspect the project
ensure that its contractors restore the topography of area to verify that

Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

PVWMA

Following project
construction

PVWMA

Following project
construction
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Mitigation Measure

Monitoring and
Reporting Actions

disturbed areas along the pipeline alignment to their
pre-project
condition
such
that
short-term
construction disturbance does not result in long-term
visual impacts.

topography is
restored. If noncompliance is noted,
notify the construction
contractor of required
actions and the
deadline for
compliance.

Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

Monitoring/Reporting
Responsibility

Monitoring/Reporting
Schedule
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Biological Resources Survey Report for the K1 Pipeline Project, Monterey County, California

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency (PVWMA or Agency) is proposing upgrades to the
Agency’s Coastal Distribution System and associated water supply facilities located in Monterey County,
California. The proposed improvements include construction of a new pipeline (K1 Pipeline) to provide
supplemental irrigation supply to ranches in the coastal area impacted by seawater intrusion in an effort
stop groundwater overdraft and halt seawater intrusion by increasing the use of delivered, supplemental
irrigation water, and decreasing coastal groundwater production (Project). The Project is located in
unincorporated Monterey County just east of the Pajaro River and approximately 0.7 mile west of
Highway 1. The Project is partially funded through an Integrated Regional Water Management Drought
Emergency Grant from Proposition 84 – The Safe Drinking Water, Water Quality and Supply, Flood
Control, River and Coastal Protection Bond Act of 2006, issued through the California Department of
Water Resources.
PVWMA requested SWCA Environmental Consultants (SWCA) to prepare this Biological Resources
Survey Report (BRSR) in support of this Project. The purpose of this BRSR is to document the biological
resources within the Project biological study area (BSA) and identify impacts that could occur from the
proposed Project. The report includes identification and review of the Project’s potential to affect
sensitive biological resources, a description of recommended avoidance and mitigation measures, and
review of the Project’s consistency with federal, state, and local environmental regulations and policies.
For the purposes of this report, the BSA consists of the Project footprint (Project area) and an adjacent
250-foot buffer. SWCA conducted a literature review of existing sources of information regarding
occurrences of special-status species and sensitive resources near the BSA. No United States Fish and
Wildlife Service-designated critical habitat is located within the BSA. Field surveys were conducted
within the BSA to document biological resources, including a determination for the presence/absence of
jurisdictional wetlands and water features. No special-status plants or wildlife species were observed
during field surveys conducted in December 2014. Similarly, no jurisdictional wetlands or water features
were observed within the Project area.
Based on the results of the literature review and field survey, the BSA contains:


suitable habitat for nesting migratory birds covered under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act
(MBTA);



low quality upland and dispersal habitat for the federally threatened and state species of special
concern California red-legged frog (Rana draytonii);



marginal breeding habitat within a man-made detention basin for the California red-legged frog;



marginal upland, dispersal, and breeding habitat within and surrounding a man-made detention
basin for the state species of special concern western pond turtle (Emys marmorata);



marginal upland, dispersal, and breeding habitat within and surrounding a man-made detention
basin for the federally and state threatened and state species of special concern California tiger
salamander (Ambystoma californiense); and,



low quality habitat for eight special-status plant species: bent-flowered fiddleneck (Amsinckia
lunaris), bristly sedge (Carex comosa), deceiving sedge (Carex saliniformis), Congdon’s tarplant
(Centromadia parryi ssp. congdonii), Monterey spineflower (Chorizanthe pungens var. pungens),
San Francisco gumplant (Grindelia hirsutula var. maritima), Santa Cruz tarplant (Holocarpha
macradenia), and saline clover (Trifolium hydrophilum).

SWCA Environmental Consultants
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Conditions within the Project area, however, are far less suitable to support habitat for these species. The
Project area provides only low quality habitat for nesting migratory birds covered under the MBTA, very
low quality upland or dispersal habitat for special-status wildlife, and very low quality habitat for special
status plant species.
Project activities will occur predominantly within previously disturbed agricultural areas lacking natural
habitat conditions and the substrate and microhabitat conditions necessary to support special-status
wildlife. A small portion of the Project will occur within an area of non-native grassland supporting
limited native vegetation. This area is regularly disturbed by agricultural operations in the region (e.g.,
tilling or other soil cultivation). The Project area has a history of disturbance from agricultural land uses
dating at least as far back as 1931. Ongoing agricultural operations in the Project area may further
preclude or dissuade the presence of special-status wildlife to occur within the already low quality
habitats present by resulting in continued and repeated habitat disturbance as well as noise generation and
the attraction of predators. Additionally, infrastructure and other man-made facilities as well as rugged
terrain features surrounding the Project area (e.g., paved roads, agricultural operations, industrial
agricultural facilities, and densely vegetated steep ravines) may present potential significant barriers to
dispersal of wildlife into the Project area. As such, the Project is not anticipated to have direct or indirect
impacts to special-status wildlife. Similarly, although some small area of potential habitat may be present,
special-status plants are not expected to occur in the Project Area due to repeated ground disturbance
from agricultural operations. With the implementation of mitigation measures including pre-construction
wildlife/plant surveys and the avoidance of potential sensitive habitats, the Project is anticipated to have
less than significant impacts to special-status species, their habitats, and other environmentally sensitive
habitat areas.
Project activities may be conducted within portions of the nesting season (typically February-September)
for many avian species. Potential impacts to nesting birds from Project activities include direct take of
nests from vegetation removal activities or indirect impacts via noise disturbance (e.g., activity causing
alteration of breeding behavior). With the implementation of mitigation measures the Project is
anticipated to have less than significant impacts to migratory nesting birds.
No work will occur within jurisdictional wetlands, waters of the United States, waters of the State, coastal
wetlands, or other environmentally sensitive habitat areas. The Project is not anticipated to require
permitting pursuant to the Clean Water Act, Federal or California Endangered Species acts, Section 1602
of the California Fish and Game Code, or any other discretionary approvals. Furthermore, the project is
exempt from requiring a Coastal Development Permit (CDP) from the County of Monterey pursuant to
County Zoning Ordinance Title 20, §20.70.120.(P), which specifically exempts public works projects
determined by the Coastal Commission to be consistent with a Public Work Plan certified by the Coastal
Commission pursuant to Coastal Act Section 30605. The Project was included within the adopted Pajaro
Valley Basin Management Plan that received a consistency certification with the California Coastal
Management Program from the California Coastal Commission on February 18, 2005 (Certification No.
CC-088-04). Confirmation that the Project qualifies for the above referenced exemption was made based
on communication between representatives from PVWMA and the County of Monterey Planning
Department (Bannister, pers. comm. 2015).
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1 INTRODUCTION
The Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency (PVWMA or Agency) is proposing upgrades to the
Agency’s Coastal Distribution System (CDS) and associated water supply facilities located in Monterey
County, California. The proposed improvements include construction of a new pipeline (K1 Pipeline) to
provide a supplemental water supply to coastal agriculture in an effort to reduce coastal groundwater
pumping to halt seawater intrusion and reduce groundwater overdraft (Project). The Project is located in
unincorporated Monterey County approximately just east of the Pajaro River and approximately 0.7 mile
west of Highway 1. The Project is partially funded through an Integrated Regional Water Management
Drought Emergency Grant from Proposition 84 – The Safe Drinking Water, Water Quality and Supply,
Flood Control, River and Coastal Protection Bond Act of 2006, issued through the California Department
of Water Resources.
PVWMA requested SWCA Environmental Consultant (SWCA) to prepare this Biological Resources
Survey Report (BRSR) in support of this Project. The purpose of this BRSR is to document biological
resources within the Project biological study area (BSA) and identify impacts that could occur from the
proposed Project. Several previous environmental studies have been conducted for portions of the CDS
(see Section 1.2). This analysis is based on the review of current Project design drawings, relevant
technical literature and resource databases, and previously completed environmental studies. In order to
evaluate the region biological resources such as sensitive habitats and special-status plant and animal
species which are known to occur within a 5-mile vicinity of the Project were analyzed. For those
instances where potential impacts to sensitive biological resources may occur, SWCA has proposed
avoidance and minimization measures (AMMs) and best management practices with the objective of
avoiding or minimizing impacts.

1.1 Project Location
The Project is located within an unincorporated portion of northern Monterey County in the Pajaro Valley
(Figures 1 and 2). The Pajaro Valley includes southern Santa Cruz County and northern Monterey
County, and encompasses an area of approximately 120 square miles. The valley is bordered on the
northeast by the coastal Santa Cruz Mountains and to the west by the Pacific Ocean. The drainage divide
between the Aptos Creek watershed and the Pajaro River watershed is generally considered the valley’s
defining northern boundary, and the drainage divide between the Elkhorn and Morro Coho sloughs is
generally considered to be the southern boundary of the valley (PVWMA 2013). The central surface
water feature in the Pajaro Valley is the Pajaro River. Primary land uses in the Pajaro Valley are open
space followed thereafter by agriculture and urban uses.
The proposed pipeline alignment, associated easements, staging area, and access routes are routed through
portions of Assessor’s Parcel Numbers (APNs) 117-031-003, 117-031-005, 117-031-006, 117-031-011,
117-031-013, 117-031-014, 117-031-015, 117-031-016, 117-041-017, 117-041-018, 117-042-002, 117042-005, 117-042-009, 117-042-010, and 117-041-004. The Project footprint (Project area) encompassing
the pipeline alignment, an approximate 15-foot-wide permanent easement, an adjacent 60-foot-wide
temporary construction easement, and several access routes will occupy an approximately 14-acre area
(Figure 3). The Project area consists of predominately agricultural and associated land uses including
irrigated fields, graded dirt roads, agricultural facilities, a spinach processing plant, and water distribution
infrastructure (e.g., existing wells, pipelines, pumps, and similar appurtenances). Historically the Project
area has consisted of primarily agricultural uses dating at least as far back as 1931 (University of
California, Santa Cruz 2015). An existing Agency CDS pipeline is located to the east of the proposed K1
Pipeline within Jensen Road.
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Figure 1. Vicinity Map
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Figure 2. Site Location Map
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The Project area is generally bound in all directions by agricultural land uses and additionally to the north
by a steep ravine consisting of costal scrub-mixed chaparral and mixed riparian forest descending from
the Bolsa de San Cayetano plateau to an unnamed tributary to the Pajaro River, to the east by Jensen
Road, to the west by the Pajaro River (approximately 930 feet from the western end of the alignment),
and to the south by Bluff Road (approximately 400-1,000 feet to the south). Four man-made detention
basins are located north of the eastern portion of the alignment within APN 117-031-003 in the vicinity of
a spinach processing plant. The northeastern basin was constructed circa 1968; the remaining basins were
excavated between 2012 and 2013. Hydrology of these features appears to be substantially altered or
modified and generally driven by runoff from adjacent agricultural fields (e.g., irrigation tailwater).
Additional water may actively be pumped into the basins from nearby agricultural facilities (e.g., spinach
processing plant). Photographs depicting existing site conditions are provided in Appendix A.

1.2 Project Background
Several previous biological assessments have been conducted for the CDS in the vicinity of the Project
identifying potential biological resources and respective impacts. PVWMA was the lead agency in
developing the PVWMA Local Water Supply and Distribution Project Final Environmental Impact
Report (FEIR) (State Clearinghouse #1997021006) (herein referred to as the 1999 EIR).
The 1999 EIR evaluated the environmental impacts of the Local Water Supply and Distribution Project
under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). The 1999 EIR describes a series of facility
projects that would more fully utilize local water supply sources and distribute these sources (in addition
to imported water) to service area users. The Coastal Service Area identified in the 1999 EIR included
approximately 8,200 irrigated acres adjacent to and between State Route 1 and the Pacific Ocean. The
majority of the CDS in the 1999 EIR was described as being located within agricultural lands or along
road rights-of-way with little natural vegetation present and dominated by weedy vegetation of very low
habitat value. The CDS analyzed in the 1999 EIR included several pipeline alignments in close proximity
to the Project location, including portions along Trafton Road and Bluff Road, but did not include the
proposed K1 Pipeline alignment. Ultimately, the report found that the Local Water Supply and
Distribution Project would have either no impact, less than significant impacts, or, with the
implementation of mitigation measures, less than significant impacts to biological resources (e.g.,
vegetation, fish, and wildlife).
A third addendum to the 1999 EIR (Resolution 2003-19, herein referred to as Addendum 1) in August
2003 updated the Local Water Supply and Distribution Project to address a modification to the CDS
alignment. Similarly, a fourth addendum to the 1999 EIR (Resolution 2005-02, herein referred to as
Addendum 2) in February 2005 further updated the Local Water Supply and Distribution Project to
address additional modification to the CDS alignment. The CDS modifications in Addendum 1 and
Addendum 2 include pipeline locations that nearly represent the currently proposed K1 Pipeline
alignment (Appendix B). Review of biological resources along the modified CDS alignment found the
pipelines would have similar impacts to the original project and would have either no impact, less than
significant impacts, or, with the implementation of mitigation measures, less than significant impacts to
biological resources (e.g., vegetation, fish, and wildlife).
Facilities constructed to date as part of the PVWMA’s Basin Management Plan (BMP) implementation
include the Recycled Water Facility with a capacity of 4,000 acre-feet per year (afy); the Harkins Slough
Aquifer Storage and Recovery Project with a capacity of 1,100 afy; two blend wells with a combined
capacity of 4,000 gallons per minute (gpm; 1,500 gpm and 2,500 gpm for Blend Well No. 1 & Blend
Well No. 2, respectively); a connection to the City of Watsonville’s potable water system with a capacity
not to exceed 2,000 afy by agreement; and 20 miles of conveyance pipeline comprising the CDS.
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1.3 Project Description
The purpose of the Agency’s CDS and associated water supply facilities (Recycled Water Facility,
Harkins Slough Managed Aquifer Recharge and Recovery Facility, Blend Wells, and Connection to the
City of Watsonville’s Potable Water System) is to provide supplemental irrigation supply to ranches in
the coastal area impacted by seawater intrusion. The Project is an integral component of the CDS and
goals of PVWMA’s overall BMP of stopping groundwater overdraft and halting seawater intrusion by
increasing the use of delivered, supplemental irrigation water, and decreasing coastal groundwater
production. The Project will allow approximately 180 acres of agricultural lands along the coast to be
irrigated with supplemental irrigation supply water instead of groundwater, thereby reducing seawater
intrusion in the Pajaro Valley’s groundwater supply.
The proposed K1 Pipeline is composed of approximately 1.3 miles of High Density Polyethylene (HDPE)
distribution piping ranging from 8 to 24 inches in diameter and nine agricultural turnouts designed to
provide approximately 320 afy of supplemental irrigation water within the existing 5,100-acre service
area (Coastal Distribution System). The pipeline will connect to the existing CDS located within Jensen
Road, about 450 feet northeast of the intersection of Jensen Road and Bluff Road and will extend
northwest to a point approximately 760 feet northwest of Trafton Road and approximately 960 feet
northeast of Bluff Road. Construction of the project will result in the disturbance of approximately 14
acres total, including temporary and permanent easements and staging areas (Figure 3).
The pipeline will be constructed using traditional open-cut construction methods. Construction will be
completed in a phased approach including clearing of vegetation, excavation of soil, installation of pipe,
and backfilling of trench. The minimum depth of pipeline cover is anticipated to be 5 feet for agricultural
lands and 4 feet for all other areas. The maximum depth of pipeline cover is not anticipated to exceed 10
feet. Trench excavations for the pipeline will be approximately 3 to 5 feet in width. In the event trench
dewatering is required, the water would be managed in accordance with local, state, and federal laws and
regulations. Water trucks would also be used to control fugitive dust during site preparation, and
throughout the construction phases as necessary.
Bedding and pipe zone material are anticipated to be imported (approximately 1,900 cubic yards). Re-use
of native material for trench backfill (above the pipe zone) is anticipated to be acceptable within
unimproved areas. Trench backfill (native material) within improved areas should meet the same
requirements as for structural fill material and may include imported soil and granular material, native soil
material, and controlled low-strength material. Excess material from trench excavation (approximately
2,500 cubic yards) would be disposed of offsite in accordance with local, state, and federal laws and
regulations. The contractor will be required to stockpile the top 18 inches of topsoil from each individual
parcel adjacent to the trench and replace it after the trench has been backfilled.
Above ground improvements will include agricultural turnouts, air release valve enclosures (CARV), and
blow-off structures. Agricultural turnouts will consist of aboveground piping and appurtenances. In
addition, a concrete manhole riser (approximately 5 feet in diameter) will be placed around the vertical
riser of the turnout piping to protect it from vehicles and farm equipment. Above ground piping will be
supported by pipe supports anchored to an on-grade concrete equipment support pad; the pad will be
approximately 3 square feet and 1.5 feet thick. Air release valve enclosures will either be located in a
below grade structure (i.e., manhole) or above grade in a steel enclosure (approximately 3 feet in diameter
and 3 feet in height). To avoid impacts on the on-farm operations, the air valve enclosure will be located
outside the edges of the farm fields. Typically, the air valve enclosure will be located on the edges of
adjacent farm access roads. Blow-off structures will be primarily below grade structures comprised of a
manhole with frame and cover at the surface for access. The top of the manhole structures containing the
blow-off riser section will be located 6 inches above ground level, with backfilling around the structure to
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allow for drainage. Where possible, these blow-off manholes will be located outside of the farm fields to
avoid conflicts with farm operations.
The construction period is anticipated to extend over a 6-month period, with construction anticipated to
begin in September 2015 and be completed in February 2016. Construction of the Project is anticipated to
generate approximately 5-20 daily trips over the 6-month period. This includes transport of equipment
and materials, trips generated by construction managers and personnel, approximately 125 round trips to
export 2,500 cubic yards of soil (20-cubic-yard haul trucks), and approximately 210 round trips to import
1,900 cubic yards of pipe zone material (assumes 9-cubic-yard ready mix truck). Equipment use will be
planned to optimize onsite staging and reduce offsite traffic and travel to the extent practicable.
Construction equipment may include, but is not limited to, a fusion machine, excavators, concrete trucks,
backhoes, loaders, compactors, forklifts, haul trucks, generators, and water trucks.
Anticipated trench excavations will be in County roads, agricultural fields, maintenance yards, and farm
roads. There are no anticipated utility relocations. No trees or native vegetation are expected to be
disturbed. Although agricultural crops are not anticipated to be planted within the temporary construction
easements acquired for the Project, removal of vegetation and other organic matter will be necessary if
present.
Access to the Project site will be from Jensen Road, Bluff Road, Trafton Road, and existing unnamed,
unpaved, 20-foot-wide agricultural roads. These roads would provide direct access to the pipeline
alignments, temporary construction easements, and staging areas. All access is anticipated to be within
public rights-of-way or the easements acquired for the Project. Construction may require the temporary
intermittent closure(s) of Jensen Road (paved) and Bluff Road (paved), as well as a full road closure of
Trafton Road for short periods of time. A traffic control plan will be implemented by the contractor as
part of the project to allow for traffic to continue to flow around the project site.
Permanent and temporary construction easements will be required, totaling 1.3 miles in length and 75 feet
in width, in most locations (totaling approximately 11.8 acres total). An approximate 15-foot-wide area
along the length of the Project will consist of permanent right-of-way easement for the pipeline,
consistent with the permanent easement for the CDS (approximately 2.4 acres). Similarly, a 60-foot-wide
temporary construction easement extending the length of the Project will provide approximately 9.5 acres
of total construction access along the pipeline alignment. One 0.5-acre potential staging area has been
identified adjacent to the southeastern portion of the pipeline alignment, northeast of Bluff Road, based
on easy accessibility and significant open space that is not currently being farmed. Storage and staging
may also occur along the entire length of the alignment within the identified easements.. The contractor
may make temporary surface improvements to the staging areas to accommodate all-weather use during
construction. Upon completion of the project, the staging areas would be restored to pre-project
conditions. The pipeline alignment has relatively easy access as it generally follows existing agricultural
roads.
A Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) would be prepared as part of the Project by the
contractor, and the contractor would be responsible to implement best management practices including
installation and maintenance of erosion control features. Following the completion of construction,
disturbed areas would be stabilized, and top soil will be replaced in the agricultural fields. It is not
anticipated that any areas would need to be revegetated as all work is occurring in disturbed areas.
Operation of the K1 Pipeline Project would not require additional personnel and would not generate
additional trips above existing conditions. Maintenance activities may require access to the pipeline and
agricultural turnouts. All maintenance activities would occur within the identified permanent easement,
and may include excavation to view and repair underground facilities.
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2 REGULATORY SETTING
2.1 Federal Policies and Regulations
2.1.1 Section 404 of the Clean Water Act of 1977
The purpose of the Clean Water Act (CWA) is to “restore and maintain the chemical, physical, and
biological integrity of the nation’s waters.” Section 404 of the CWA prohibits the discharge of dredged or
fill material into “waters of the United States” without a permit from the United States Army Corps of
Engineers (USACE). The term “waters of the United States” as defined in Code of Federal Regulations
(33 CFR 328.3[a]; 40 CFR 230.3[s]) includes:
1. All waters which are currently used, were used in the past, or may be susceptible to use in
interstate or foreign commerce, including all waters which are subject to the ebb and flow of the
tide;
2. All interstate waters including interstate wetlands (Wetlands are defined by the federal
government [CFR Section 328.3(b), 1991] as those areas that are inundated or saturated by
surface or groundwater at a frequency and duration sufficient to support, and that under normal
circumstances do support, a prevalence of vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated soil
conditions.).;
3. All other waters such as intrastate lakes, rivers, streams (including intermittent streams), mud
flats, sand flats, wetlands, sloughs, prairie potholes, wet meadows, playa lakes, or natural ponds,
the use, degradation, or destruction of which could affect interstate or foreign commerce;
4. All impoundments of waters otherwise defined as waters of the United States under the
definition;
5. Tributaries of waters identified in paragraphs (1) through (4);
6. Territorial seas; and,
7. Wetlands adjacent to waters (other than waters that are themselves wetlands) identified in
paragraphs (1) through (6).
8. Waters of the United States do not include prior converted cropland. Notwithstanding the
determination of an area’s status as prior converted cropland by any other federal agency, for the
purposes of the CWA, the final authority regarding CWA jurisdiction remains with the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA; 33 CFR 328.3[a][8] added 58 CFR 45035, August 25,
1993).
The EPA also has authority over wetlands and may override a USACE permit. Substantial impacts to
wetlands may require an individual permit. Projects that only minimally affect wetlands may meet the
conditions of one of the existing Nationwide Permits. A Water Quality Certification or waiver pursuant to
Section 401 of the CWA is required for Section 404 permit actions; this certification or waiver is issued
by the applicable Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB).
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2.1.2 Section 401 of the Clean Water Act of 1977
Section 401 of the CWA and its provisions ensure that federally permitted activities comply with the
CWA and state water quality laws. Section 401 is implemented through a review process that is
conducted by the RWQCB, see Section 2.2.4 below.

2.1.3 Endangered Species Act of 1973
The Federal Endangered Species Act (FESA) protects plants and wildlife that are listed as endangered or
threatened by the United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration National Marine Fisheries Service (NOAA Fisheries). Section 9 of the
FESA prohibits the taking of endangered wildlife, where taking is defined as “harass, harm, pursue, hunt,
shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, collect, or attempt to engage in such conduct” (50 CFR 17.3). For plants,
this statute governs removing, possessing, maliciously damaging, or destroying any endangered plant on
federal land and removing, cutting, digging-up, damaging, or destroying any endangered plant on nonfederal land in knowing violation of state law (16 United States Code [U.S.C.] 1538). Under Section 7 of
the FESA, federal agencies are required to consult with USFWS if their actions, including permit
approvals or funding, may adversely affect a federally listed species or its designated critical habitat.
Through consultation and the issuance of a biological opinion, USFWS may issue an incidental take
statement allowing take of the species that is incidental to otherwise authorized activity provided the
action will not jeopardize the continued existence of the species. Section 10 of the FESA provides for
issuance of incidental take permits to private parties in association with development of a Habitat
Conservation Plan.

2.1.4 Migratory Bird Treaty Act of 1918
The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) implements international treaties between the United States and
other nations devised to protect migratory birds, any of their parts, eggs, and nests from activities such as
hunting, pursuing, capturing, killing, selling, and shipping, unless expressly authorized in the regulations
or by permit. As authorized by the MBTA, USFWS may issue permits to qualified applicants for the
following types of activities: falconry, raptor propagation, scientific collecting, special purposes
(rehabilitation, education, migratory game bird propagation, and salvage), take of depredating birds,
taxidermy, and waterfowl sale and disposal. The regulations governing migratory bird permits can be
found in 50 CFR Part 13, General Permit Procedures, and 50 CFR Part 21, Migratory Bird Permits. Most
nesting bird species are also protected by the California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) under
California Fish and Game Code Sections 3503, 3503.5, 3505, 3513, 3800, and 3801.6. Additional
protections are provided to state listed species and fully protected species under the California
Endangered Species Act (CESA) and California Fish and Game Code Section 3511, respectively.

2.2 State Policies and Regulations
2.2.1 California Endangered Species Act
The CESA generally parallels the main provisions of the FESA, but, unlike its federal counterpart, the
CESA applies the take prohibitions to species proposed for listing (called “candidates” by the state).
Section 2080 of the California Fish and Game Code prohibits the taking, possession, purchase, sale, and
import or export of endangered, threatened, or candidate species, unless otherwise authorized by permit or
in the regulations. Take is defined in Section 86 of the Fish and Game Code as “hunt, pursue, catch,
capture, or kill, or attempt to hunt, pursue, catch, capture, or kill.” The CESA allows for take incidental to
otherwise lawful activities under Section 2081 of the Fish and Game Code. Project proponents wishing to
obtain incidental take permits are able to do so through a permitting process outlined in California Code
of Regulations (CCR) Section 783.
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2.2.2 California Fish and Game Code Sections 3511, 4700, 5050 and
5515 – Fully Protected Species
The State of California first began to designate species as “Fully Protected” before the creation of the
CESA and FESA. Lists of fully protected species were initially developed to provide protection to those
animals that were rare or faced possible extinction, and included fish, mammals, amphibians, reptiles, and
birds. Most fully protected species have since been listed as threatened or endangered under the CESA
and/or the FESA. The Fully Protected Species Statute provides that fully protected species may not be
taken or possessed at any time. Furthermore, CDFW may authorize take of fully protected species only in
very limited circumstances, such as for necessary scientific research.

2.2.3 California Fish and Game Code Section 1602 – Lake and
Streambed Alteration Notification/Agreement
Section 1602 of the California Fish and Game Code requires that a Lake and Streambed Alteration
Application be submitted to CDFW for “any activity that may substantially divert or obstruct the natural
flow or substantially change the bed, channel, or bank of any river, stream, or lake, or deposit or dispose
of debris, waste, or other material containing crumbled, flaked, or ground pavement where it may pass
into any river, stream, or lake.” CDFW reviews the proposed actions and, if necessary, submits to the
applicant a proposal for measures to protect affected fish and wildlife resources. The final proposal that is
mutually agreed upon by the department and the applicant is the Lake and Streambed Alteration
Agreement.

2.2.4 California State Water Resources Control Board and Regional
Water Quality Control Board
The State of California regulates discharge of material into waters of the State pursuant to Section 401 of
the CWA and the Porter-Cologne Act (California Water Code, Division 7, Section 13000 et seq.). The
State Water Resources Control Board and the local RWQCB are the relevant permitting agencies. Waters
of the State are defined as any surface water or groundwater, including saline waters, which are within the
boundaries of the state (California Codes: Public Resources Code [PRC] Section 71200). This differs
from the CWA definition of waters of the United States by its inclusion of groundwater and waters
outside the ordinary high water mark (OHWM) in its jurisdiction.
If impacted, waters of the State determined to be jurisdictional for these purposes may require waste
discharge requirements (WDRs) and/or 401 certification (in the case of any required USACE permits).
Under the Porter-Cologne Act, a Report of Waste Discharge must be submitted prior to direct discharging
waste into waters of the State, or proposing to discharge waste in any region that could affect the quality
of the waters of the State (California Water Code Section 13260). WDRs or a waiver of WDRs would
then be issued by the RWQCB.

2.2.5 California Coastal Act
The California Coastal Act of 1976 (CCA) governs the decisions made by the California Coastal
Commission (CCC) regarding issues such as shoreline public access and recreation, terrestrial and marine
habitat protection, water quality, commercial fisheries, and development within the California coastal
zone. Development within the coastal zone would require a Coastal Development Permit (CDP) from the
CCC or from a local government with a CCC-certified local coastal program (LCP). Pursuant to PRC
Section 30106, development in this context means:
“…on land, in or under water, the placement or erection of any solid material or
structure; discharge or disposal of any dredged material or of any gaseous, liquid, solid,
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or thermal waste; grading, removing, dredging, mining, or extraction of any materials;
change in the density or intensity of use of land, including, but not limited to, subdivision
pursuant to the Subdivision Map Act (commencing with Section 66410 of the Government
Code), and any other division of land, including lot splits, except where the land division
is brought about in connection with the purchase of such land by a public agency for
public recreational use; change in the intensity of use of water, or of access thereto;
construction, reconstruction, demolition, or alteration of the size of any structure,
including any facility of any private, public, or municipal utility; and the removal or
harvesting of major vegetation other than for agricultural purposes, kelp harvesting, and
timber operations which are in accordance with a timber harvesting plan submitted
pursuant to the provisions of the Z'berg-Nejedly Forest Practice Act of 1973
(commencing with Section 4511).”
Whereas, "structure" includes, but is not limited to, any building, road, pipe, flume, conduit, siphon,
aqueduct, telephone line, and electrical power transmission and distribution line.
The CCC also regulates activities in wetlands and other environmentally sensitive habitat areas (ESHAs).
Unlike the federal government, CDFW and the CCC have adopted the Cowardin et al. (1979) definition
of wetlands:
“Wetlands are lands transitional between terrestrial and aquatic systems where the
water table is usually at or near the surface of the land or is covered by shallow water.
For purposes of this classification, wetlands must have one or more of the following three
attributes: (1) at least periodically, the land supports predominantly hydrophytes (at least
50 percent of the aerial vegetative cover); (2) the substrate is predominantly undrained
hydric soil; and (3) the substrate is nonsoil and is saturated with water or covered by
shallow water at some time during the growing season of each year.”
The Project is located within the coastal zone within an unincorporated portion of Monterey County. The
Project is specifically located within the boundaries of the County of Monterey’s (County’s) North
County Land Use Plan and Local Coastal Program (LCP). The County’s LCP was adopted August 26,
1987, and certified by the CCC on December 10, 1987. The LCP is administered pursuant to North
County Land Use Plan and implementing regulations in the Monterey County Coastal Implementation
Plan (CIP), County Ordinance Title 20, Chapter 20.144. The County’s LCP/CIP defines wetland as:
“Wetlands are lands within the Coastal Zone which may be covered periodically or
permanently with shallow water and include saltwater marshes, fresh water marshes,
open or closed brackish water marshes, swamps, mud flats, and fens.”
The County provides the following definition for ESHA:
“Environmentally Sensitive Habitats are areas in which plant or animal life or their
habitats are rare or particularly valuable because of their special nature or role in an
ecosystem. Environmentally sensitive habitats are also areas susceptible to disturbance
or degradation by human activities and developments. Examples are riparian corridors
and Areas of Special Biological Significance identified by the State Water Resources
Control Board; rare and endangered species habitat; all coastal wetlands and lagoons;
all marine wildlife haul-out, breeding and nesting area; education, research and wildlife
reserves, including all tideland portions of the California Sea Otter State Fish and Game
Refuge; nearshore reefs; tidepools; sea caves; islets and offshore rocks; kelp beds;
indigenous dune plant habitats; Monarch butterfly mass overwintering sites; and
wilderness and primitive areas. The California Coastal Act limits uses to those which are
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dependent on such resources; examples include nature education and research, hunting,
fishing and aquaculture.”
Policies of the LCP take precedence over Monterey County General Plan policies for property located in
the Coastal Zone. Actions taken by counties or municipalities within the coastal zone may be appealed to
the CCC only under defined circumstances (specified in PRC Section 30603). The CCC also retains
permit authority in certain limited areas, such as tidelands and submerged lands (Coastal Act Section
30519(b)).

3 METHODOLOGY
The following section details the methods employed when reviewing biological resources in proximity to
the Project.

3.1 Biological Study Area
This report contains a review of a BSA that includes the maximum anticipated extent of Project-related
impacts within the Project area and an additional survey buffer of 250 feet beyond the Project area
(Figure 3). SWCA conducted a literature review of existing sources of information regarding occurrences
of special-status species and sensitive resources within and near the BSA. Field surveys were conducted
within the BSA to document biological resources including ESHA (as defined by the County) and
jurisdictional wetlands or waters.

3.2 Literature Review
SWCA conducted an extensive literature review to gain familiarity with the Project location and to
identify potential sensitive biological features including ESHAs and target plant and wildlife species that
have the potential to occur within the Project vicinity. The review was initiated with a query of the most
recent version of the CDFW California Natural Diversity Database (CNDDB 2015) to identify reported
occurrences of sensitive species within 5 miles of the proposed Project area. In addition to the CNDDB
query, SWCA reviewed USFWS species lists and the California Native Plant Society (CNPS) Electronic
Inventory of Rare and Endangered Plants of California (2014) for the Marina, Moss Landing, Prunedale,
Salinas, Soquel, Watsonville East, and Watsonville West U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) 7.5-minute
topographic quadrangles to provide information on rare plants and wildlife that are known to occur in the
area. To identify critical habitat for terrestrial and aquatic species in the Project vicinity, the USFWS
Critical Habitat Mapper was queried. Existing environmental documents and reports were also reviewed
for background information and recent findings in the vicinity, as described in Section 1.2 above. The
USFWS online Wetlands Mapper (USFWS 2014) and USGS National Hydrography Data (USGS 2014)
were queried to identify potential jurisdictional wetlands and streams in the BSA.
All of the listed species and habitats found in the literature review, with the exception of those fish
species occurring only in the Pajaro River or its tributaries that have no potential to occur within the
Project area, were compiled into a table for use during the field survey as described in Section 3.3 below.
Appendix C provides a description of the 67 special-status plant and animal species and five natural
communities reviewed, and a rationale for expecting their presence or absence within the BSA. For the
purpose of this report, special-status species are defined as follows:


Plants and animals listed, proposed, or candidates for listing as threatened or endangered
(including delisted species) under FESA.



Plants and animals listed or proposed for listing by the State of California as threatened or
endangered under CESA.
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Plants listed as rare under the California Native Plant Protection Act.



Plants included in CNPS Ranks 1 and 2.



California designated status:
-

-

Animal species that are fully protected in California; or,
Species of special concern (CSC) to the CDFW.

3.3 Field Surveys
3.3.1 Reconnaissance Survey
Following the literature review, on December 10, 2014, SWCA biologist Kristen Outten conducted a
reconnaissance-level field survey of the BSA. The survey included walking transects spaced to provide
full coverage of the BSA. The purpose of the field surveys was to identify vegetative communities present
and evaluate the presence of habitats appropriate for special-status species that could be affected by
proposed Project activities. When necessary, the surveyors referred to The Jepson Manual (Baldwin et al.
2012) to identify plant species. In addition, the surveyors identified and mapped habitat types using
Preliminary Descriptions of the Terrestrial Natural Communities of California (Holland 1986). Appendix
D shows the locations of habitat types mapped within the BSA. All vertebrate species observed or
detected by sign during the survey were recorded and are included in Appendix E. Representative
photographs depicting existing conditions are in included in Appendix A.

3.3.2 Jurisdictional Wetlands and Waters
No formal delineation of waters of the U.S. and/or State was intended or undertaken as part of this study.
The USFWS Wetlands Mapper and USGS National Hydrography Data were used to identify potential
hydrological features in the Project area (see Appendix A), the presence/absence of which were
confirmed during the field surveys. The survey for potentially jurisdictional wetlands and waters was
limited to the Project area and did not include the remainder of the BSA where no Project activities will
occur.

4 RESULTS
The following section details the results of the desktop review, literature searches, and field surveys.

4.1 Climate, Topography, Elevation, and Soils
The Pajaro Valley is in a Mediterranean climate typical of central coastal California. This climate zone is
characterized by cool, wet winters and warm, dry summers. Over 90% of the yearly precipitation falls
from November through April, and coastal fog is common in the summer and fall months. The mean
annual temperature is 57 degrees Fahrenheit (°F), the mean monthly maximum temperature is 74°F in
September, and the mean monthly minimum temperature is 39°F in January. The long-term mean annual
rainfall at Watsonville is 22.2 inches, averaged for the period of record from water years 1880 to 2012
while the 30-year normal (1981-2010) is 23.5 inches (Denise Duffy and Associates [DDA] 2013).
The BSA is generally flat with slightly undulating terrain. The BSA is located atop the Bolsa de San
Cayetano plateau with elevations ranging from approximately 80 feet (24 meters) to 150 feet (46 meters)
above mean sea level. The BSA generally slopes from the southeast to the northwest. A steep ravine is
located along the northern border of the BSA descending to an unnamed tributary to the Pajaro River. The
Pajaro River located approximately 430 feet west of the BSA is separated by a very steep eastern bank.
The Pajaro River flows westward to Monterey Bay.
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SWCA biologists queried the United States Department of Agriculture Natural Resources Conservation
Service (NRCS) Web Soil Survey to determine the soil types that occur within the BSA (NRCS 2014).
Four soil map units, Elkhorn fine sandy loam 2 to 5 percent slopes, Elkhorn fine sandy loam 5 to 9
percent slopes, Elkhorn fine sandy loam 9 to 15 percent slopes, and Elkhorn fine sandy loam thin surface
variant 15 to 30 percent slopes, are located within the BSA and described as follows:


The Elkhorn fine sandy loam components consist of mixed fine-loamy alluvium derived from
sandstone occurring on marine terraces. These well-drained soils are typically not flooded or
ponded. There is no zone of water saturation within a depth of 72 inches. These soils do not meet
hydric criteria and there are no saline horizons within 30 inches of the soil surface.



The Elkhorn fine sandy loam, thin surface variant component is similar to the Elkhorn fine sandy
loam component with the exception of a restrictive layer consisting of lithic bedrock at a depth of
25 inches.

4.2 Desktop Review and Literature Search
Desktop research returned records for 16 state and/or federally listed plant species and 29 additional
plants with CNPS California Rare Plant Rank 1B or 2 in the vicinity of the BSA (Appendix F). Records
were returned for 21 wildlife species with state listing status, federal listing status, or CDFW designated
status. One additional special-status wildlife species, yellow warbler (Dendroica petechial), was included
based on pertinent occurrence information obtained from the literature review. The results of the desktop
research were then used during field surveys to compare records to existing habitat types and determine
the potential for special-status species to occur in the BSA. Tables C-1 and C-2 in Appendix C describe
each species’ habitat requirements, their listing status, and their potential to occur in the BSA. Critical
habitat for the federally endangered tidewater goby (Eucyclogobius newberryi) and federally threatened
Central California Coast steelhead distinct population segment (Oncorhynchus mykiss) have been
designated along the Pajaro River, located approximately 430 feet west of the Project Area. The Project
will have no direct or indirect impacts to the Pajaro River, these species, or their habitats and as such they
are not discussed or analyzed in this report. No additional critical habitat is located within the BSA.

4.3 Plant Communities
Plant communities observed within the BSA included agriculture, ruderal/developed, non-native
grassland, eucalyptus forest, coastal and valley freshwater marsh, and northern (Franciscan) coastal scrub
as described below. Communities within the Project area were limited to non-native grassland,
agricultural, and ruderal/developed. Photographs (Appendix A) and mapping (Appendix D) depict the
locations of habitat types in the BSA.

4.3.1 Agricultural
The deep alluvial soils along the floodplain of the Pajaro River and tributaries support a variety of row
crops as well as orchards and vine/bush crops. The very mild climate in the project area makes it suitable
for row crops such as strawberries, bush berries, caneberries, lettuce, broccoli, cauliflower, and cut
flowers. Agricultural habitats are subject to periodic disking, planting, harvesting, and the application of
herbicides, pesticides, and fertilizers which prevent the establishment of natural plant species and
communities. A number of weedy plant species are associated with cultivated lands; many of these are
nonnative species, and all are adapted to open, bare ground, rapid maturity, and high seed production.
Agricultural lands make up the majority of the BSA. At the time of the surveys these areas were in active
cultivation of strawberries. Several ruderal species were observed along borders of active cultivation
including bristly ox-tongue (Helminthotheca echioides), sweet clover (Melilotus sp.), storksbill (Erodium
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botrys), wild radish (Raphanus sativus), and sow thistle (Sonchus oleraceus), as well as several nonnative grasses. No special-status plant species would be expected to occur within active agricultural areas
and agricultural lands in the BSA provide limited habitat for wildlife species. The presence of specialstatus species would not be expected within this habitat type in the Project area primarily due to previous
and ongoing disturbance, barriers to dispersal, and a lack of substrate and microhabitat conditions
conducive to support such species. Agricultural areas in the BSA may provide extremely marginal
dispersal habitat for the federally threatened California red-legged frog (Rana draytonii) and potential
foraging for avian species.

4.3.2 Ruderal and Developed
Ruderal/developed habitat includes areas that were disturbed by past land use practices, development,
and/or ground disturbance. Plant species in these areas often include non-native weeds or ornamental
landscaping. Ruderal and developed areas within the BSA include portions of Jensen Road, existing
graded dirt/gravel farm roads, industrial agricultural development (e.g., spinach processing plant and
mushroom factory), residential development, and equipment pads for existing utility infrastructure.
Vegetation observed in these areas generally included the same species described within agricultural areas
as well as manicured lawns, native and ornamental trees, shrubs, grasses, and forbs used in landscaping.
Ruderal and developed areas typically provide low habitat value for special-status plant and wildlife
species. However, trees and infrastructure may provide suitable foraging and nesting habitat for avian
species.

4.3.3 Non-Native Grassland
Non-native annual grassland is found throughout most of California, primarily below 3,000 feet on finetextured soils. This vegetation type is dominated by introduced Mediterranean annual grasses in
association with many species of non-native and showy native forbs (herbaceous annual plants such as
wildflowers), especially in years of abundant rainfall. In this naturalized plant community, exotic annual
grasses and non-native forbs out-compete native species. Growth, flowering, and seed-set occur from
winter through spring. Most annuals in this community die by summer and persist as seeds until the return
of winter rains. Common elements include wild oats (Avena barbata and A. fatua), red brome (Bromus
madritensis ssp. rubens), ripgut brome (B. diandrus), rescue grass (B. catharticus var. catharticus),
storksbill (Erodium botrys), California poppy (Eschscholzia californica), goldfields (Lasthenia
californica), and Italian rye grass (Festuca perennis).
Non-native grassland habitat was observed in the northeastern portion of the BSA adjacent to the spinach
processing plant. Common species observed within this association included Mediterranean and turf
grasses such as ripgut brome, soft chess (Bromus hordeaceus), Italian rye grass, annual fescue (Festuca
bromoides), and annual bluegrass (Poa annua). Introduced broadleaf herbaceous species (forbs) occurring
within annual grassland include storksbill, bristly ox-tongue, cheeseweed (Malva parviflora), and wild
radish. Non-native annual grasslands in the BSA particularly those within the Project area provide limited
habitat for wildlife species. The lack of suitable refugia (e.g., small mammal burrows, woody debris, or
other structural debris), presence of predators, relative isolation and lack of connectively with adjacent
aquatic and natural habitats, and repeated ground disturbance limits the value of the non-native grassland
in the BSA to provide quality habitat for special-status species and these species would generally not be
expected to be present. Non-native grassland in the northeastern portion of the BSA could provide low
quality foraging and dispersal habitat for the federally threatened California red-legged frog; low quality
foraging, dispersal, and breeding habitat for the CSC western pond turtle (Emys marmorata); low quality
upland and dispersal habitat for the federally and state threatened (and state species of special concern)
California tiger salamander (Ambystoma californiense); potential foraging or nesting habitat for avian
species; and potential habitat for several special-status plant species.
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4.3.4 Eucalyptus Forest
Eucalyptus forests consist of dense stands of non-native, invasive eucalyptus (Eucalyptus spp.) trees, and
are usually devoid of an understory with the exception of a few hardy grasses. Stands generally range
from 30 to 55 meters (98 to 180 feet) high.
Eucalyptus forest was observed in the northwestern portion of the BSA along Trafton Road intermixed
with residential development. The dominant species occurring within this habitat type in the BSA is bluegum eucalyptus (Eucalyptus globulus). Eucalyptus forest within the BSA could provide foraging and
dispersal habitat for the federally threatened California red-legged frog and potential foraging or nesting
habitat for several avian species including raptors.

4.3.5 Coastal and Valley Freshwater Marsh
Coastal and valley freshwater marsh habitats are permanently flooded or saturated by freshwater that
lacks significant currents. This prolonged saturation permits the accumulation of deep, peaty soils and the
formation of unique hydrophytic vegetation (Holland 1986). This community is typically dominated by
perennial, emergent monocots including cattail (Typha spp.) and bulrush (Schoenoplectus spp.) that form
closed canopies.
Four man-made retention basins were observed in the northeastern portion of the BSA adjacent to the
spinach processing plant that exhibit characteristics of coastal and valley freshwater marsh habitats. Three
of the basins (northwestern, southwestern, and southeastern) were primarily dry at the time of the site visit
and exhibited morphological characteristics indicative that these areas do not hold water consistently (e.g.
lack of hydrophytic vegetation, presence of sandy soils, and absence of inundation in aerial photography).
The northeastern basin was inundated and water was observed actively discharging to the basin via a
plastic drainage pipe. Vegetation within the northeastern basin was dominated by wetland indicator
species such cattail and bulrush. The northwestern and southeastern basins were dominated by ruderal
vegetation with evidence of recent disturbance from tilling. The southwestern basin was dominated by a
mix of wetland (e.g., cattail, bulrush, sedges [Cyperus spp.], and curly dock [Rumex crispus]) and ruderal
upland species. Small areas of ponding were observed in the eastern portion of this basin. The basins
receive surface runoff from the immediately adjacent upland areas. Hydrology and the hydroperiod of the
basins appear to be substantially modified and primarily driven by man-made discharge from adjacent
agricultural fields (e.g., irrigation tailwater) and other nearby anthropogenic sources (e.g., spinach
processing plant). Bullfrogs (Rana catesbeiana) and northern pacific tree frog (Pseudacris regilla) were
heard calling at the retention basins during the site visit.
The presence of predators, relative isolation and lack of connectively with adjacent aquatic and natural
habitats, and potential repeated ground disturbance limits the value of the basins to provide quality habitat
for special-status species and these species would generally not be expected to be present. The basins
could provide very low quality foraging, dispersal, and breeding habitat for the federally threatened
California red-legged frog; low quality foraging, dispersal, and breeding habitat for the CSC western pond
turtle; low quality breeding habitat for the federally and state threatened (and state species of special
concern) California tiger salamander; potential foraging or nesting habitat for several avian species; and
potential habitat for several special-status plant species.

4.3.6 Northern (Franciscan) Coastal Scrub
Northern coastal scrub is composed of shrubs 0.5 to 2 meters (1.5 to 6 feet) tall, and is usually quite dense
with openings for herbaceous species. This community occurs on windy, exposed sites often with
shallow, rocky soils. Shrub composition consists of coyotebrush (Baccharis pilularis), coastal mugwort
(Artemisia suksdorfii), seaside daisy (Erigeron glaucus), lizard tail, iris (Iris douglasiana), sticky monkey
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flower (Mimulus aurantiacus), and poison oak (Toxicodendron diversilobum). The herbaceous
component consists primarily of various non-native grasses (Holland 1986).
Northern coastal scrub is located within the ravine to the north of the BSA along the transition to
agricultural lands. This habitat intergrades with central coast riparian scrub habitats within the central
mesic portions of the ravine along drainages and with mixed chaparral within more open, xeric, rocky
areas of the ravine. Northern coastal scrub could provide foraging and dispersal habitat for the federally
threatened California red-legged frog; potential foraging or nesting habitat for several avian species; and
potential habitat for several special-status plant species.

4.4 Jurisdictional Wetlands and Waters
Concurrent with the biological reconnaissance field survey, SWCA biologists conducted visual
investigations of the Project area for the presence/absence of jurisdictional wetlands and waters of the
United States, waters of the State, and coastal wetlands. The investigation was limited to the Project area
and did not include the remainder of the BSA where no Project activities will occur. Results of the survey
concluded the absence of wetland and waters of the United States and waters of State, as well as coastal
wetlands (e.g., CCC wetlands) within the Project area. The Project area consists of uplands comprised of
agricultural, other developed, or grassland areas.
Four man-made retention basins are located within the northeastern portion of the BSA approximately
120 feet from the Project area. These features may be considered to be waters of the State pursuant to the
Porter-Cologne Act (California Water Code, Division 7, Section 13000 et seq.) and/or subject to CDFW
jurisdiction pursuant to Division 2, Chapter 6, Sections 1600–1602 of the California Fish and Game
Code. In addition, due to the presence of a dominance of hydrophytic vegetation, the northeastern and
southwestern basins would likely meet the definition of wetland used by the CCC and the County. No
Project activities are proposed within or would result in disturbance to the basins.

4.5 Special-Status Species with Potential to Occur
Based on the existing biological conditions in and adjacent to the BSA, review of relevant literature, the
known occurrences of special-status species in the region (Appendix B), and SWCA biologists’ local
knowledge of the region, eight special status plant species and four special-status wildlife species were
determined to have potential to occur in the BSA. Summary descriptions are provided below for species
that have potential to occur in the BSA. Descriptions of other plants and wildlife that were evaluated for
potential occurrence are provided in Appendix C.

4.5.1 Special-Status Plants
None of the 46 special-status plant species identified during desktop review (Appendix C, Table C-1)
were observed during field surveys. No known population of rare plant occurrences have been identified
within the BSA (CNDDB 2015). Field surveys (by SWCA as well as Habitat Restoration Group and
Environmental Science Associates incorporated by reference [ESA 1999]) were conducted within the
appropriate blooming period for 38 of the identified species (surveys conducted in December, MarchMay, and September respectively). Of the remaining 7 species, 6 have no potential to be within the BSA
due to lack of suitable habitat, soils, or elevation requirements. The remaining species, deceiving sedge
(Carex saliniformis), was determined to have a low potential to occur within the BSA.
It must be noted that surveys performed by Habitat Restoration Group and ESA were conducted between
1997 and 1999. Given the large time lag in survey performance and review of current habitats present
within the BSA, conservatively seven additional species, bent-flowered fiddleneck (Amsinckia lunaris),
bristly sedge (Carex comosa), Congdon’s tarplant (Centromadia parryi ssp. congdonii), Monterey
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spineflower (Chorizanthe pungens var. pungens), San Francisco gumplant (Grindelia hirsutula var.
maritima), Santa Cruz tarplant (Holocarpha macradenia), and saline clover (Trifolium hydrophilum) were
determined to have a low potential to occur within the BSA. Six of these species only have CNPS
rankings with no state or federal listing status under FESA of CESA. Monterey spineflower is listed as
federally threatened and Santa Cruz tarplant is listed as federally endangered and state threatened.
Occurrence of these species is limited to the costal scrub, non-native grassland, and coastal and valley
freshwater marsh habitats. Habitat descriptions, flowering periods, listing status, and rationale for
potential to occur in the BSA for these species are provided in Table 1 below and in Appendix C.
Table 1. Special Status Plant Species with Low Potential to Occur in the BSA

Species Name

General Habitat Description

bent-flowered fiddleneck An annual herb found in coastal
bluff scrub, cismontane
woodland, and valley and foothill
grassland. From 3 to 500 m.
Flower season: March–June.

Legal
Status
Federal/
State/CNPS

Rationale for Occurrence

--/--/1B.2

Grasslands in the northeastern
portion of the Project area provide
low quality habitat for this species.
No CNDDB occurrences have been
recorded within 5 miles of the
Project area. Grassland areas are
regularly disturbed as part of
agricultural activities.

bristly sedge

A perennial rhizomatous herb
that occurs in coastal prairie; lake
margins of marshes and swamps;
and valley and foothill grassland.
From 0 to 625 m. Flower season:
May–September.

--/--/2B.1

Man-made detention basins that
persistently contain water in the
northeast portion of the BSA may
provide suitable habitat for this
species. No CNDDB occurrences
have been recorded within 5 miles of
the Project area. Impacts to this
species not expected to occur as a
result of project activities.

deceiving sedge

A perennial rhizomatous herb in
coastal prairie, coastal scrub,
meadows and seeps, and
marshes and swamps (coastal
salt) with mesic soils. From 3 to
230 m. Flower season: June
(July).

--/--/1B.2

Man-made detention basins that
persistently contain water in the
northeast portion of the BSA may
provide suitable habitat for this
species. No CNDDB occurrences
have been recorded within 5 miles of
the Project area. Impacts to this
species not expected to occur as a
result of project activities.

Congdon’s tarplant

An annual herb that occurs in
valley and foothill grassland
(alkaline). From 0 to 230 m.
Flower season: May–October
(November).

--/--/1B.1

Grasslands in the northeastern
portion of the Project area provide
low quality habitat for this species.
Soils in the area are not known to be
alkaline. The area is also regularly
disturbed as part of agricultural
activities with aerial imagery
showing sign of disturbance (tilling)
as recent as 2012. The nearest
known CNDDB records are located
~3.8 miles north (2008) and 3.5
miles south (2010) of the BSA.
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Table 1. Special Status Plant Species with Low Potential to Occur in the BSA

Species Name

General Habitat Description

Monterey spineflower

An annual herb that occurs in
chaparral (maritime); cismontane
woodland; coastal dunes; coastal
scrub; and valley and foothill
grassland with sandy soil. From 3
to 450 m. Flower season: April–
June(July, August).

San Francisco gumplant A perennial herb found in coastal
bluff scrub, coastal scrub, and
valley and foothill grassland with
sandy or serpentine soil. From 15
to 400 m. Flower season: June–
September.

Legal
Status
Federal/
State/CNPS

Rationale for Occurrence

FT/--/1B.2

Grasslands in the northeastern
portion of the Project area and
costal scrub along the northern
border of the BSA provide low
quality habitat for this species. A
total of 9 CNDDB records have been
recorded within 5 miles of the BSA,
with the nearest record 0.6 mile to
the southwest (1999).

--/--/3.2

Grasslands in the northeastern
portion of the Project area provide
low quality habitat for this species.
Soils in the area are sandy but not
known to be serpentine. The area is
also regularly disturbed as part of
agricultural activities with aerial
imagery showing sign of disturbance
(tilling) as recent as 2012. No
CNDDB occurrences have been
recorded within 5 miles of the
Project area.

Santa Cruz tarplant

An annual herb found in coastal
prairie, coastal scrub, and valley
and foothill grassland often clay,
sandy. From 10 to 220 m. Flower
season: June–October.

FT/SE/1B.1

Grasslands in the northeastern
portion of the Project area and
costal scrub along the northern
border of the BSA provide low
quality habitat for this species. The
grassland area is also regularly
disturbed as part of agricultural
activities with aerial imagery
showing sign of disturbance (tilling)
as recent as 2012. Seven CNDDB
records have been recorded within 5
miles of the BSA between 1896 and
2007, with the nearest record
located 2.75 miles northeast of the
BSA (1993).

saline clover

An annual herb found in marshes
and swamps; valley and foothill
grassland (mesic, alkaline); and
vernal pools. From 0 to 300 m.
Flower season: April–June.

--/--/1B.2

Man-made detention basins that
persistently contain water in the
northeast portion of the BSA may
provide suitable habitat for this
species. Three CNDDB occurrences
have been recorded more than 2.5
miles south of the BSA between
1995 and 2000.

Suitable habitat for special-status plant species within the Project area is limited to the non-native
grassland habitat in the northeastern portion of the BSA adjacent to the spinach processing plant. Of the
eight species that may have potential to occur within the BSA only five, bent-flowered fiddleneck
Congdon’s tarplant, Monterey spineflower, San Francisco gumplant, and Santa Cruz tarplant have
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potential to occur within the grassland association in the Project area. No documented occurrence of these
species has been observed within the Project Area. The grassland area is regularly disturbed as part of
agricultural activities. Based on a lack of known occurrences in the area and the limited amount of
suitable habitat within the BSA, there is a low potential for special-status plant species to be found within
the BSA and an even lower potential to occur within the Project area and thus be impacted by Project
activities. Implementation of the recommended AMMs listed in Section 6 will further minimize the
potential for impacts to special-status plant species during Project activities.

4.5.2 Special-Status Wildlife Species
Four special-status wildlife species were determined to have a low to moderate potential to occur in the
BSA. Two wildlife species with potential to occur in the BSA— California Tiger Salamander and
California red-legged frog—are state and/or federally listed, The remaining wildlife species—western
pond turtle and white tailed kite (Elanus leucurus)—are CSC. White tailed kite is also a state fully
protected species pursuant to California Fish and Game Code Section 3511. Although these species may
have potential to occur within or adjacent to the BSA based on presence of suitable habitat, only white
tailed kite was observed during the field survey.

4.5.2.1 CALIFORNIA TIGER SALAMANDER
California tiger salamander, a federally and state threatened species, is a large (3-6.5 inches, snout-vent
length), stocky salamander that is black to dark brown with striking white, cream-colored or pale yellow
spots (Petranka 1996; Stebbins 2003). This species primarily inhabits grassland and oak savanna habitats,
generally below 3,600 feet (USFWS 2004; CDFW 2010) and is also known to use coastal scrub in
Monterey, Santa Cruz, and Santa Barbara counties (Wang et al. 2009). Adults spend most of their lives
underground, typically in burrows of California ground squirrels (Otospermophilus beecheyi) and Botta's
pocket gophers (Thomomys bottae) (Trenham et al. 2001; USFWS 2004; CDFW 2010). Adult California
tiger salamander migrate to and from breeding ponds during the rainy season (October-April) in
association with rainfall events (Trenham et al. 2000) and have been found up to 7,218 feet (2,200 meters)
from the nearest breeding site (Orloff 2011). The number of dispersing individuals typically declines with
distance from breeding habitat. Dispersal studies by Searcy and Shaffer (2011) found that 95% of the
study population occurred within 1.16 miles (1.86 kilometers) of the breeding location. Despite the
potential for long migrations, shorter average migrations distances are more commonly reported.
Recorded average migration distances from breeding locations include 85 feet for juveniles and 118 feet
up to 1,844 feet for adults (USFWS 2014a). Dispersal does not appear to be affected by topography, but
may be influenced by land use and vegetation. California tiger salamander within Monterey County have
been observed to show a preference to traverse chaparral, followed by grassland (including grassland with
isolated oaks), and then densely wooded areas (Wang et al. 2009). Males will typically spend 6-8 weeks
at breeding ponds, while females usually spend only 1-2 weeks (Loredo and Van Vuren 1996a). Vernal
pools and semi-permanent ponds provide waters ideal for egg-laying while perennial ponds free of
introduced aquatic predators, especially predatory fishes, may also provide productive breeding habitat
(Alvarez 2004). Following metamorphosis, juvenile salamanders appear to seek the closest cover they
encounter, including temporary cover such as cracks in the earth, debris, or deeper refugia including
gopher and ground squirrel holes (Loredo et al. 1996b; Searcy and Shaffer 2011).
Several occurrences of California tiger salamander have been documented within the vicinity of the BSA
(CNDDB 2015). The nearest occurrence is located approximately 0.5 mile east of the Project area
associated with a man-made pond surrounded by active agricultural fields (Figure 4). Seven adults were
recorded in 2008 in the vicinity of the pond. The pond is separated from the Project area by Jensen Road.
The next closest records of California tiger salamander are located approximately 1 mile south of the BSA
(1973), 2.7 miles to the east of the BSA (2008), and 3.5 miles to the southeast of the BSA (1988). The
record to the south is separated from the Project area by Jensen Road, Bluff Road, and agricultural land
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uses. Roadways are known to impact California tiger salamander through habitat fragmentation and direct
mortality from vehicle strikes (USFWS 2014a). Agricultural land uses are also associated with population
declines through the conversion of suitable habitat to less favorable conditions or habitat elimination
altogether.
Interpretation of traffic count data for 2011-2013 obtained from Monterey County Public Works (MCPW)
for the portion of Bluff Road between Trafton Road and Jensen Road (e.g., the portion immediately south
of the BSA) and Jensen Road between Highway 1 and Bluff Road (e.g., the portion immediately east of
the BSA) infers the roadways to have average traffic volumes of approximately 46 cars per hour and 67
cars per hour, respectively (MCPW 2013). Trafton Road, located along the western boundary of the
Project area, has an average traffic volume of approximately 26 cars per hour. These numbers are based
on Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) bi-directional volumes, a measure of the 24-hour volume of
traffic that passes a point on an average weekday (Tuesday-Thursday), divided by 24 to get an
approximate average hourly volume. True hourly volumes may vary from this calculation due to
differences between peak and non-peak hours and are portrayed here for illustrative purposes. These
volumes are consistent with high rates of amphibian mortality usually occurring around 30 cars per hour
and, as such, may present a significant barrier to dispersal (USFWS 2002). Actual nightly traffic volumes,
unavailable due to data limitations, may be lower than the calculated averages. Amphibian movements
occurring at night may be less impacted by such lower nightly volumes.
The nearest documented occurrence of California tiger salamander is located approximately 0.5 mile east
of the Project area. This distance is generally beyond the average upland dispersal distances observed for
this species. Although the man-made detention basin and adjacent non-native grassland and coastal scrub
provide theoretically suitable upland, dispersal, and breeding habitat it is extremely unlikely that this
species would occur within the BSA. Bullfrogs were observed within the detention basins. Bullfrogs and
California tiger salamander typically do not cohabitate within breeding locations (USFWS 2014a). The
detention basins and upland habitats are also geographically isolated from potential California tiger
salamander source populations separated by interviewing roadways and agricultural or other developed
lands. This built infrastructure and disturbed land uses surrounding the Project area presents a potential
significant barrier to dispersal of wildlife into the Project area. Due to the low potential for occurrence the
Project is anticipated to have no potential direct or indirect impacts to this species and implementation of
the recommended AMMs listed in Section 6 will further minimize the potential for impacts to this species
during Project activities.

4.5.2.2 CALIFORNIA RED-LEGGED FROG
California red-legged frog occurs in various habitats during its life cycle. Breeding areas include aquatic
habitats such as lagoons, streams, natural and human-made ponds, and slow-flowing stream reaches or
deep pools within a stream with vegetation or other material to which egg masses may be attached
(USFWS 2010). This species prefers aquatic habitats with little or no flow, the presence of surface water
until at least early June, surface water depths to at least 2.3 feet, and the presence of emergent vegetation
(e.g., cattails and bulrush). The largest densities of California red-legged frog are typically associated with
dense stands of overhanging willows and an intermixed fringe of sturdy emergent vegetation. During
periods of wet weather, some individuals may make overland dispersals through adjacent upland habitats
of distances up to 2 miles (USFWS 2010). Upland habitats including small mammal burrows and woody
debris can also be used as refuge during the summer if water is scarce or unavailable (Jennings and Hayes
1994). California red-legged frogs typically travel between sites and are unaffected by topography and
vegetation types during migration. Dispersal habitat makes it possible for California red-legged frogs to
locate new breeding and non-breeding sites, and is crucial for conservation of the species.
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Figure 4. California Tiger Salamander/California Red-legged Frog Occurrence Map
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While it is well documented that California red-legged frogs are known to migrate and use upland areas
for refuge, research has shown that these migrations are temporary, often initiated by winter rains and
limited to the winter wet-season, spatially restricted, and most often occur between aquatic habitats that
are required for survival (Bulger et al. 2002; Tatarian 2008). Bulger et al. (2002) found that only 11-22%
of the adult population studied migrated to and from breeding sites annually, the remaining percentage
staying in close proximity to breeding areas (median travel of less than 82 feet [25 meters]). Tatarian
(2008) found similar results with only 42.8% of frogs tracked moving from source pools. Average
migratory distances observed for aquatic and terrestrial movements were 352 feet (107.2 meters) and 80
feet (24.4 meters), respectively. Radio tracking of 123 individuals by Fellers and Kleeman (2007) found
majority of frog movements observed in this study to be less than 98 feet (30 meters). Of the individuals
that moved greater than 30 meters (32) the median distance traveled was 492 feet (150 meters). This
distance was found to roughly coincide with the distance to the nearest suitable nonbreeding area. Larger
movements, including one presumed to be upwards of 1.74 miles (2.8 kilometers), were observed but
generally found to occur along riparian corridors coinciding with winter rains or upon seasonal habitat
drying. Similar to Bulger et al. (2002) and Tatarian (2008), most movements recorded during the study
were typically between aquatic habitats.
California red-legged frog are known to occur along the Pajaro River, McCluskey Slough system,
Elkhorn Slough system, and several smaller drainages within and in the vicinity of the BSA. All
observations along the Pajaro River have been limited to migrating adults and sub-adults (Figure 4). The
closest documented California red-legged frog occurrences are located approximately 800 feet to the
north along an unnamed drainage ditch (DDA 2013). The observations include three separate sightings of
adults, sub-adults, and/or metamorphs as well as one breeding area. The drainage is separated from the
Project area by a steep densely vegetated ravine as well as partially by a mining operation, residential
development, Trafton Road, and active agricultural fields. Two additional breeding ponds are located
approximately 3,790 feet and 5,690 feet northeast of the Project area within man-made ponds surrounding
a commercial development. These ponds are separated from the Project area by active agricultural fields.
The McCluskey and Elkhorn Slough systems are several miles from the Project area to the south and east
separated by Highway 1, Jensen Road, and Bluff Road. Volumes along these roadways are consistent (see
Section 4.5.2.4) with high rates of amphibian mortality usually occurring around 30 cars per hour and as
such may present a significant barrier to dispersal (USFWS 2002). High-density urban or industrial
developments also form barriers to California red-legged frog dispersal (USFWS 2010).
Bullfrogs are known to prey on California red-legged frog as well as other amphibians and aquatic
reptiles and have been correlated with declines and even extirpation of California red-legged frog
populations once established at a site (USFWS 1996). Bullfrogs are locally abundant within the Pajaro
River in the vicinity of the BSA (DDA 2013) and were observed within the detention basins within the
BSA. Field surveys of the BSA also observed the presence of domestic dogs and cats and it is plausible
that other urban species such as raccoons and skunks may be present within the BSA. These species
typical of urban or developed areas are serious predators of California red-legged frog (USFWS 2002).
The nearest documented occurrence of California red-legged frog is located approximately 800 feet to the
north of the Project area. This distance is generally beyond the average upland dispersal distances
observed for this species. The only suitable aquatic habitat in the BSA is the man-made detention basin
located north of the eastern portion of the alignment. This basin is approximately 2,000 feet from any
other suitable aquatic breeding habitat, although a high gradient ephemeral drainage is located within the
ravine to the north that provides connectivity to the marsh area and drainages at the bottom of the ravine.
Although the man-made detention basin provides theoretically suitable breeding habitat it is extremely
unlikely that this species would utilize this area. Bullfrogs were observed within the detention basins. The
presence of bullfrogs has been associated with localized extirpation of California red-legged frog and
significantly reduces the potential for presence (USFWS 2002). Grassland and agricultural areas within
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the BSA may also provide theoretically suitable upland dispersal habitat for California red-legged frog.
However, due to the potential presence of predators, migratory distances required to access the Project
area, and general lack of substrate and microhabitat conditions, there is a low potential for this species to
occur within the Project area. In addition to a lack of suitable habitat conditions, the built infrastructure or
disturbed land uses surrounding the Project area (high volume roads, agricultural operation, and industrial
agricultural facilities) present potential significant barriers to dispersal of wildlife into the Project area.
Due to the low potential for occurrence the Project is anticipated to have no potential direct or indirect
impacts to this species and implementation of the recommended AMMs listed in Section 6 will further
minimize the potential for impacts to this species during Project activities.

4.5.2.3 WESTERN POND TURTLE
Preferred habitat for the western pond turtle, a CDFW CSC, consists of calm waters, such as streams or
pools, with vegetated banks and log or rock basking sites. Stream-dwelling individuals will occasionally
move away from flood-prone creeks during the rainy season. It has been suggested that western pond
turtle may use two types of nesting sites. Most commonly, eggs are laid in sandy banks close to water;
however, eggs may occasionally be laid considerable distances away from water. Nests located out of the
floodplain may confer some reproductive advantage in regions that are prone to periodic flooding
(Stanford University 2012).
Terrestrial dispersal distances may vary greatly for this species according to localized geography and
reason for movement to uplands. Upland habitat use has been documented throughout the year but is most
often seen during summer (reproduction) and winter (overwintering). Uncharacteristic phenomena such as
drought, flood, or other environmental stressors can initiate movements as far as 3.1 miles (5 kilometers);
however such occasions are reportedly uncommon and documented from one isolated instance
(Bettleheim 2005). Studies conducted along the central coast of California between 1984-1994 that
included over 2,100 captures and recaptures across 21 drainages observed less than 10 instances of
movement between drainages (Holland 1994). Similar data collected during this same timeframe
accounting for 1,100 capture events recorded no inter-drainage dispersal. Such results tend to indicate that
movement between drainages is relatively uncommon (Holland 1994).
Though long and inter-drainage upland movements may be uncommon, western pond turtle upland
habitat use is well documented. Several studies document upland movements as far as 1,640 feet (500
meters) away from water (Holland 1994; Reese and Welsh 1997). During overwintering, turtles will
typically burrow into duff (a thick layer of duff often being a key habitat component) or soil within areas
characterized by significant canopy cover of vegetation such as willow, blackberry, coyote bush,
Monterey pine, poison oak, and stinging nettle (Holland 1994; Bettleheim 2005). Nesting sites are
typically found within areas of sparse vegetation comprised of short grasses or forbs and dry soils with
high clay or silt fractions. Nest distances from water have been observed from as close as 10 feet (3
meters) up to 1,319 feet (402 meters) (Holland 1994).
Western pond turtle populations are known to inhabit portions of the Pajaro River upstream of the BSA
(Figure 5). Potential and confirmed breeding habitat is present in the non-native grassland and weedy,
ruderal habitat near the river and within the channelized floodplain (DDA 2013). The Pajaro River is
separated from the project area by a steep densely vegetated ravine as well as partially by a mining
operation, residential development, Trafton Road, and active agricultural fields. The nearest western pond
turtle occurrence is located approximately 1.1 miles east of the Project area within a man-made pond
surrounding a commercial development. The pond is separated from the Project area by the development
as well as active agricultural fields.
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Figure 5. Western Pond Turtle Occurrence Map
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The Pajaro River is located approximately 900-5,800 feet to the west of the Project Area separated by a
steep ravine. These distances are generally near or beyond the typical maximum upland dispersal
distances observed for this species. With the exception of the detention basins, no other suitable aquatic
features are present within the BSA and inter-drainage migration between the Pajaro River and the BSA is
unlikely as such movements are considered extremely rare. Additionally, the Project area generally lacks
suitable substrate and microhabitat conditions associated with western pond turtle terrestrial habitat use.
Although the man-made detention basin and adjacent non-native grassland and coastal scrub provide
theoretically suitable upland, dispersal, and breeding habitat it is extremely unlikely that this species
would occur within the BSA. Due to the low potential for occurrence the Project is anticipated to have no
potential direct or indirect impacts to this species and implementation of the recommended AMMs listed
in Section 6 will further minimize the potential for impacts to this species during Project activities.

4.5.2.4 WHITE-TAILED KITE
The white-tailed kite is a yearlong resident inhabiting California’s coastal and valley lowlands. They
require open habitats next to nest sites for foraging. Nesting typically occurs within isolated trees or
within stands. Individual nests are placed near the top of dense tree stands, usually 20-100 feet
aboveground. Foraging habitats supporting large prey populations including ungrazed or little grazed
grasslands, agriculture, and grass dominated wetlands are important. Nest-building occurs January
through August (Dunk 1995). Egg laying begins in February and probably peaks in March and April.
Peak fledging probably occurs in May and June with most fledging complete by October (PRBO 2015).
The nearest recorded white-tailed kite nesting occurrence is located approximately 4.5 miles southeast of
the Project area near Elkhorn Slough. Eucalyptus forest observed in the northwestern portion of the BSA
as well as other isolated trees may provide suitable nesting habitat for this species. Implementation of the
recommended AMMs listed in Section 6 will further minimize the potential for impacts to white-tailed
kite during Project activities.

4.5.3 Nesting Migratory Passerine Birds and Raptors
Most nesting bird species are protected under the MBTA as well as California Fish and Game Code
Sections 3503, 3503.5, 3505, 3513, 3800, and 3801.6. Additional protections are provided to state listed
species and fully protected species under CESA and California Fish and Game Code Section 3511,
respectively. The migratory bird nesting season is generally identified as February 1-August 31, but varies
by species. These regulations prohibit the removal of active nests and provide nests with protection from
“take” typically in the form of activity-free buffers around active nests or other performance controls.
There are further provisions that prohibit the removal of inactive nests used by raptors and listed species.
Several habitats within and adjacent to the BSA including eucalyptus forest, northern coastal scrub,
central coast riparian scrub, mixed chaparral, coastal and valley freshwater marsh, and isolated trees may
provide suitable nesting substrate for avian species. During field surveys a variety of avian activity was
observed, including long flights, short flights, foraging, calling, and singing. No active nests were
observed within the BSA; however, the survey was conducted outside of the typical nesting season for
most species. A list of all vertebrate species including avian species observed during the survey is
included in Appendix D. Given the presence of suitable habitats, there is potential for avian species to
nest near or within the Project area during the typical nesting season. Implementation of the
recommended AMMs listed in Section 6 will further minimize the potential for impacts to MBTA
covered species during Project activities.
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Figure 6. Nesting Avian Occurrence Map
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5 IMPACT AND PERMITTING ASSESSMENT
The Project includes construction of approximately 1.3 miles of pipeline. The Project area encompasses
an approximate 13.3-acre workspace as well as additional access roads. Site disturbance, grading, and
excavation will occur predominantly within previously disturbed dirt roads, agricultural fields, or dirt
equipment pads. A small portion of the Project will occur with an area of non-native grassland supporting
limited native vegetation. Upon completion of the Project, disturbed areas will be restored to match
preconstruction conditions and all temporary construction materials will be removed.
No work will occur within jurisdictional wetlands, waters of the United States, waters of the State, coastal
wetlands, or other ESHAs. The Project is not anticipated to be subject to permitting pursuant to the Clean
Water Act, Federal or California Endangered Species Acts, Section 1602 of the California Fish and Game
Code, or any other discretionary approvals. Furthermore, the project is exempt from requiring a Coastal
Development Permit (CDP) from the County pursuant to County Zoning Ordinance Title 20,
§20.70.120.(P), which specifically exempts public works projects determined by the Coastal Commission
to be consistent with a Public Work Plan certified by the CCC pursuant to CCA Section 30605. The
Project was included within the adopted Pajaro Valley BMP that received a consistency certification with
the California Coastal Management Program from the CCC on February 18, 2005 (Certification No. CC088-04). Confirmation that the Project qualifies for the above referenced exemption was made based on
communication between representatives from PVWMA and the County Planning Department (Bannister,
pers. comm. 2015).
Although there is potential for special-status species to occur within the BSA and Project area, no
significant impacts are anticipated to special-status species or environmentally sensitive habitats.
Implementation of the AMMs recommended in Section 6 will further minimize the potential for impacts
to biological resources during Project activities. Below is a detailed assessment of potential Project
impacts to special-status species, protected avian species, and environmentally sensitive habitats.

5.1 Special-Status Plants
No special-status plants were observed during field surveys. Project activities will occur entirely within
highly disturbed agricultural areas and potential direct or indirect impacts to special-status plants are not
anticipated. Although not observed within the Project area, surveys were conducted outside of the
blooming period for five special-status plant species (see Section 4.5.1) that have a low potential to occur
within the Project area. If special-status plant species are found to be present within the Project area,
construction of the Project could adversely affect these species, either directly or through habitat
modifications, or substantially reduce the number or restrict the range of any plant species identified as a
candidate, sensitive, or special-status species in local or regional plans, policies, or regulations, or by the
CDFW or USFWS. With the implementation of recommended AMMs 1 and 2, including preconstruction
surveys and plant avoidance or replacement, there will be less than significant impacts to special-status
plants (see Section 6).

5.2 Special-Status Wildlife
With the exception of a transient white-tailed kite, no special-status wildlife species were observed during
field surveys. The Project area consists of highly disturbed agricultural areas generally lacking natural
habitat conditions and the substrate and microhabitat conditions typically necessary to support specialstatus wildlife. Several man-made detention basins are located to the north of the eastern portion of the
Project alignment that may provide suitable breeding and/or refuge habitat for several special-status
wildlife species (see Section 4.5.2 et seq.). Similarly, agricultural areas and non-native grasslands within
the Project area may provide low quality upland and dispersal habitat for special-status wildlife species.
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Bullfrogs were observed within the detention basins. Bullfrogs are a primary predator of California redlegged frog and California tiger salamander. The presence of bullfrogs has been associated with localized
extirpation and significantly reduces the potential for presence of these species. The detention basins and
adjacent upland habitats are also generally geographically isolated from known wildlife source
populations, separated by intervening roadways and agricultural or other developed lands. Ongoing
agricultural operations in the Project area may further preclude or dissuade the presence of special-status
wildlife to occur within the already low quality habitats present by resulting in continued and repeated
habitat disturbance as well as noise generation and the attraction of predators. Additionally, infrastructure
and other man-made facilities as well as rugged terrain features surrounding the Project area (e.g., paved
roads, agricultural operations, industrial agricultural facilities, and densely vegetated steep ravines) may
present potential significant barriers to dispersal of wildlife into the Project area.
Given the distances to documented occurrences of special-status wildlife species and a review of habitats
present within the Project area, it is determined there is a low potential for special-status wildlife species
to occur. If special-status wildlife species are found to be present within the Project area, construction and
operation of the Project could result in a substantial adverse effect, either directly or through habitat
modifications, or substantially reduce the number or restrict the range of any wildlife species identified as
a candidate, sensitive, or special-status species in local or regional plans, policies, or regulations, or by the
CDFW or USFWS. With implementation of recommended AMMs 3, 4, and 5 in Section 6, including preconstruction wildlife surveys, wildlife exclusions fencing, and worker environmental awareness training,
impacts to special-status wildlife will be less than significant.

5.3 Nesting Migratory Passerine Birds and Raptors
Project activities may be conducted within the nesting season for many passerine and raptor species.
Potential impacts to nesting birds from Project activities include direct take of active nests from
vegetation removal activities or indirect impacts via noise disturbance (e.g., activity causing alteration of
breeding behavior). This represents a potential significant impact that can be reduced to a less than
significant level with mitigation identified in this report. With implementation of recommended AMM 4
and 5 listed in Section 6, including pre-activity nesting bird surveys and avoidance of active nests,
impacts to nesting birds will be less than significant.

5.4 Environmentally Sensitive Habitats
No construction activities are proposed within any jurisdictional wetlands or waters, special-status natural
communities, or other environmentally sensitive habitat areas. The Project area generally consists of
highly disturbed agricultural areas lacking natural habitat conditions. Several man-made detention basins
area located in the northeastern portion of the BSA and may be considered as waters of the State, coastal
wetlands, or under other jurisdictions. No project activities will occur within these features. However,
impacts could result if soil or sediment from project activities enters these features. With implementation
of the recommended AMMs 6 and 7listed in Section 6, including wetland avoidance and soil erosion
control measures, impacts to jurisdictional wetlands, waters, or environmentally sensitive habitats will be
less than significant.

6 AVOIDANCE AND MINIMIZATION MEASURES
The following AMMs are recommended to reduce potential impacts to sensitive biological resources:
1. Pre-Construction Plant Surveys. Occurrences of special-status plant species shall be avoided by
Project construction activities to the extent feasible. All facilities and construction activities will be
maintained outside habitats supporting special-status plant species where feasible. Prior to
construction, a qualified PVWMA biologist will conduct a survey during the appropriate blooming
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season for plants determined to have the potential to occur in the Project area (June includes all
species) to ascertain the presence or absence of special-status plant species within suitable habitats
within the Project area (non-native grassland). The following measures will be implemented upon
completion of the survey:


If no species are encountered, no mitigation is required.



If a special-status species is found within the Project area, a setback of 50 feet will be
established between the occurrence and construction activities. Prior to construction,
PVWMA will install temporary construction fencing at the 50-foot setback line to prevent
inadvertent equipment access or construction staging within the special-status plant habitat.
This fencing will be signed in the field as “SENSITIVE HABITAT AREA — NO
CONSTRUCTION ACCESS.” A qualified PVWMA biologist will inspect the temporary
construction barrier fence and monitor the contractor’s compliance with this avoidance
measure. If complete avoidance of special-status plant species infeasible, impacts would be
minimized through implementation of Mitigation Measure 2.

2. Plant Protocols. Prior to clearing and grubbing in areas where impacts to special-status plant species
cannot be avoided, PVWMA will consult with applicable resource agencies (i.e., CDFW and/or
USFWS) prior to impacts potentially including implementing salvage and revegetation actions. All
salvage and revegetation actions would be made in coordination with the appropriate agency and
would not occur until all necessary approvals were in place but may include the following:


A PVWMA approved biologist will collect any available aboveground seed pods/seed heads
for their use in future revegetation efforts.



During construction, the upper 6 inches of topsoil from areas supporting the plant species will
be stripped from the construction area and stored for later use. The topsoil will be used in
future revegetation efforts which may be onsite (if feasible) or at an offsite location approved
by permitting agencies (i.e., USFWS or CDFW). At the designated revegetation area, all
stockpiled topsoil will be placed onsite and finish graded to blend with surrounding
topography. Under direction of a PVWMA approved biologist, the areas will be revegetated
with locally native herbaceous plant species compatible with natural regeneration of the
special-status plant species. The PVWMA approved biologist will hand broadcast any seeds
collected from the special-status plant species into the appropriate habitat areas.



The revegetation will achieve success criteria determined in coordination with the appropriate
agency including mitigation ratios (e.g. a minimum of 2:1 plant replacement), monitoring
requirements (e.g. monitoring of success criteria for a minimum of 2 years), and annual
reporting.

3. Survey, Consultation, and Protection Measures for Special-Status Wildlife Species. Potential
habitat for the California red-legged frog, western pond turtle, and California tiger salamander was
observed during the site assessment. Thus, the following measures shall be implemented to avoid
construction-related impacts to these species:


Pre-construction surveys for California red-legged frog, western pond turtle, and California
tiger salamander within the construction zone shall be conducted no longer than 14 days prior
to work activities by a qualified PVWMA biologist. If no individuals of these species are
detected during these surveys, then construction-related activities may proceed. If specialstatus wildlife species are found within the construction disturbance zone at any time,
construction will be halted and will not resume until the species has moved off of the
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construction site on its own volition. The PVWMA biologist will conduct a survey of the
active work area to confirm the species has left the site before construction can resume.


Silt fencing/exclusion fencing should be installed along all boundaries of the work area,
including any staging areas prior to the commencement of construction activities. Fencing
should be installed to cover the maximum distance practicable while not impeding farm
equipment movements within the project vicinity (e.g., gaps should be permitted along
existing active farm roads). Fencing should be of a suitable material that would prevent
California red-legged frog, western pond turtle, and California tiger salamander movements,
and should be keyed-in appropriately (at least 6 inches deep) with 10-foot-long turnarounds
facing away from the Project location at open ends (e.g., ends of the alignment and at gaps
described above) to redirect these small animals away from openings. In areas where fencing
may impede existing non-jurisdictional agricultural drainage ditches and potentially facilitate
erosion (due to backflow) fencing may be installed along the ground surface and weighted
with sandbags to prevent these small animal movements but allow for positive flow.
Exclusion fencing should not include poly mesh fencing or other similar fencing that could
entrap or snag reptiles, amphibians, or other small animals. The fencing should be maintained
until all work has been completed; damaged areas should be repaired immediately upon
discovery. Fencing should be inspected for damage regularly and following rain events
greater than 0.5-inches within any 24-hour period.

4. Pre-Construction Worker Environmental Awareness Training. Prior to any Project construction
activities, environmental awareness training will be conducted for onsite construction personnel by a
PVWMA biologist. The training will explain measures to prevent impacts on nesting birds and
special-status species with potential to occur in the Project area. The training will also include a
description of these special-status species and their habitat needs, and an explanation of the status of
these species and their protection under the FESA, CESA, MBTA and other statutes. A brochure will
be provided with color photos of sensitive species as well as a discussion of Project measures.
5. Pre-Construction Nesting Bird Surveys. Prior to any Project construction activities, the Project
proponent will take the following steps to avoid direct losses of active nests, eggs, and nestlings and
indirect impacts to avian breeding success:


If construction activities occur only during the non-breeding season, between August 31 and
February 1, no surveys will be required.



During the breeding bird season (February 1 through August 31), a qualified PVWMA
biologist will survey construction areas in the vicinity of the Project site for nesting raptors
and passerine birds not more than 14 days prior to any ground-disturbing activity or
vegetation removal. Surveys will include all potential habitats within 0.25 mile of activities
for white-tailed kite, 500 feet of activities for raptors, and 50 feet of activities for all other
species of activities. If results are positive for nesting birds, avoidance procedures will be
adopted, if necessary, on a case-by-case basis. These may include implementation of buffer
areas (minimum 50-foot buffer for passerines, 250-foot minimum buffer for most raptors, and
0.25 mile for white-tailed kite) or seasonal avoidance. Buffer areas around active nests may
be reduced on a case-by-case basis by an approved PVWMA biologist. The PVWMA
biologist will consider factors such as topography, land use, Project activities, visual
screening or line-of-site to active nest, and background noise levels when establishing a
reduced nest buffer. A full-time biological monitor will be present during all activities that
occur within reduced nest buffers to monitor the active nest(s) for signs of disturbance or
“take”. The biologist will notify and work through the Construction Manager or their
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designated representative to stop work if the biologist determines that a disturbance is
occurring.
6. Avoidance of Wetlands. Trenching shall be limited to existing filled or developed areas. All
wetlands and waters will be avoided.
7. Implement Standard Protective Measures to Maintain Water Quality and Control Erosion and
Sedimentation. Standard measures to maintain water quality and to control erosion and
sedimentation shall be implemented. These measures include developing a Stormwater Pollution
Prevention Plan (SWPPP), developing a spill prevention plan, storing equipment and materials
outside the potential water features, maintaining vehicles and equipment to avoid spills, and
restricting refueling of all equipment outside of active agricultural fields, agricultural drainage
ditches, and detention basins.
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Appendix A.
Photo Documentation
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PHOTO 1:
View facing
southwest at ruderal
habitat and residence
near western
terminus of K1
Pipeline at Jensen
Road.
Photo taken on
December 10, 2014.

PHOTO 2:
View facing north at
non-native grassland
habitat in
northeastern portion
of the alignment.
Photo taken on
December 10, 2014.
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PHOTO 3:
Typical view of
pipeline alignment in
dirt road with
adjacent agricultural
fields.
Photo taken on
December 10, 2014.

PHOTO 4:
Typical view of
pipeline alignment in
dirt road with
adjacent residence
and eucalyptus forest
in distance.
Photo taken on
December 10, 2014.
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PHOTO 5:
Typical view of
disturbed land use
associated with
agricultural
operations along and
in vicinity of Project
area.
Photo taken on
December 10, 2014.

PHOTO 6:
View facing north at
ravine north of the
BSA.
Photo taken on
December 10, 2014.
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PHOTO 7:
View facing
northeastern
detention basin.
Photo taken on
December 10, 2014.

PHOTO 8:
View facing
northwestern
detention basin.
Photo taken on
December 10, 2014.
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PHOTO 9:
View facing
southwestern
detention basin.
Photo taken on
December 10, 2014.

PHOTO 10:
View facing
southeastern
detention basin.
Photo taken on
December 10, 2014.
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Appendix B.
Previously Analyzed Pipeline Alignments
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Appendix C.
Special-Status Species Occurrences and Potential Assessment
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Table C-1. Special-status Species and Habitats Considered for Potential Occurrence in the Biological Study Area
(plants and natural communities)
Species Name

General Habitat Description

Legal Status
Federal/State/
CNPS

Potential for Occurrence

Plant Species of Concern
bent-flowered fiddleneck
Amsinckia lunaris

Anderson's manzanita
Arctostaphylos andersonii

Hooker's manzanita
Arctostaphylos hookeri ssp.
hookeri

Pajaro manzanita
Arctostaphylos pajaroensis

An annual herb found in coastal bluff scrub,
cismontane woodland, and valley and foothill
grassland. From 3 to 500 m. Flower season: March–
June.

--/--/1B.2

Low: Grasslands in the northeastern portion of the
Project area provide low quality habitat for this
species. No CNDDB occurrences have been
recorded within 5 miles of the Project area.
Grassland areas are regularly disturbed as part of
agricultural activities.

A perennial evergreen shrub in broadleafed upland
forest, chaparral, and north coast coniferous forest in
openings and edges. From 60 to 760 m. Flower
season: November–May.

--/--/1B.2

None: Suitable habitat not present in the BSA. No
CNDDB occurrences have been recorded within 5
miles of the Project area.

A perennial evergreen shrub found in closed-cone
coniferous forest, chaparral, cismontane woodland,
and coastal scrub with sandy soil. From 60 to 536 m.
Flower season: January–June.

--/--/1B.2

None: Suitable habitat not present in the BSA. The
nearest CNDDB occurrence is located approximately
2.5 miles east of the Project area (2001).

A perennial evergreen shrub that occurs in chaparral
(sandy). From 30 to 760 m. Flower season:
December–March.

--/--/1B.1

None: Suitable habitat not present in the BSA. The
nearest CNDDB occurrence is located approximately
1.3 miles south of the Project area (1995).

--/--/1B.2

None: Suitable habitat not present in the BSA and
located outside of the known elevation range for this
species. No CNDDB occurrences have been
recorded within 5 miles of the Project area.

Kings Mountain manzanita A perennial evergreen shrub that occurs in broadArctostaphylos regismontana

leafed upland forest, chaparral, and north coast
coniferous forest with granitic or sandstone based soil.
From 305 to 730 m. Flower season: January–April.

Santa Cruz Mountains
pussypaws

An annual herb found in chaparral and cismontane
woodland openings with sandy or gravelly-based soil.
From 305 to 1530 m. Flower season: May–August.

--/--/1B.2

None: Suitable habitat not present in the BSA and
located outside of the known elevation range for this
species. No CNDDB occurrences have been
recorded within 5 miles of the Project area.

A perennial rhizomatous herb that occurs in coastal
prairie; lake margins of marshes and swamps; and
valley and foothill grassland. From 0 to 625 m. Flower
season: May–September.

--/--/2B.1

Low: Man-made detention basins that persistently
contain water in the northeast portion of the BSA may
provide suitable habitat for this species. No CNDDB
occurrences have been recorded within 5 miles of the
Project area. Impacts to this species not expected to
occur as a result of project activities.

Calyptridium parryi var.
hesseae

bristly sedge
Carex comosa
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Table C-1. Special-status Species and Habitats Considered for Potential Occurrence in the Biological Study Area
(plants and natural communities)
Species Name
deceiving sedge
Carex saliniformis

Coyote ceanothus
Ceanothus ferrisiae

Congdon’s tarplant
Centromadia parryi ssp.
Congdonii

Ben Lomond spineflower
Chorizanthe pungens var.
hartwegiana

Monterey spineflower
Chorizanthe pungens var.
pungens

Scotts Valley spineflower
Chorizanthe robusta var.
hartwegii

General Habitat Description
A perennial rhizomatous herb in coastal prairie,
coastal scrub, meadows and seeps, and marshes and
swamps (coastal salt) with mesic soils. From 3 to 230
m. Flower season: June (July).

A perennial evergreen shrub in chaparral; coastal
scrub; and valley and foothill grassland with
serpentine soil. From 120 to 460 m. Flower season:
January–May.

Legal Status
Federal/State/
CNPS

Potential for Occurrence

--/--/1B.2

Low: Man-made detention basins that persistently
contain water in the northeast portion of the BSA may
provide suitable habitat for this species. No CNDDB
occurrences have been recorded within 5 miles of the
Project area. Impacts to this species not expected to
occur as a result of project activities.

FE/--/1B.1

None: Suitable habitat (serpentine soil) not present
in the BSA and located outside of the known
elevation range for this species. No CNDDB
occurrences have been recorded within 5 miles of the
Project area.

An annual herb that occurs in valley and foothill
grassland (alkaline). From 0 to 230 m. Flower season:
May–October (November).

--/--/1B.1

Low: Grasslands in the northeastern portion of the
Project area provide low quality habitat for this
species. Soils in the area are not known to be
alkaline. The area is also regularly disturbed as part
of agricultural activities with aerial imagery showing
sign of disturbance (tilling) as recent as 2012. The
nearest known CNDDB records are located ~3.8
miles north (2008) and 3.5 miles south (2010) of the
BSA.

An annual herb found in lower montane coniferous
forest (maritime ponderosa pine sandhills). From 90 to
610 m. Flower season: April–July.

FE/--/1B.1

None: Suitable habitat not present in the BSA and
located outside of the known elevation range for this
species. No CNDDB occurrences have been
recorded within 5 miles of the Project area.

An annual herb that occurs in chaparral (maritime);
cismontane woodland; coastal dunes; coastal scrub;
and valley and foothill grassland with sandy soil. From
3 to 450 m. Flower season: April–June (July, August).

FT/--/1B.2

Low: Grasslands in the northeastern portion of the
Project area and costal scrub along the northern
border of the BSA provide low quality habitat for this
species. A total of 9 CNDDB records have been
recorded within 5 miles of the BSA, with the nearest
record 0.6 mile to the southwest (1999).

An annual herb found in meadows and seeps (sandy)
and valley and foothill grassland (mudstone and
Purisima outcrops). From 230 to 245 m. Flower
season: April–July.

FE/--/1B.1

None: BSA and located outside of the known
elevation range for this species. No CNDDB
occurrences have been recorded within 5 miles of the
Project area.
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Table C-1. Special-status Species and Habitats Considered for Potential Occurrence in the Biological Study Area
(plants and natural communities)
Species Name
robust spineflower
Chorizanthe robusta var.
robusta

seaside bird’s-beak
Cordylanthus rigidus ssp.
littoralis

Santa Clara Valley
dudleya
Dudleya abramsii ssp.
setchellii

Eastwood’s goldenbush
Ericameria fasciculate

Hoover’s button-celery
Eryngium aristulatum var.
hooveri

sand-loving wallflower
Erysimum ammophilum

Menzies’s wallflower
Erysimum menziesii

Santa Cruz wallflower
Erysimum teretifolium

General Habitat Description

Legal Status
Federal/State/
CNPS

Potential for Occurrence

An annual herb in chaparral (maritime), cismontane
woodland (openings), Coastal dunes, Coastal scrub
with sandy or gravelly soil. From 3 to 300 m. Flower
season: April–September.

FE/--/1B.1

None: Suitable habitat for this species is not present
in the BSA. No CNDDB occurrences have been
recorded within 5 miles of the Project area.

An annual herb hemiparasitic occurring in closed-cone
coniferous forest, chaparral (maritime), cismontane
woodland, coastal dunes, and coastal scrub with
sandy soil, often disturbed sites. From 0 to 515 m.
Flower season: April–October.

--/SE/1B.1

None: Suitable habitat for this species is not present
in the BSA. No CNDDB occurrences have been
recorded within 5 miles of the Project area.

A perennial herb found in cismontane woodland and
valley and foothill grassland with serpentine soil,
rocky. From 60 to 455 m. Flower season: April–
October.

FE/--/1B.1

None: Suitable habitat not present in the BSA and
located just outside of the known elevation range for
this species. No CNDDB occurrences have been
recorded within 5 miles of the Project area.

A perennial evergreen shrub in closed-cone
coniferous forest, chaparral (maritime), coastal dunes,
and openings in coastal scrub with sandy soil. From
30 to 275 m. Flower season: July–October.

--/--/1B.1

None: Suitable habitat for this species is not present
in the BSA. The nearest known CNDDB record is
located 2.5 miles east of the BSA in 2001.

An annual/perennial herb found in vernal pools. From
3 to 45 m. Flower season: July(August).

--/--/1B.1

None: Suitable habitat for this species is not present
in the BSA. No CNDDB occurrences have been
recorded within 5 miles of the Project area.

A perennial herb found in chaparral (maritime), coastal
dunes, and openings in coastal scrub with sandy soil.
From 0 to 60 m. Flower season: February–June.

--/--/1B.2

None: Suitable habitat for this species is not present
in the BSA. The nearest known CNDDB record is
located 1.2 miles west of the BSA dating back to
1950.

A perennial herb that occurs in coastal dunes. From 0
to 35 m. Flower season: March–September.

FE/SE/1B.1

None: Suitable habitat for this species is not present
in the BSA. No CNDDB occurrences have been
recorded within 5 miles of the Project area.

A perennial herb that occurs in chaparral and lower
montane coniferous forest with inland marine sands.
From 120 to 610 m. Flower season: March–July.

FE/SE/1B.1

None: Suitable habitat not present in the BSA and
located outside of the known elevation range for this
species. No CNDDB occurrences have been
recorded within 5 miles of the Project area.
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Table C-1. Special-status Species and Habitats Considered for Potential Occurrence in the Biological Study Area
(plants and natural communities)
Species Name
minute pocket moss
Fissidens pauperculus

fragrant fritillary
Fritillaria liliacea

Monterey gilia
Gilia tenuiflora ssp. arenaria

San Francisco gumplant
Grindelia hirsutula var.
maritime

Loma Prieta hoita
Hoita strobilina

Santa Cruz tarplant
Holocarpha macradenia

General Habitat Description

Legal Status
Federal/State/
CNPS

Potential for Occurrence

A moss found in north coast coniferous forest (damp
coastal soil). From 10 to 1024 m.

--/--/1B.2

None: Suitable habitat for this species is not present
in the BSA. No CNDDB occurrences have been
recorded within 5 miles of the Project area.

A perennial bulbiferous herb occurring in cismontane
woodland; coastal prairie; coastal scrub; and valley
and foothill grassland often with serpentine soil. From
3 to 410 m. Flower season: February–April.

--/--/1B.2

None: Suitable habitat (serpentine soil) not present
in the BSA. No CNDDB occurrences have been
recorded within 5 miles of the Project area.

An annual herb that occurs in chaparral (maritime),
cismontane woodland, coastal dunes, and openings in
coastal scrub with sandy soil. From 0 to 45 m. Flower
season: April–June.

FE/SE/1B.2

None: Suitable habitat for this species is not present
in the BSA. Three CNDDB records have been
recorded within 5 miles of the BSA between 1993
and 1995.

A perennial herb found in coastal bluff scrub, coastal
scrub, and valley and foothill grassland with sandy or
serpentine soil. From 15 to 400 m. Flower season:
June–September.

--/--/3.2

Low: Grasslands in the northeastern portion of the
Project area provide low quality habitat for this
species. Soils in the area are sandy but not known to
be serpentine. The area is also regularly disturbed as
part of agricultural activities with aerial imagery
showing sign of disturbance (tilling) as recent as
2012. No CNDDB occurrences have been recorded
within 5 miles of the Project area.

A perennial herb occurring in chaparral, cismontane
woodland, and riparian woodland, usually serpentine,
mesic. From 30 to 860 m. Flower season: May–July
(August, October).

--/--/1B.1

None: Suitable habitat for this species is not present
in the BSA. No CNDDB occurrences have been
recorded within 5 miles of the Project area.

An annual herb found in coastal prairie, coastal scrub,
and valley and foothill grassland often clay, sandy.
From 10 to 220 m. Flower season: June–October.

FT/SE/1B.1

Low: Grasslands in the northeastern portion of the
Project area and costal scrub along the northern
border of the BSA provide low quality habitat for this
species. The grassland area is also regularly
disturbed as part of agricultural activities with aerial
imagery showing sign of disturbance (tilling) as
recent as 2012. Seven CNDDB records have been
recorded within 5 miles of the BSA between 1896
and 2007, with the nearest record located 2.75 miles
northeast of the BSA (1993).
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Table C-1. Special-status Species and Habitats Considered for Potential Occurrence in the Biological Study Area
(plants and natural communities)
Species Name
Kellogg’s horkelia
Horkelia cuneata var. sericea

smooth lessingia
Lessingia micradenia var.
glabrata

clover lupine
Lupinus tidestromii

arcuate bush-mallow
Malacothamnus arcuatus

Hall’s bush-mallow
Malacothamnus hallii

Mt. Diablo cottonweed
Micropus amphiboles

woodland woollythreads
Monolopia gracilens

Dudley’s lousewort
Pedicularis dudleyi

General Habitat Description

Legal Status
Federal/State/
CNPS

Potential for Occurrence

A perennial herb found in closed-cone coniferous
forest, chaparral (maritime), coastal dunes, and
openings of coastal scrub with sandy or gravellybased soil. From 10 to 200 m. Flower season: April–
September.

--/--/1B.1

None: Suitable habitat for this species is not present
in the BSA.

An annual herb that occurs in chaparral and
cismontane woodland with serpentine soil, often
roadsides. From 120 to 420 m. Flower season: July–
November.

--/--/1B.2

None: Suitable habitat not present in the BSA and
located outside of the known elevation range for this
species. No CNDDB occurrences have been
recorded within 5 miles of the Project area.

A perennial rhizomatous herb that occurs in coastal
dunes. From 0 to 100 m. Flower season: April-June..

FE/SE/1B.1

None: Suitable habitat for this species is not present
in the BSA. No CNDDB occurrences have been
recorded within 5 miles of the Project area.

A perennial evergreen shrub that occurs in chaparral
and cismontane woodland. From 15 to 355 m. Flower
season: April–September.

--/--/1B.2

None: Suitable habitat for this species is not present
in the BSA. No CNDDB occurrences have been
recorded within 5 miles of the Project area.

A perennial evergreen shrub found in chaparral and
coastal scrub. From 10 to 760 m. Flower season:
May–September.

--/--/1B.2

None: Suitable habitat for this species is not present
in the BSA. No CNDDB occurrences have been
recorded within 5 miles of the Project area.

An annual herb that occurs in broadleafed upland
forest, chaparral, cismontane woodland, and valley
and foothill grassland with rocky soil. From 45 to 825
m. Flower season: Mar–May.

--/--/3.2

An annual herb broadleafed found in upland forest
(openings), chaparral (openings), cismontane
woodland, north coast coniferous forest (openings),
and valley and foothill grassland with serpentine soil.
From 100 to 1200 m. Flower season: (February)
March–July.

--/--/1B.2

None: Suitable habitat not present in the BSA and
located outside of the known elevation range for this
species.

A perennial herb found in chaparral (maritime);
cismontane woodland; north coast coniferous forest;
and valley and foothill grassland. From 60 to 900 m.
Flower season: April–June.

--/SR/1B.2

None: BSA is located outside of the known elevation
range for this species. No CNDDB occurrences have
been recorded within 5 miles of the Project area

SWCA Environmental Consultants

None: Suitable soils for this species not present in
the BSA. No CNDDB occurrences have been
recorded within 5 miles of the Project area
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Table C-1. Special-status Species and Habitats Considered for Potential Occurrence in the Biological Study Area
(plants and natural communities)
Species Name

General Habitat Description

Santa Cruz Mountains
beardtongue
Penstemon rattanii var. kleei

white-rayed pentachaeta
Pentachaeta bellidiflora

Yadon’s rein orchid
Piperia yadonii

Choris’ popcorn-flower
Plagiobothrys chorisianus
var. Chorisianus

San Francisco popcornflower
Plagiobothrys diffuses

Scotts Valley polygonum
Polygonum hickmanii

pine rose
Rosa pinetorum

albidus

Potential for Occurrence

--/--/1B.2

None: Suitable habitat not present in the BSA and
located outside of the known elevation range for this
species. No CNDDB occurrences have been
recorded within 5 miles of the Project area

An annual herb found in cismontane woodland and
valley and foothill grassland (often serpentine). From
35 to 620 m. Flower season: March–May.

FE/SE/1B.1

None: Suitable habitat (serpentine soil) not present
in the BSA. Elevations in BSA near bottom limit of
species extent. No CNDDB occurrences have been
recorded within 5 miles of the Project area.

A perennial herb occurring in coastal bluff scrub,
closed-cone coniferous forest, and chaparral
(maritime) with sandy soil. From 10 to 510 m. Flower
season: (February) May–August.

FE/--/1B.1

None: Suitable habitat for this species is not present
in the BSA. The most recent known occurrence was
recorded 2.5 miles east of the BSA in 2001.

A perennial herb occurring in chaparral, lower
montane coniferous forest, and north coast coniferous
forest. From 400 to 1100 m. Flower season: May–
June.

An annual herb found in chaparral, coastal prairie, and
coastal scrub with mesic soil. From 15 to 160 m.
Flower season: March–June.

--/--/1B.2

None: Suitable soil type for this species is not
present in the BSA. The nearest known occurrence
was recorded approximately 5 miles south of the
BSA in 2005.

An annual herb occurring in seeps and other moist
places in coastal prairie and valley and foothill
grassland. From 60 to 360 m. Flower season: March–
June.

--/SE/1B.1

None: Suitable habitat not present in the BSA and
located slightly outside of the known elevation range
for this species. No CNDDB occurrences have been
recorded within 5 miles of the Project area

An annual herb found in valley and foothill grassland
(mudstone and sandstone). From 210 to 250 m.
Flower season: May–August.

FE/SE/1B.1

None: BSA is located outside of the known elevation
range for this species. No CNDDB occurrences have
been recorded within 5 miles of the Project area

--/--/1B.2

None: Suitable habitat for this species is not present
in the BSA. No CNDDB occurrences have been
recorded within 5 miles of the Project area

--/--/1B.2

None: Suitable habitat for this species is not present
in the BSA and is located outside of the known
elevation range for this species. No CNDDB
occurrences have been recorded within 5 miles of the
Project area

A perennial shrub found in closed-cone coniferous
forest and cismontane woodland. From 2 to 945 m.
Flower season: May–July.

most beautiful jewel-flower An annual herb found in chaparral; cismontane
Streptanthus
peramoenus

Legal Status
Federal/State/
CNPS

ssp. woodland; and valley and foothill grassland with
serpentine soil. From 95 to 1000 m. Flower season:
(March) April–September(October).
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Table C-1. Special-status Species and Habitats Considered for Potential Occurrence in the Biological Study Area
(plants and natural communities)
Species Name
Santa Cruz clover
Trifolium buckwestiorum

saline clover
Trifolium hydrophilum

General Habitat Description

Legal Status
Federal/State/
CNPS

Potential for Occurrence

An annual herb found in broadleafed upland forest,
cismontane woodland, and coastal prairie margins
with gravelly soil. From 105 to 610 m. Flower season:
April–October.

--/--/1B.1

None: Suitable habitat for this species is not present
in the BSA and is located outside of the known
elevation range for this species. No CNDDB
occurrences have been recorded within 5 miles of the
Project area

An annual herb found in marshes and swamps; valley
and foothill grassland (mesic, alkaline); and vernal
pools. From 0 to 300 m. Flower season: April–June.

--/--/1B.2

Low: Man-made detention basins that persistently
contain water in the northeast portion of the BSA may
provide suitable habitat for this species. Three
CNDDB occurrences have been recorded more than
2.5 miles south of the BSA between 1995 and 2000.

Natural Communities of Concern
Central dune scrub

A thick coastal scrub comprised of scattered shrubs, subshrubs, and
herbs, usually less than 1 m tall and often with considerable cover.
Diagnostic species include: Ericameria ericoides, Lupinus chamissonis,
and Artemisia pycnocephala. Only found on the coast between Bodega
Bay and Point Conception.

None: BSA does not support central dune scrub
habitat.

Central maritime chaparral

A variable sclerphyll scrub habitat with well-drained, sand substrates
within the zone of summer coastal fog incursion. Dominated by forms of
Arctostaphylos tomentosa plus one or more other narrowly distributed
manzanita growing in a moderate to high cover (50-100%).

None: BSA does not support central maritime
chaparral habitat.

Coastal and valley freshwater March habitat dominated by perennial, emergent monocots up to 4-5 m None: Project area does not support coastal and
marsh
tall and frequently forming fully closed canopies. Characteristic species valley freshwater marsh habitat.
include: Carex senta, Scirous americanus, and Typha domingensis. Most
widespread in the Sacramento-San Joaquin River Delta, upper portion.
Common in river oxbows and flood plain areas in the Sacramento and
San Joaquin Valleys. Occasionally along the coast, in coastal valleys
near river mouths, and at the margins of springs and lakes.
Coastal brackish marsh

Tidally influenced marsh habitat dominated by perennial, emergent, None: BSA does not support coastal brackish marsh
herbaceous monocots up to 2 m tall, typically with dense complete cover. habitat.
Generally located at the interior edges of coastal bays and estuaries or in
coastal lagoons.
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Table C-1. Special-status Species and Habitats Considered for Potential Occurrence in the Biological Study Area
(plants and natural communities)
Species Name
Northern coastal salt marsh

General Habitat Description

Legal Status
Federal/State/
CNPS

Marsh habitat supporting herbaceous, suffrutescent, salt-tolerant
hydrophytes often active in summer and dormant in winter. Characteristic
species include Jaumea carnosa, Limonium californicum, and Frankenia
salina. Developed around Humboldt Bay, Tomales Bay, San Francisco
Bay, Elkhorn Slough, and Morro Bay.

Potential for Occurrence
None: BSA does not support northern coastal salt
marsh habitat.

Notes for Tables C-1 and C-2
Sources: Holland (1986), CNDDB (2014), USFWS (2014).
Status Codes:
-- = No status
Federal:
FE = Federal Endangered
FT = Federal Threatened
MBTA = Protected by Migratory Bird Treaty Act
State:
SE = State Endangered
ST = State Threatened
SR = State Rare
CSC = California Special Concern Species
FP = Fully Protected
General Habitat Descriptions:
Months in parentheses are uncommon.
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California Native Plant Society (CNPS):
List 1B = Rare, threatened, or endangered in California and elsewhere
List 2 = Rare, threatened, or endangered in California, but more common elsewhere
List 3 = Plants about which more information is needed
List 4 = Watch list of plants of limited distribution
CNPS Threat Code:
.1 = Seriously endangered in California (more than 80% of occurrences threatened / high degree and immediacy
of threat)
.2 = Fairly endangered in California (20–80% occurrences threatened)
.3 = Not very endangered I California (<20% of occurrences threatened or no current threats known)
Potential for Occurrence Ratings:
None = No potential for the species or habitat to occur due to lack of suitable habitat in the BSA.
Low = Species has been mapped within 5 miles of the BSA, but record is old/unreliable, the appropriate habitat
is not present, or the record is far from the Project area.
Moderate = Records have been mapped near the Project area and/or suitable habitat is present, but records are
old or far from the Project area.
High = Species has high likelihood of presence in the BSA, has been mapped in close proximity to the Project
area, and suitable habitat is present.
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Table C-2. Special-status Species and Habitats Considered for Potential Occurrence in the Biological Study Area (wildlife)
Species Name

General Habitat Description

Legal Status
Federal/ State

Potential for Occurrence

Wildlife Species of Concern
Invertebrates
bay checkerspot butterfly
Euphydryas editha bayensis

A medium-sized butterfly that occurs in habitats with
shallow, serpentine-derived, or similar soils. The
primary larval host plant is dwarf plantain (Plantago
erecta) and occasionally purple owl’s clover (Castilleja
densiflora or C. exserta).

FT/--

Occurs in grasslands or oak woodlands that support
natural ephemeral pools or ponds that mimic them.
This species requires seasonal water for breeding and
small mammal burrows, crevices in logs, piles of
lumber, and shrink-swell cracks in the ground for
refuges. To be suitable, aquatic sites must retain at
least 30 centimeters (cm) of water for a minimum of 10
weeks in the winter.

FT/ST, CSC

None: BSA does not provide suitable habitat. No
CNDDB occurrences have been recorded within 5
miles of the BSA.

Amphibians
California tiger
salamander
Ambystoma californiense

SWCA Environmental Consultants

Low: Man-made detention basins that persistently
contain water in the northeast portion of the BSA
may provide suitable aquatic breeding habitat for this
species; however, a high number of predators
observed in this area (bullfrogs, raccoons, feral cats)
likely limits the potential for presence and, if present,
the number of successful breeding pairs.
Furthermore, only a very low number of small
mammal burrow openings that provide refuge/upland
habitat for CTS exist adjacent to the marsh habitat
due to the sandy soils. Six CNDDB occurrences have
been recorded within 5 miles of the BSA, with the
nearest located 0.5 miles east in an active
agricultural area separated from the BSA by Jensen
Road (CNDDB 2008). Given barriers to dispersal to
occupy the basin and the low quality habitat present,
it is unlikely this species would occur in the BSA.
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Table C-2. Special-status Species and Habitats Considered for Potential Occurrence in the Biological Study Area (wildlife)
Species Name
Santa Cruz long-toed
salamander
Ambystoma macrodactylum
croceum

black legless lizard
Anniella pulchra nigra

silvery legless lizard
Anniella pulchra pulchra

General Habitat Description

Potential for Occurrence

Occurs in dense riparian vegetation such as willows,
thick coastal scrub, and oak woodland in southern
Santa Cruz and northern Monterey Counties. This
species resides in small mammal burrows for much of
the year except during the breeding season (Oct-Feb)
when they migrate at night during rain events to/from
ephemeral breeding ponds.

FE/SE, FP

Occurs in sparsely vegetated areas of beach dunes,
chaparral, pine-oak woodlands, desert scrub, sandy
washes, and stream terraces. Species is frequently
known to occur in leaf litter under vegetation and other
debris.

--/CSC

None: Suitable habitat not present in the BSA.
CNDDB records indicate 11 known occurrences of
this species between 1967 and 2001.

Occurs in sparsely vegetated areas of beach dunes,
chaparral, pine-oak woodlands, desert scrub, sandy
washes, and stream terraces with moist warm loose
soils and plant cover. Species primarily lives
underground, burrowing in loose sandy soils emerging
to forage in loose soil, sand, and leaf litter during the
day.

--/CSC

None: Suitable habitat not present in the BSA.
CNDDB records indicate 1 known occurrences of this
species in 1992 approximately 3.25 miles south of
the BSA.

--/CSC

None: Suitable habitat not present in the BSA. The
nearest known occurrence was recorded in 1970
approximately 5 miles north of the Project area.

Foothill yellow-legged frog Occurs in rocky streams and rivers with rocky
Rana boylii

Legal Status
Federal/ State

substrate and open, sunny banks, in forests,
chaparral, and woodlands.

SWCA Environmental Consultants

None: The freshwater marsh habitat at the northeast
end of the BSA may provide suitable aquatic
breeding habitat for this species; however, a high
number of predators observed in this area (bullfrogs,
raccoons, and feral cats) likely limits the number of
successful breeding pairs. Furthermore, no suitable
upland habitat (coast live oak forest) is present in the
BSA. Seven CNDDB occurrences have been
recorded within 5 miles of the BSA, with the nearest
approximately 1 mile south of the Project area,
however this is their maximum known migratory
distance between breeding sites and upland habitat.
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Table C-2. Special-status Species and Habitats Considered for Potential Occurrence in the Biological Study Area (wildlife)
Species Name
California red-legged frog
Rana draytonii

General Habitat Description
Aquatic habitats with little or no flow and surface water
depths to at least 2.3 feet. Presence of fairly sturdy
underwater supports such as cattails.

Legal Status
Federal/ State

Potential for Occurrence

FT/CSC

Low: Man-made detention basins that persistently
contain water in the northeast portion of the BSA
may provide suitable aquatic breeding habitat for this
species; however, a high number of predators
observed in this area (bullfrogs, raccoons, feral cats)
likely limits the potential for presence and, if present,
the number of successful breeding pairs. There is
also potential for this species to travel through the
BSA when moving to/from aquatic habitat, or during
upland dispersal. Twenty-seven CNDDB occurrences
have been recorded within 5 miles of the BSA
between 1989 and 2009, with the nearest located 1.5
miles northeast separated from the BSA by Highway
1 (CNDDB 2008). The nearest known occurrence is
located 0.15 miles to the north within a drainage ditch
(DDA 2014). Given barriers to dispersal to occupy
the basin and the low quality habitat present, it is
unlikely this species would occur in the BSA.

--/CSC

Low: The Pajaro River, located approximately 1,0003,300 feet south of the Project area, may provide
suitable aquatic habitat and the adjacent riparian
area and grasslands may provide suitable upland
habitat for this species. No breeding habitat was
observed in the BSA. The Project area is located
outside of the typical migratory distance (150 m) for
this species and inter-drainage migrations are
notably uncommon. Numerous occurrences have
been recorded in the vicinity of the BSA (CNDDB,
DDA 2013).

Reptiles
western pond turtle
Emys marmorata

Occurs in ponds, lakes, rivers, streams, creeks,
marshes, and irrigation ditches with abundant
vegetation and either rocky or muddy bottoms.
Diurnal. Active from February to November.
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Table C-2. Special-status Species and Habitats Considered for Potential Occurrence in the Biological Study Area (wildlife)
Species Name

General Habitat Description

Legal Status
Federal/ State

Potential for Occurrence

Birds
tricolored blackbird

Occurs along coastal areas from northern California to
northern Baja California. Preferred habitats include
annual grasslands, vernal pools, and other seasonal
wetlands. Found in large colonies (up to tens of
thousands of individuals). Nests in in secluded
emergent wetlands and dense thickets near wetlands.

MBTA/CSC

None: No suitable nesting habitat present within the
BSA. The man-made detention basin in the
northeastern portion of the BSA does not provide
substrate of sufficient size for this colony nesting
species. Agricultural areas in the BSA may provide
suitable foraging habitat. No CNDDB occurrences for
this species have been recorded in the BSA since
1989. The closest nesting colony is located in
Warner Lake approximately 3 miles to the northeast.

Small diurnal owl with yellow eyes and long legs that
lives in burrows in grasslands, rangelands, agricultural
areas, deserts, and other open, dry areas with low
vegetation. Burrowing owls often occupy small
mammal burrows rather than digging their own.

MBTA/CSC

None: No suitable burrow sites were observed in the
Project area. The nearest known occurrence was recorded
2 miles southeast of the BSA in 2001 (CNDDB).

short-eared owl
Asio flammeus

Medium sized owl inhabiting open country including
prairie, meadows, tundra, marshes, savanna, and
open woodlands. Nests on the ground in scrapes lines
with grasses. Breeding is most regular in northern
California and in Suisan Marsh, irregular or extralimital
elsewhere.

MBTA/CSC

None: Species generally not known to breed in the BSA.
Monterey county population believed to be extirpated in
1980s. The nearest known occurrence was recorded 4
miles south of the BSA in 1977 (CNDDB).

marbled murrelet

Breeds in coniferous forests near coasts, nesting on
large horizontal branches high up in trees. This
species winters and forages at sea.

Agelaius tricolor

burrowing owl
Athene cunicularia

Brachyramphus marmoratus

western snowy plover
Charadrius alexandrinus

western yellow-billed
cuckoo
Coccyzus americanus
occidentalis

Shores, peninsulas, offshore islands, bays, estuaries,
and rivers along the Pacific Coast. Breeding sites
entail coastal beaches above the high tide line, sand
spits, dune-backed beaches, and river bars.
Occur in wooded habitat with dense cover and nearby
water. This species forages primarily on insects in
dense shrubs and trees.
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FT, MBTA/SE

None: The habitat elements that are typically
associated with the species are not present in the
Project area. No CNDDB occurrences are recorded
within 5 miles of the Project area.

FT, MBTA/CSC None: The habitat elements that are typically
associated with the species are not present in the
Project area.

FT, MBTA/SE

None: The habitat elements that are typically
associated with the species are not present in the
Project area. No CNDDB occurrences are recorded
within 5 miles of the Project area.
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Table C-2. Special-status Species and Habitats Considered for Potential Occurrence in the Biological Study Area (wildlife)
Species Name
yellow warbler
Dendroica petechial

white-tailed kite
Elanus leucurus

California clapper rail
Rallus longirostris obsoletus

bank swallow
Riparia riparia

California least tern
Sternula antillarum (=Sterna,
=albifrons) browni

least Bell's vireo
Vireo bellii pusillus

General Habitat Description

Legal Status
Federal/ State

Potential for Occurrence

Requires riparian habitat during the breeding season,
particularly willows, cottonwoods, and alders, along
with other small trees and shrubs, along waterways
and wetlands.

MBTA/CSC

None: The habitat elements that are typically
associated with the species are not present in the
Project area. No CNDDB occurrences are recorded
within 5 miles of the Project area.

Open grasslands, meadows, or marshlands for
foraging. Isolated trees in open landscapes for nesting
and perching.

MBTA/FP

Moderate: Suitable nesting and foraging habitat was
observed in the BSA. One white-tailed kite was
observed foraging within close proximity to the
Project area during the field survey. The nearest
known nest site was recorded 4 miles southeast of
the BSA in 2002 (CNDDB).

FE, MBTA/SE

None: The habitat elements that are typically
associated with the species are not present in the
Project area.

Small, slender white and brown sparrow that nests in
banks along streams, rivers, ocean coasts, and
reservoirs. Often found in large colonies (up to 2,000
nests) along banks with loose soil that is easy to
burrow into.

MBTA//ST

None: The habitat elements that are typically
associated with the species are not present in the
Project area.

Nest in colonies on beaches, mudflats, and sand
dunes, usually near shallow estuaries and lagoons
where they feed on small fish. Migrate south in winter.

FE, MBTA/SE

None: The habitat elements that are typically
associated with the species are not present in the
Project area. No CNDDB occurrences are recorded
within 5 miles of the Project area.

Occurs in dense, low, shrubby vegetation in riparian
areas, brushy fields, coastal chaparral, and young
second-growth forest or woodland.

FE, MBTA/SE

None: The habitat elements that are typically
associated with the species are not present in the
Project area. No CNDDB occurrences are recorded
within 5 miles of the Project area.

Occurs in salt and brackish marshes dominated by
pickleweed and Pacific cordgrass. Currently, this
species is restricted to marsh areas near San
Francisco Bay. The last California clapper rail to be
sighted in Morro Bay was documented in 1939.
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Table C-2. Special-status Species and Habitats Considered for Potential Occurrence in the Biological Study Area (wildlife)
Species Name

General Habitat Description

Legal Status
Federal/ State

Potential for Occurrence

Mammals
American badger
Taxidea taxus

San Joaquin kit fox
Vulpes macrotis mutica

Occur in a variety of habitat types with the most
preferable being dry, open country with sparse
vegetation such as prairies, grasslands, and open
plains. Primarily nocturnal. Uses underground burrows
for shelter.

--/CSC

None: No suitable burrow sites were observed in the
Project area. The most recent known occurrence
within 5 miles of the BSA was recorded back in 1909
(CNDDB).

Occur in grasslands, agricultural lands, and petroleum
fields and urban areas. Use dens for shelter,
protection, and reproduction.

FE/ST

None: No suitable den sites were observed in the
Project area. No CNDDB occurrences are recorded
within 5 miles of the Project area.
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Vertebrate Species Observed or Detected by Sign
December 10, 2014
Scientific Name

Common Name

Amphibia

Amphibians

Pseudacris regilla

Pacific tree frog

Rana catesbeiana

American bullfrog

Aves

Birds

Bucephala albeola

Bufflehead

Buteo jamaicensis

Red-tailed hawk

Calypte anna

Anna's hummingbird

Cathartes aura

Turkey vulture

Corvus brachyrhynchos

American crow

Dendroica cerulea

Yellow-throated warbler

Dendroica townsendi

Townsend's warbler

Euphagus cyanocephalus

Brewer's blackbird

Fulica Americana

American coot

Melozone crissalis

California towhee

Mimus polyglottos

Northern mockingbird

Sayornis nigricans

Black phoebe

Streptopelia decaocto

Eurasian collared-dove (introduced)

Sturnella neglecta

Western meadowlark

Sturnus vulgaris

European starling (introduced)

Troglodytes aedon

House wren

Vermivora celata

Orange-crowned warbler

Zenaida macroura

Mourning dove

Zonotrichia leucophrys

White-crowned sparrow

Mammalia

Mammals

Canis lupus familiaris

Domestic dog

Felis catus

Domestic cat

Odocoileus hemionus

Black-tailed deer

Procyon lotor

Raccoon
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EONDX
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SITEDATE

FEDLIST

CALLIST

RPLANTRANK

LOCATION

Arctostaphylos hookeri ssp. hookeri

Hooker's manzanita

66310

nonspecific
area

19730522

None

None

1B.2

RIDGE BETWEEN LONG CANYON AND STRAWBERRY CANYON, ABOUT 5 MI SW OF
AROMAS.

Arctostaphylos hookeri ssp. hookeri

Hooker's manzanita

29659

nonspecific
area

20020122

None

None

1B.2

NORTH & SOUTH OF HIGHWAY 1 BETWEEN BUENA VISTA DR. & MAR MONTE AVE.,
NORTHWEST OF WATSONVILLE.

Arctostaphylos hookeri ssp. hookeri

Hooker's manzanita

66307

1/5 mile

20010601

None

None

1B.2

ON RIDGE (NORTH) OF BLOHM RANCH, 0.8 AIR MILES SOUTH OF LAS LOMAS.

Arctostaphylos pajaroensis

Pajaro manzanita

12293

nonspecific
area

20010601

None

None

1B.1

LONG VALLEY, 5 MILES NORTHEAST OF WATSONVILLE AND 1 MILE EAST OF
ELKHORN SLOUGH.

Arctostaphylos pajaroensis

Pajaro manzanita

63259

nonspecific
area

19940101

None

None

1B.1

EAGLES RIDGE ROAD (RIDGECREST ROAD?), NEAR CORNCOB CANYON; SOUTHEAST
OF WATSONVILLE.

Arctostaphylos pajaroensis

Pajaro manzanita

8925

2/5 mile

19360818

None

None

1B.1

1 MILE NORTHEAST OF ELKHORN SCHOOL, EAST OF ELKHORN SLOUGH AND
NORTHWEST OF PRUNEDALE.

Arctostaphylos pajaroensis

Pajaro manzanita

70243

1/5 mile

20010601

None

None

1B.1

ON RIDGE NORTH OF BLOHM RANCH, 0.8 MILES SOUTH OF LAS LOMAS.

Arctostaphylos pajaroensis

Pajaro manzanita

63258

nonspecific
area

19950126

None

None

1B.1

ALONG HIGHWAY 1 AT MOSS LANDING SCHOOL, ABOUT 200 M SOUTH OF JUNCTION
WITH SPRINGFIELD ROAD; MOSS LANDING.

Centromadia parryi ssp. congdonii

Congdon's tarplant

84649

80 meters

20080702

None

None

1B.1

HARKINS SLOUGH UNIT, ELLICOTT SLOUGH NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE.

Centromadia parryi ssp. congdonii

Congdon's tarplant

84648

specific area

20100729

None

None

1B.1

MOSS LANDING POWER PLANT, BETWEEN ELKHORN SLOUGH AND MORO COJO
SLOUGH.

Chorizanthe pungens var. pungens

Monterey spineflower

20948

nonspecific
area

19990503

Threatened

None

1B.2

MOUTH OF PAJARO RIVER.

Chorizanthe pungens var. pungens

Monterey spineflower

20946

3/5 mile

19360519

Threatened

None

1B.2

1.5 MI E OF WATSONVILLE JUNCTION.

Chorizanthe pungens var. pungens

Monterey spineflower

68032

nonspecific
area

19030927

Threatened

None

1B.2

4 MILES FROM MOSS LANDING ON PAJARO ROAD.

Chorizanthe pungens var. pungens

Monterey spineflower

2612

nonspecific
area

19950714

Threatened

None

1B.2

SUNSET BEACH STATE PARK, ALONG SHELL ROAD, ABOUT 0.5 TO 1.9 AIR MILES
SOUTH OF SUNSET BEACH ROAD, WEST OF WATSONVILLE.

Chorizanthe pungens var. pungens

Monterey spineflower

67984

1/5 mile

20010601

Threatened

None

1B.2

ON RIDGE NORTH OF BLOHM RANCH, 0.8 MILES SOUTH OF LAS LOMAS.

Chorizanthe pungens var. pungens

Monterey spineflower

68033

1/5 mile

19940330

Threatened

None

1B.2

MOSS LANDING, ON HINDUNE BETWEEN BASE OF MUNICIPAL WATER TOWER AND
WESTERN EDGE OF CEMETERY.

Chorizanthe pungens var. pungens

Monterey spineflower

13306

nonspecific
area

19520518

Threatened

None

1B.2

NEAR MOSS LANDING, 5 MILES SOUTHWEST OF WATSONVILLE (MAPPED JUST
NORTH OF MOSS LANDING IN DUNES).

Chorizanthe pungens var. pungens

Monterey spineflower

29332

nonspecific
area

19950623

Threatened

None

1B.2

WSW OF WATSONVILLE MUNICIPAL AIRPORT, SOUTH OF HIGHWAY 1 AND WEST OF
RANCHO ROAD; NORTHEAST OF ELLICOTT.

Chorizanthe pungens var. pungens

Monterey spineflower

8301

80 meters

19860618

Threatened

None

1B.2

MANRESA STATE BEACH, APPROX. 0.75 AIR MILE WNW OF MONTEREY BAY
ACADEMY.

Ericameria fasciculata

Eastwood's goldenbush

68144

1/5 mile

20010601

None

None

1B.1

ON RIDGE NORTH OF BLOHM RANCH, 0.8 MILES SOUTH OF LAS LOMAS.

Erysimum ammophilum

sand-loving wallflower

29516

nonspecific
area

19500416

None

None

1B.2

SUNSET STATE BEACH, BETWEEN OCEAN AND WATSONVILLE SLOUGH NEAR MOUTH
OF PAJARO RIVER.

Erysimum ammophilum

sand-loving wallflower

10008

specific area

19950610

None

None

1B.2

SUNSET STATE BEACH, ALONG SHELL ROAD ABOUT 0.6 MILE TO 1.9 MILES SOUTH OF
SUNSET BEACH ROAD, WEST OF WATSONVILLE.

Gilia tenuiflora ssp. arenaria

Monterey gilia

1298

specific area

199305XX

Endangered

Threatened

1B.2

SALINAS RIVER STATE BEACH ON DUNES SURROUNDING PARKING AREA, AND
MONTEREY DUNES COLONY.

Gilia tenuiflora ssp. arenaria

Monterey gilia

1028

1/5 mile

19940330

Endangered

Threatened

1B.2

MOSS LANDING; WATERTOWER HILL.

Gilia tenuiflora ssp. arenaria

Monterey gilia

20125

specific area

19950610

Endangered

Threatened

1B.2

SUNSET BEACH STATE PARK, ABOUT 1.7 MILES SOUTH OF SUNSET BEACH ROAD.
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Holocarpha macradenia

Santa Cruz tarplant

5330

specific area

2000XXXX

Threatened

Endangered

1B.1

WATSONVILLE MUNICIPAL AIRPORT AND JUST SOUTH OF AIRPORT, WEST OF
FREEDOM.

Holocarpha macradenia

Santa Cruz tarplant

15194

specific area

19860809

Threatened

Endangered

1B.1

JUST NW OF WATSONVILLE, NE OF DRIVE-IN THEATER, SE OF CLIFFORD DRIVE AND
SW OF ARTHUR ROAD.

Holocarpha macradenia

Santa Cruz tarplant

15192

specific area

1993XXXX

Threatened

Endangered

1B.1

PORTER RANCH, 2 MILES SOUTH OF PAJARO ON EAST SIDE OF JUNCTION AT HALL
ROAD AND ELKHORN ROAD.

Holocarpha macradenia

Santa Cruz tarplant

48958

specific area

200106XX

Threatened

Endangered

1B.1

WEST OF THE WATSONVILLE AIRPORT, ON EAST SIDE OF LARKINS VALLEY ROAD
ABOUT 0.25 - 0.5 MILE NORTH OF HIGHWAY ONE.

Holocarpha macradenia

Santa Cruz tarplant

7400

specific area

2000XXXX

Threatened

Endangered

1B.1

E OF HWY 1, N OF HARKINS SLOUGH RD, S OF HWY 152 (MAIN ST) NEAR
WATSONVILLE BETWEEN APPLE HILLS CONDOMINIUMS & HWY 152.

Holocarpha macradenia

Santa Cruz tarplant

7399

80 meters

20070729

Threatened

Endangered

1B.1

WATSONVILLE, HILL BETWEEN BRANCHES OF SW DRAINING TRIBUTARY OF STRUVE
SLOUGH, 0.5 MI S HWY 152, ABOUT 0.3 MI NE HWY 1.

Holocarpha macradenia

Santa Cruz tarplant

7398

specific area

19930901

Threatened

Endangered

1B.1

EAST SIDE OF HARKINS SLOUGH JUST SOUTH OF HARKINS SLOUGH ROAD.

Monolopia gracilens

woodland woollythreads

94225

nonspecific
area

19150405

None

None

1B.2

PAJARO RIVER, MONTEREY COUNTY.

Piperia yadonii

Yadon's rein orchid

63731

nonspecific
area

XXXXXXXX

Endangered

None

1B.1

RENTERIA AND BROTHERS RANCHES, EAST OF ELKHORN SLOUGH.

Piperia yadonii

Yadon's rein orchid

12670

nonspecific
area

19960617

Endangered

None

1B.1

NORTH OF LONG VALLEY, ALONG SOUTH SIDE OF TUCKER ROAD, NORTHWEST OF
PRUNEDALE.

Piperia yadonii

Yadon's rein orchid

7361

1/5 mile

20010601

Endangered

None

1B.1

ON RIDGE (NORTH) OF BLOHM RANCH, 0.8 AIR MILE SOUTH OF LAS LOMAS.

Plagiobothrys chorisianus var.
chorisianus

Choris' popcornflower

94240

1/5 mile

20040317

None

None

1B.2

MOSS LANDING POWER PLANT, 100 M NNE OF ELECTRICAL SUBSTATION NE
CORNER, OR 1240 M N 80.64 DEGREES E OF DOLAN RD & HWY 1.

Plagiobothrys chorisianus var.
chorisianus

Choris' popcornflower

94239

80 meters

20050531

None

None

1B.2

MORO COJO SLOUGH, ARM OF THE SLOUGH LYING BETWEEN DOLAN RD AND
ELKHORN RD ~250 M E OF CONFLUENCE WITH MAIN SLOUGH ARM.

Trifolium hydrophilum

saline clover

49389

2/5 mile

19950511

None

None

1B.2

WETLANDS EAST OF JETTY ROAD AND HIGHWAY 1 JUNCTION.

Trifolium hydrophilum

saline clover

49387

specific area

20000520

None

None

1B.2

MORO COJO SLOUGH, EAST OF HIGHWAY 1.

Trifolium hydrophilum

saline clover

49388

1/10 mile

19980421

None

None

1B.2

SOUTH END OF MOSS LANDING; EAST OF CEMETERY, BETWEEN HIGHWAY 1 AND
MOSS LANDING ROAD.

Agelaius tricolor

tricolored blackbird

24679

1/5 mile

19890430

None

None

HANSON SLOUGH, 1.1 MILES NW OF HWY 1 JCT WITH HWY 129, WEST OF
WATSONVILLE.

Agelaius tricolor

tricolored blackbird

13458

1/5 mile

19800607

None

None

ALONG WEST BRANCH OF STRUVE SLOUGH, JUST WEST OF HWY 1, ONE MILE SOUTH
OF HWY 152 JCT, WATSONVILLE.

Agelaius tricolor

tricolored blackbird

6577

nonspecific
area

19600430

None

None

WARNER LAKE, 1 MILE SOUTH OF WATSONVILLE JUNCTION.

Ambystoma californiense

California tiger salamander

28377

1 mile

1973XXXX

Threatened

Threatened

1.25 MI N OF MOSS LANDING, ADJACENT TO ELKHORN SLOUGH.

Ambystoma californiense

California tiger salamander

46225

nonspecific
area

20070421

Threatened

Threatened

MORO COJO SLOUGH AREA OFF CASTROVILLE BLVD, MOSS LANDING.

Ambystoma californiense

California tiger salamander

30655

1/5 mile

19961210

Threatened

Threatened

ELLICOTT POND, SANTA CRUZ LONG-TOED SALAMANDER ECOLOGICAL RESERVE,
WEST OF WATSONVILLE.

Ambystoma californiense

California tiger salamander

82182

80 meters

20080517

Threatened

Threatened

ABOUT 0.7 MILES NE OF ELKHORN RD AT KIRBY RD, ELKHORN SLOUGH RESERVE
(TNC).

Ambystoma californiense

California tiger salamander

71890

80 meters

20080201

Threatened

Threatened

0.25 MILE SOUTHWEST OF THE JUNCTION OF HIGHWAY 1 AND JENSEN ROAD, WEST
OF ELKHORN SLOUGH.
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Ambystoma californiense

California tiger salamander

4112

80 meters

19881116

Threatened

Threatened

STRAWBERRY ROAD, 0.25 MILE EAST OF ELKHORN ROAD, APPROX. 4 MILES NORTH
OF CASTROVILLE.

Ambystoma macrodactylum
croceum

Santa Cruz long-toed
salamander

30656

nonspecific
area

19890426

Endangered

Endangered

SANTA CRUZ LONG-TOED SALAMANDER ECOLOGICAL RES. & ELLICOTT SLOUGH
NATIONAL WILDLIFE RESERVE, SAN ANDRES RD AT ELLICOTT.

Ambystoma macrodactylum
croceum

Santa Cruz long-toed
salamander

14810

specific area

20020401

Endangered

Endangered

MCCLUSKY SLOUGH, 2 MILES NORTH OF MOSS LANDING, DIRECTLY INLAND OF
ZMUDOWSKI BEACH STATE PARK.

Ambystoma macrodactylum
croceum

Santa Cruz long-toed
salamander

8659

nonspecific
area

20060518

Endangered

Endangered

NORTHERN CORNER OF MORO COJO SLOUGH, AT THE INTERSECTION OF
CASTROVILLE, DOLAN, AND SHAFFI ROADS, MOSS LANDING.

Ambystoma macrodactylum
croceum

Santa Cruz long-toed
salamander

14811

specific area

1989XXXX

Endangered

Endangered

BENNETT SLOUGH AND STRUVE SLOUGH, 1.5 MI NNE OF MOSS LANDING.

Ambystoma macrodactylum
croceum

Santa Cruz long-toed
salamander

5402

nonspecific
area

20020401

Endangered

Endangered

POND JUST EAST OF ZMUDOWSKI BEACH STATE PARK, 2 MILES NNW OF MOSS
LANDING.

Ambystoma macrodactylum
croceum

Santa Cruz long-toed
salamander

52999

nonspecific
area

20090123

Endangered

Endangered

NEXT TO THE ELKHORN SLOUGH NATIONAL ESTUARINE RESEARCH RESERVE
HEADQUARTERS.

Ambystoma macrodactylum
croceum

Santa Cruz long-toed
salamander

71746

specific area

20070510

Endangered

Endangered

1.7 MILES DIRECTLY EAST OF THE NORTH END OF ELKHORN SLOUGH, 4 MILES SE OF
WATSONVILLE.

Anniella pulchra nigra

black legless lizard

1027

1/10 mile

19840417

None

None

Anniella pulchra nigra

black legless lizard

27426

1/5 mile

19840407

None

None

Anniella pulchra nigra

black legless lizard

27425

1/5 mile

19840408

None

None

Anniella pulchra nigra

black legless lizard

1029

1/5 mile

19940509

None

None

Anniella pulchra nigra

black legless lizard

54721

1/10 mile

200106XX

None

None

Anniella pulchra nigra

black legless lizard

13110

1/5 mile

19850410

None

None

Anniella pulchra nigra

black legless lizard

27424

1/5 mile

19840412

None

None

Anniella pulchra nigra

black legless lizard

27396

1/5 mile

1967XXXX

None

None

Anniella pulchra nigra

black legless lizard

27419

1/5 mile

19940205

None

None

Anniella pulchra nigra

black legless lizard

27427

1/5 mile

19840410

None

None

Anniella pulchra nigra

black legless lizard

14761

1/5 mile

19840420

None

None

Anniella pulchra pulchra

silvery legless lizard

74562

nonspecific
area

19920613

None

None

MOSS LANDING, MONTEREY.

Asio flammeus

short-eared owl

25541

1 mile

1977XXXX

None

None

MOUTH OF SALINAS RIVER (0.2 MI S MOSS LANDING).

Athene cunicularia

burrowing owl

25451

nonspecific
area

19830211

None

None

DOLAN ROAD, ABOUT 2 MILES NORTH OF CASTROVILLE.

Athene cunicularia

burrowing owl

48971

specific area

20010228

None

None

SOUTH SIDE OF GIBERSON ROAD, 2 MILES NE OF THE MOUTH OF ELKHORN SLOUGH
(MOSS LANDING).

Charadrius alexandrinus nivosus

western snowy plover

25751

1 mile

1978XXXX

Threatened

None

PAJARO RIVER MOUTH AND PALM BEACH.

Charadrius alexandrinus nivosus

western snowy plover

25718

1 mile

1986XXXX

Threatened

None

ZMUDOWSKI STATE BEACH, 2 MILES NNW OF MOSS LANDING.

Charadrius alexandrinus nivosus

western snowy plover

13032

1 mile

1978XXXX

Threatened

None

MOSS LANDING STATE BEACH, MOSS LANDING.

Charadrius alexandrinus nivosus

western snowy plover

25753

1 mile

1986XXXX

Threatened

None

SALINAS RIVER (NORTH) SPIT, JUST S OF MOSS LANDING.

Charadrius alexandrinus nivosus

western snowy plover

25750

1/5 mile

1986XXXX

Threatened

None

ELKHORN SLOUGH SALT PONDS, JUST NORTH OF ELKHORN SLOUGH AT HWY 1 AND
EAST SIDE OF HWY 1, PAULS ISLAND, MOSS LANDING.
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Coelus globosus

globose dune beetle

61138

nonspecific
area

19770426

None

None

SUNSET BEACH, 16 MILES SOUTH OF SANTA CRUZ.

Coelus globosus

globose dune beetle

21360

nonspecific
area

19901017

None

None

PALM BEACH ACCESS, AT THE END OF BEACH ROAD, SUNSET STATE BEACH, 1 MILE
NORTH OF THE MOUTH OF THE PAJARO RIVER.

Coelus globosus

globose dune beetle

21359

nonspecific
area

19911014

None

None

POTRERO ROAD ACCESS POINT TO SALINAS RIVER STATE BEACH.

Danaus plexippus

monarch butterfly

22894

1/5 mile

1984XXXX

None

None

Danaus plexippus

monarch butterfly

22932

1/5 mile

1994XXXX

None

None

Danaus plexippus

monarch butterfly

22928

1/5 mile

19980105

None

None

Danaus plexippus

monarch butterfly

22929

1/5 mile

19850106

None

None

Danaus plexippus

monarch butterfly

22896

nonspecific
area

19980106

None

None

MANRESA STATE BEACH, WEST OF WATSONVILLE.

Danaus plexippus

monarch butterfly

22897

1/5 mile

19980106

None

None

PALM BEACH, AT THE END OF EACH ROAD (PART OF SUNSET STATE BEACH),
APPROXIMATELY 4 MILES NORTH OF MOSS LANDING.

Danaus plexippus

monarch butterfly

22895

1/5 mile

19861228

None

None

ELKHORN SLOUGH ECOLOGICAL RESERVE, APPROX. 1 MI E OF MOSS LANDING.

Danaus plexippus

monarch butterfly

34992

specific area

19980106

None

None

MOSS LANDING MIDDLE SCHOOL, ON THE EAST SIDE OF HWY 1, 1.5 MILES NORTH OF
ELKHORN SLOUGH.

Elanus leucurus

white-tailed kite

49429

80 meters

20020614

None

None

0.5 MILE WEST OF ELKHORN ROAD, BETWEEN THE MOUTHS OF STRAWBERRY
CANYON AND LONG CANYON, ELKHORN SLOUGH ECO RESERVE.

Emys marmorata

western pond turtle

30654

1/5 mile

19970129

None

None

VICINITY OF THE INTERSECTION OF BREWINGTON AVENUE AND CRESTVIEW DRIVE,
WATSONVILLE.

Emys marmorata

western pond turtle

70135

80 meters

20070515

None

None

NORTH SIDE OF THE PAJARO RIVER, 0.3 MILE UPSTREAM OF HIGHWAY 1, SOUTH OF
WATSONVILLE.

Emys marmorata

western pond turtle

70134

80 meters

20070302

None

None

STRUVE SLOUGH, JUST NORTH OF HARKINS SLOUGH ROAD, 0.4 MILE EAST OF
HIGHWAY 1, WATSONVILLE.

Emys marmorata

western pond turtle

437

80 meters

19881027

None

None

WATSONVILLE SLOUGH AT PAJARO DUNES, BETWEEN THE MOUTH OF THE PAJARO
RIVER AND PALM BEACH.

Emys marmorata

western pond turtle

28924

80 meters

19881209

None

None

PAJARO RIVER JUST DOWNSTREAM FROM MCGOWAN ROAD BRIDGE; SOUTHWEST
OF WATSONVILLE.

Eucyclogobius newberryi

tidewater goby

28547

nonspecific
area

1991XXXX

Endangered

None

PAJARO RIVER, FROM MOUTH TO 1.0 MILE UPSTREAM, APPROX. 3 MILES NORTH OF
MOSS LANDING.

Eucyclogobius newberryi

tidewater goby

28546

nonspecific
area

1990XXXX

Endangered

None

ELKHORN SLOUGH, FROM MOUTH TO 1.0 MILE UPSTREAM, 250 M WEST OF THE
TIDEGATE IN BENNETT SLOUGH.

Eucyclogobius newberryi

tidewater goby

68036

80 meters

20061113

Endangered

None

MORO COJO SLOUGH, AT THE HIGHWAY 1 CROSSING, MOSS LANDING.

Rallus longirostris obsoletus

California clapper rail

25842

nonspecific
area

197803XX

Endangered

Endangered

ELKHORN SLOUGH.

Rana boylii

foothill yellow-legged frog

76089

nonspecific
area

19701023

None

None

ALONG BUENA VISTA DR AT HARKINS SLOUGH RD; ABOUT 0.6 MI NE OF BUENA VISTA
DR AT GALLIGHAN SLOUGH, WATSONVILLE.

Rana draytonii

California red-legged frog

47035

80 meters

20011113

Threatened

None

Rana draytonii

California red-legged frog

69423

1/10 mile

20070225

Threatened

None

Rana draytonii

California red-legged frog

69435

80 meters

20070212

Threatened

None

Rana draytonii

California red-legged frog

40840

specific area

20060727

Threatened

None
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Table F-1. California Natural Diversity Database (CNDDB) Records Results
Latin Name

Common Name

EONDX

ACCURACY

SITEDATE

FEDLIST

CALLIST

RPLANTRANK

LOCATION
SLOUGH ROAD NW TO HIGHWAY 152, SW OF WATSONVILLE.

Rana draytonii

California red-legged frog

30657

1/5 mile

19970203

Threatened

None

ELLICOTT POND, SANTA CRUZ LONG-TOED SALAMANDER RESERVE, WEST OF
WATSONVILLE.

Rana draytonii

California red-legged frog

42013

specific area

20080520

Threatened

None

ALONG THE SOUTH SIDE OF THE SPRR TRACKS, BETWEEN WATSONVILLE SLOUGH
AND BEACH ROAD, SW OF WATSONVILLE.

Rana draytonii

California red-legged frog

45424

specific area

20010327

Threatened

None

STRUVE SLOUGH, BETWEEN HIGHWAY 1 AND HIGHWAY 152, JUST WEST OF
WATSONVILLE.

Rana draytonii

California red-legged frog

75183

specific area

20040601

Threatened

None

ELKHORN RANCH, SE OF THE JUNCTION OF HWY 1 & STRUVE RD.

Rana draytonii

California red-legged frog

31464

80 meters

19890516

Threatened

None

ELKHORN SLOUGH NATIONAL ESTUARINE RESEARCH PRESERVE. N OF RD TO
ELKHORN, 0.3 MI E OF RR TRACKS & 0.3 MI W OF ELKHORN RD.

Rana draytonii

California red-legged frog

75071

80 meters

20040604

Threatened

None

0.24 MI SE OF THE ELKHORN SLOUGH NATIONAL ESTUARINE RESEARCH RESERVE
HEADQUARTERS.

Rana draytonii

California red-legged frog

75137

80 meters

20060601

Threatened

None

ON RIDGELINE EAST OF ELKHORN SLOUGH & NORTH OF SWISS CANYON, LOS
CARNEROS, WATSONVILLE.

Rana draytonii

California red-legged frog

42012

80 meters

19990921

Threatened

None

HARKIN SLOUGH, WHERE IT INTERSECTS THE SPRR TRACKS, WEST OF
WATSONVILLE.

Rana draytonii

California red-legged frog

33787

80 meters

19980110

Threatened

None

0.8 MILE NNE OF THE INTERSECTION OF ZILS ROAD AND SAN ANDRES ROAD, WEST
OF WATSONVILLE.

Rana draytonii

California red-legged frog

76950

80 meters

20040601

Threatened

None

ELKHORN NATIVE PLANT NURSERY, ELKHORN RANCH.

Rana draytonii

California red-legged frog

75131

80 meters

20050601

Threatened

None

NORTH SIDE OF WARNER LAKE, 1 MILE SOUTH OF WATSONVILLE JUNCTION.

Rana draytonii

California red-legged frog

65461

80 meters

20060518

Threatened

None

0.2 MILE NORTH OF DOLAN ROAD, BETWEEN MORO COJO SLOUGH AND ELKHORN
SLOUGH, MOSS LANDING.

Rana draytonii

California red-legged frog

77332

80 meters

20090612

Threatened

None

NORTH SIDE OF THE PAJARO RIVER, 0.60 MILE UPSTREAM OF HIGHWAY 1, SOUTH OF
WATSONVILLE.

Rana draytonii

California red-legged frog

75139

80 meters

20000329

Threatened

None

NE CORNER OF HWY 1 & SALINAS RD, WATSONVILLE.

Rana draytonii

California red-legged frog

75124

80 meters

20040601

Threatened

None

ELKHORN SLOUGH NATIONAL ESTUARINE RESEARCH PRESERVE, 0.18 MI W OF THE
INTERSECTION OF ELKHORN RD & PARADISE VALLEY RD.

Rana draytonii

California red-legged frog

56028

80 meters

200406XX

Threatened

None

WATSONVILLE SLOUGH, AT THE OLD HARKINS SLOUGH ROAD CROSSING,
WATSONVILLE.

Rana draytonii

California red-legged frog

71779

80 meters

20070511

Threatened

None

1 MILE DIRECTLY EAST NORTH END OF ELKHORN SLOUGH AND IMMEDIATELY SOUTH
OF HALL ROAD, 4 MILES SE OF WATSONVILLE.

Rana draytonii

California red-legged frog

71836

80 meters

20070510

Threatened

None

CARNEROS CREEK, 1.5 MILES DIRECTLY EAST OF THE NORTH END OF ELKHORN
SLOUGH AND SOUTH OF HALL RD, 4 MI SE OF WATSONVILLE.

Rana draytonii

California red-legged frog

5401

80 meters

19940401

Threatened

None

JUST EAST OF ZMUDOWSKI BEACH STATE PARK, 2 MILES NNW OF MOSS LANDING.

Rana draytonii

California red-legged frog

12295

80 meters

19900509

Threatened

None

EAST BRANCH OF HANSON SLOUGH, 2 MILES WEST OF WATSONVILLE.

Rana draytonii

California red-legged frog

33241

80 meters

19890613

Threatened

None

STRAWBERRY ROAD, 0.25 MILE FROM INTERSECTION WITH ELKHORN ROAD. 0.7 MILE
ENE OF ELKHORN AT ELKHORN SLOUGH.

Rana draytonii

California red-legged frog

76948

specific area

20040601

Threatened

None

STOCK POND ON ELKHORN RANCH, 0.92 AIR MI ESE OF THE JUNCTION OF HWY 1 &
STRUVE RD.

Rana draytonii

California red-legged frog

76935

specific area

20040601

Threatened

None

STOCK POND ON ELKHORN RANCH, 0.9 AIR MI SE OF THE JUNCTION OF HWY 1 &
STRUVE RD.

Reithrodontomys megalotis
distichlis

Salinas harvest mouse

23882

nonspecific
area

19370603

None

None

STRAWBERRY CANYON.
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Table F-1. California Natural Diversity Database (CNDDB) Records Results
Latin Name

Common Name

EONDX

ACCURACY

SITEDATE

FEDLIST

CALLIST

RPLANTRANK

LOCATION

Reithrodontomys megalotis
distichlis

Salinas harvest mouse

63905

1/5 mile

20021005

None

None

MOSS LANDING.

Riparia riparia

bank swallow

88694

1 mile

1962XXXX

None

Threatened

WATSONVILLE.

Riparia riparia

bank swallow

25194

1 mile

1987XXXX

None

Threatened

MOUTH OF PAJARO RIVER, VICINITY OF BLUFF RD AT TRAFTON RD, ABOUT 4.5 MILES
SW OF WATSONVILLE.

Riparia riparia

bank swallow

25143

1 mile

19510509

None

Threatened

MOSS LANDING.

Spirinchus thaleichthys

longfin smelt

90702

1 mile

1993XXXX

Candidate

Threatened

MOSS LANDING HARBOR.

Taxidea taxus

American badger

57695

1 mile

19090714

None

None

5 MILES SOUTH OF APTOS.

Tryonia imitator

mimic tryonia (=California
brackishwater snail)

23221

nonspecific
area

20080424

None

None

MORO COJO SLOUGH AT HIGHWAY 1, MOSS LANDING.

Tryonia imitator

mimic tryonia (=California
brackishwater snail)

86180

specific area

20080424

None

None

BENNETT SLOUGH AND "STRUVE POND," 1.5 MI NNE OF MOSS LANDING.

Tryonia imitator

mimic tryonia (=California
brackishwater snail)

23210

1/5 mile

200804XX

None

None

PARSONS SLOUGH, ON THE SOUTHEAST EDGE OF ELKHORN SLOUGH, ABOUT 3
MILES NORTH OF CASTROVILLE.

Tryonia imitator

mimic tryonia (=California
brackishwater snail)

23209

1/5 mile

200804XX

None

None

PORTER MARSH, AKA ELKHORN SLOUGH HUDSONS LANDING, ABOUT 4 MI NNE OF
MOSS LANDING.

Tryonia imitator

mimic tryonia (=California
brackishwater snail)

23208

1/5 mile

1979XXXX

None

None

ELKHORN SLOUGH SALT PONDS, JUST NORTH OF ELKHORN SLOUGH AT HWY 1 AND
EAST SIDE OF HWY 1, PAULS ISLAND, MOSS LANDING.

Tryonia imitator

mimic tryonia (=California
brackishwater snail)

23222

1/5 mile

19811013

None

None

BENNETT SLOUGH.

Tryonia imitator

mimic tryonia (=California
brackishwater snail)

86183

1/10 mile

20060416

None

None

ELKHORN SLOUGH AT HWY 1 CROSSING.

Tryonia imitator

mimic tryonia (=California
brackishwater snail)

86179

specific area

2007XXXX

None

None

ESTRADA MARSH, BETWEEN ELKHORN SLOUGH AND ELKHORN RD AND SOUTH OF
KIRBY RD. ELKHORN SLOUGH ECOLOGICAL RESERVE.

Central Dune Scrub

Central Dune Scrub

26336

1 mile

19831009

None

None

SUNSET STATE BEACH (NORTH OF MOUTH OF PAJARO RIVER).

Central Dune Scrub

Central Dune Scrub

26337

1 mile

19830912

None

None

ZMUDOWSKI BEACH STATE PARK (BETWEEN PAJARO RIVER MOUTH & ELKHORN
SLOUGH).

Central Maritime Chaparral

Central Maritime
Chaparral

25356

1 mile

1980XXXX

None

None

LONG VALLEY, 5 MILES NORTHEAST OF CASTROVILLE OR 1 MILE EAST OF ELKHORN.

Coastal and Valley Freshwater
Marsh

Coastal and Valley
Freshwater Marsh

16056

specific area

19800810

None

None

WATSONVILLE, HANSON, GALLIGHAN, STRUVE AND HARKINS SLOUGHS; 2 MILES
WSW OF WATSONVILLE.

Coastal and Valley Freshwater
Marsh

Coastal and Valley
Freshwater Marsh

16075

specific area

197801XX

None

None

MCCLUSKY SLOUGH, 2 MILES NORTH OF MOSS LANDING, DIRECTLY INLAND OF
ZMUDOWSKI BEACH STATE PARK.

Coastal and Valley Freshwater
Marsh

Coastal and Valley
Freshwater Marsh

13611

1/5 mile

197603XX

None

None

BENNETT SLOUGH NORTH OF ELKHORN SLOUGH. ABOUT 2.5 KM NNW OF MOSS
LANDING.

Coastal Brackish Marsh

Coastal Brackish Marsh

16095

specific area

19851116

None

None

MORO COJO SLOUGH, 2 MILES NORTH OF CASTROVILLE.

Northern Coastal Salt Marsh

Northern Coastal Salt
Marsh

16139

specific area

197211XX

None

None

ELKHORN SLOUGH AT MOSS LANDING.

Northern Coastal Salt Marsh

Northern Coastal Salt
Marsh

16143

specific area

19780312

None

None

MOUTH OF PAJARO RIVER & WATSONVILLE SLOUGH.
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USFWS RECORDS RESULTS
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service

Sacramento Fish & Wildlife Office
Federal Endangered and Threatened Species that Occur in
or may be Affected by Projects in the Counties and/or
U.S.G.S. 7 1/2 Minute Quads you requested

Quad Lists
Listed Species
Invertebrates
• Euphydryas editha bayensis
o bay checkerspot butterfly (T)
Fish
• Eucyclogobius newberryi
o tidewater goby (E)
o Critical habitat, tidewater goby (X)
•
Oncorhynchus kisutch
o Coho salmon - central CA coast (E) (NMFS)
• Oncorhynchus mykiss
o Central Valley steelhead (T) (NMFS)
o Critical habitat, Central California coastal steelhead (X) (NMFS)
o South Central California steelhead (T) (NMFS)
Amphibians
• Ambystoma californiense
o California tiger salamander, central population (T)
o Critical habitat, CA tiger salamander, central population (X)
• Rana draytonii
o California red-legged frog (T)
o Critical habitat, California red-legged frog (X)
Birds
• Brachyramphus marmoratus
o marbled murrelet (T)
• Coccyzus americanus occidentalis
o Western yellow-billed cuckoo (T)
• Charadrius alexandrinus nivosus
o Critical habitat, western snowy plover (X)
•
Rallus longirostris obsoletus
o California clapper rail (E)
• Sternula antillarum (=Sterna, =albifrons) browni
o California least tern (E)
• Vireo bellii pusillus
o Least Bell's vireo (E)
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Mammals
• Vulpes macrotis mutica
o San Joaquin kit fox (E)
Plants
• Chorizanthe robusta var. robusta
o robust spineflower (E)
• Erysimum menziesii (includes ssp. yadonii)
o Menzies's wallflower (E)
• Holocarpha macradenia
o Critical habitat, Santa Cruz tarplant (X)
o Santa Cruz tarplant (T)
• Lupinus tidestromii
o clover lupine [Tidestrom's lupine] (E)
Quads Containing Listed, Proposed or Candidate Species:
MARINA (366A)
SALINAS (385B)
WATSONVILLE EAST (386B)
PRUNEDALE (386C)
MOSS LANDING (386D)
WATSONVILLE WEST (387A)
Key:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

(E) Endangered - Listed as being in danger of extinction.
(T) Threatened - Listed as likely to become endangered within the foreseeable future.
(P) Proposed - Officially proposed in the Federal Register for listing as endangered or
threatened.
(NMFS) Species under the Jurisdiction of the National Oceanic & Atmospheric
Administration Fisheries Service. Consult with them directly about these species.
Critical Habitat - Area essential to the conservation of a species.
(PX) Proposed Critical Habitat - The species is already listed. Critical habitat is being
proposed for it.
(C) Candidate - Candidate to become a proposed species.
(V) Vacated by a court order. Not currently in effect. Being reviewed by the Service.
(X) Critical Habitat designated for this species
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Exhibit B: Cultural Resources Report (Confidential, on file with the Pajaro Valley Water
Management Agency)

